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Preface
Ralf Lindner

This book is the result of the research project “Res-AGo-

to guide the process of governing towards higher levels

intensive co-construction process, through which the con-

Board, composed of renowned experts from core stake-

rA” – Responsible Research and Innovation in a Distribut-

of responsibility in research and innovation, where the

sortium was able to refine and eventually finalise the main

holder groups relevant for the debates around responsi-

ed Anticipatory Governance Frame. A Constructive Socio-

normative content is negotiated by the actors themselves

output of the project – the Responsibility Navigator.

bility in research and innovation, proved extremely valu-

normative Approach), a three-year (2013–2016), EU-funded

as part of a continuous process of reflexive, anticipative

project, which had the objective to develop a comprehen-

and responsive adaptation of research and innovation

Throughout the course of the project, Res-AGorA was for-

sive governance framework for responsible research and

to changing societal challenges. The aim of Res-AGorA

tunate to benefit from the support of numerous institu-

innovation. As such, Res-AGorA is part of and contributes

was to develop a framework of principles intended to

tions, colleagues, and stakeholders in the field of research

We also take this opportunity to thank our colleagues

to the vibrant debate on how to translate the ambitious

harness the self-governing capacities and capabilities of

and innovation. We would like to thank the European Com-

from the wider project team for their commitment

aims of excellent science, competitive industry and a bet-

actors within Europe. This orienting framework will help

mission, DG Research and Innovation, for providing the

and support: Jørgen Madsen (DBT) for managing exter-

ter society into principles for responsible research and

actors to understand their responsibility challenges and

essential funding for the project. And we are particularly

nal communications; Nikolaus Pöchhacker (IHS), Maria

innovation – without compromising on sustainability goals

to design, negotiate and implement their own context-

indebted to our project officers Karen Fabbri and Giuseppe

Linden (Fraunhofer ISI) and Hans Jørgensen (DBT) for

or ethically acceptable and socially desirable conditions.

specific understanding of responsibility in research and

Borsalino, who accompanied our work with pragmatism,

website design and technical support; Albena Kyuchu-

innovation.

advice and constructive feedback.

kova (Fraunhofer ISI) for financial project administra-

research and innovation have already been developed,

Res-AGorA has designed this framework in the form of

On numerous occasions Res-AGorA took advantage of

holz, Dominik Hahn (both Fraunhofer ISI), Lea Amby

these cannot be the definite final manifestation for all the

governance principles, codified in the Responsibility

conceptual input and enlightening discussions with our

Ottosen and Jakob Ibsen-Jensen (both DBT); Ulrike As-

different contexts at different political and organisational

Navigator, which was conceived as a means to provide

peers in the research community. Our thanks go to Arie

choff for multi-media support; Sabine Wurst and Jea-

levels across Europe, as the very essence of what is re-

orientation without normatively steering research and

Rip, Bärbel Dorbeck-Jung, Dave Guston, Erik Fisher, and

nette Braun for the design and layout of this publication,

sponsible in research and innovation is contested and will

innovation in a pre-defined direction. Furthermore, the

Richard Owen – to name just a few.

and Gillian Bowman-Köhler and Barbara Sinnemann

need constant re-negotiation and deliberation.

Co-construction Method is a collaborative workshop

able for Res-AGorA. We are very grateful for the time you

tion; our research assistants and interns Kim Schön-

While a number of explicit proposals for responsible

This fluid and contested nature of responsible research

(all Fraunhofer ISI) for proofreading the manuscript.

method designed to systematically facilitate the practi-

We are also indebted to over 100 experts and stakeholders

cal use of the Responsibility Navigator.

who participated in our expert meetings and co-construction workshops. The systematic involvement of diverse

and innovation is the starting point of Res-AGorA. Rather
than constructing yet another framework to specify the

This book brings together the main elements of Res-

perspectives was an essential element in Res-AGorA’s

normative content of what responsible research and in-

AGorA, ranging from the project’s conceptual reason-

research approach and vital for the project’s key outputs.

novation should be, Res-AGorA developed a framework

ing and theory-inspired empirical investigations, to our

Likewise, the feedback from our International Advisory

4 

invested in the Res-AGorA process.

Navigating towards shared responsibility in research and innovation

Karlsruhe, February 2016
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PART 1

INTRODUCTION

INTRO
DUC
TION

European
Commission
2011b
Page 7f.

1

Introduction:
The Res-AGorA journey
Ralf Lindner, Stefan Kuhlmann, Bjørn Bedsted, Jakob Edler, Erich Griessler,
Pierre-Benoît Joly, Niels Mejlgaard, Elena Pariotti, Sally Randles

“Research should take

The quest for responsible research and innovation has

research and innovation more responsible, responsive,

made remarkable progress over the last few years. Start-

and sustainable. The project’s key output, the Res-AGorA

into account the role

responsible innovation (e.g. Hellström 2003), the idea is

provide orientation for governance without normatively

now part of the European Union’s research and innova-

steering research and innovation in a specific direction.

of various actors, such

work programme Horizon 2020. Furthermore, the Rome

The chapters of this book bring together the main elements

Declaration on Responsible Research and Innovation in

of Res-AGorA, ranging from the conceptual reasoning

Europe (RRI)1 received high-level endorsement from the

behind the applied research approach, theory-inspired

as legislative, standard
setting and certification
bodies, regulatory bodies,
civil society organisations,
research institutions and
business operators.”

ing from a rather confined academic debate calling for “Responsibility Navigator”,3 was conceived as a means to

tion policy as a cross-cutting theme in the current frame-

European Council in 2014, and initiatives promoting re-

empirical investigations, a selection of the rich case study

sponsible (research and) innovation have also taken root

programme and the lessons learned from their analyses, to

in a number of European countries (e.g. the United King-

our monitoring of RRI trends in 16 European countries, and

dom, the Netherlands, and Norway).

our intensive co-construction process, through which the
consortium was able to refine and eventually finalise the

The Res-AGorA2 project is part of this dynamic discourse

main output of the project – the Responsibility Navigator.

and the notable policy developments related to RRI.
Running from 2013 to 2016, the EU-funded project Res- The following provides an overview of the project’s jourAGorA has co-constructed a good-practice governance

ney. Readers interested in learning about specific aspects

framework with practitioners and strategic decision-

or even the whole project are invited to explore the ensu-

makers – the “Responsibility Navigator” –, which facilitates

ing chapters of this book.

reflective processes involving multiple stakeholders and
policy-makers with the generic aim of making European
1
2

http://ec.europa.eu/research/swafs/pdf/rome_declaration_RRI_
final_21_November.pdf (accessed 25 November 2015).
Responsible Research and Innovation in a Distributed Anticipatory
Governance Frame. A Constructive Socio-normative Approach.

3

The Responsibility Navigator is presented in Chapter 11 and
available online: http://responsibility-navigator.eu/wp-content/
uploads/2016/01/Res-AGorA _Responsibility_Navigator.pdf. Please
note that the Res-AGorA Responsibility Navigator is licensed
under the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0
International License. To view a copy of this license, visit: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/.
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1.1 The project idea and conceptual
foundations: Res-AGorA’s socio-normative approach

become a genuine innovation union, in which “research

positions a priori is legitimate, the debates related to RRI

learn from them, and, where deemed useful, construc-

Res-AGorA is a response to a call for research proposals

and innovation are key drivers of competitiveness, jobs,

have not yet adequately addressed how to deal with the

tively integrate them into such a framework (Chapter 5).

First, the broader policy context within which a European

desirability. Who defines desirable directions, on what

Thus, the second premise of the Res-AGorA project was

governance framework for RRI would need to operate is

grounds and based on which processes (Walhout and

that any effective governance framework for RRI should

characterised by the European Union’s ambitious goal to

Kuhlmann 2013)? While postulating certain normative

take co-existing governance arrangements into account,

included in the European Commission’s Science-in-Society

sustainable growth and social progress” (European Com-

inevitable tensions, conflicts and related power games

Work Programme for 2012 (European Commission 2011).

mission 2012b: 4). The Horizon 2020 strategy was devel-

that arise when a heterogeneous, pluralistic actor land-

The call text specifically required the development of a

oped for this purpose with three simultaneous objectives:

scape with diverging interests is confronted by norms and

governance framework for RRI, and emphasised that:

excellent science, competitive industry and a better soci-

values intended to change behaviour (Randles et al. 2014:

ety. However, a number of grand challenges need to be

25, van Oudheusden 2014).

“[r]esearch should take into account the role of various

addressed with respect to the latter, such as health and

actors, such as legislative, standard setting and certifica-

wellbeing or climate change (European Commission 2011a).

tion bodies, regulatory bodies, civil society organisations,

Key assumptions of Res-AGorA

1. RRI is an inherently normative concept. The concrete
In short, the first central assumption of the Res-AGorA

realization of these normative claims will be contested

project was that the application of normative positions

in the context of pluralistic societies. Instead of down-

research institutions and business operators.” (European

These societal challenges already provide research and

will more often than not be contested. Consequently, ac-

playing these tensions and potential conflicts, Res-

Commission 2011b: 7f.)

innovation with a number of normative directions.5 An

knowledging normative pluralism poses the challenge

AGorA acknowledged the need to identify conditions

influential trend of orientating research and innovation

of identifying conditions and viable mechanisms able to

and viable mechanisms that facilitate the capacities

Furthermore, the call explained that a:

towards societal goals can be observed. This has been

address contestation and facilitate the capacities and ca-

and capabilities of relevant actors to engage in con-

given additional momentum by the debate on respon-

pabilities of the relevant actors to engage in constructive

structive negotiations.

“[…] comprehensive governance model for Responsible Re-

sible research and innovation. RRI emphasises specific

negotiations.

2. Manifold governance arrangements for research

search and Innovation does not yet exist at the European

qualities of research and innovation practices, aims to

Level. The availability of such a model and information

redefine the roles and responsibilities at science-society

and innovation exist, many of which explicitly address
Second, the quest for responsible research and innovation

the aims and ambitions of RRI. Res-AGorA had the

on the practical role of public engagement can make it

interfaces (Nielsen et al. 2015: 58) and has reopened the

did not start from scratch. The institutions, organisations,

objective to develop a governance framework for RRI

possible for policymakers to start working on its imple-

fundamental debate about how research and innovation

actors and procedures constituting research and innova-

by learning from “RRI in the making”.

mentation, thereby allowing stakeholders and interested

can contribute to the desirable futures our societies are

tion are subject to and influenced by a thick fabric of gover-

citizens to participate and co-design an innovation process

striving for. Such normativity is an inherent feature in most

nance arrangements and practices. These arrangements

for which they can share responsibility.” (European Com-

definitions of and frameworks for responsible research

are highly complex, interwoven, and concurrently incor-

Based on these two assumptions, the consortium’s ambi-

mission 2011b: 8)

and innovation (cf. von Schomberg 2011, Stilgoe et al. 2013,

porate different types of governance (hierarchy, market-

tion was to conduct a research project which would result

Owen et al. 2013, Pandza and Ellwood 2013, and Rip 2014),

based mechanisms, networks), and numerous governance

in a governance framework that supports strategic deci-

In addition to the challenging mission of developing such

and is explicitly stated in the call text, to which the Res-

instruments (hard and soft law, information, persuasion,

sion-makers and practitioners in research and innovation

a comprehensive governance framework for Europe, the

AGorA project responded (European Commission 2011b).

participation, etc.) and levels (from local to global). An

to transform current practices and institutional conditions

important part of these heterogeneous arrangements

in order to make the outcomes of research and innovation

call also required applicants to propose a monitoring exercise to observe trends and developments in RRI in Europe,

Against this background, the Res-AGorA partners did not

and practices is concerned with preventing harm, assess-

more “responsible”. To this end, the main analytical focus

thereby building on the work of the MASIS project.4

intend to engage in contributing to the ongoing collective

ing risks, protecting consumers and the environment. In

of Res-AGorA was to be on governance, conceptualised as:

search for and foundation of normative directions. Instead,

addition to these forms of regulation, Corporate Social

the real challenge to any RRI framework is the consistent

Responsibility schemes, ethical reviews, professional stan- “the dynamic interrelation of involved (mostly organised)

The representatives of the partner institutions who would
later form the Res-AGorA consortium were immediately

realisation of normative goals. General aspirations such

dards, various forms of technology assessment, foresight

actors within and between organisations, their resources,

motivated to respond to this ambitious call. However, a

as “excellent science, competitive industry and a better

processes, ELSA6 research, stakeholder engagement and

interests and power, fora for debate and arenas for nego-

closer look at the challenges associated with such an en-

society” are beyond dispute, as is the generic aim to make

public participation related to research and innovation

tiation between actors, the rules of the game, and policy

deavour prompted a number of consequential consid-

research and innovation more “responsible”. However,

agenda-setting can be seen as efforts to influence the

instruments applied helping to achieve legitimate agree-

erations.

the challenge lies in the concurrent and concrete applica-

directions and impacts of research and innovation in a

ments.” (Kuhlmann 2001, Benz 2006, Braun 2006)

tion of these high-level normative goals while not com-

desirable way. These various, often well-established ar-

promising sustainability, ethical acceptability and social

rangements and mechanisms represent what Res-AGorA

Consequently, Res-AGorA’s working definition of RRI re-

has coined “RRI in the making” or the de facto governance

frains from pre-defining a set of normative directions,

4

Monitoring Research and Policy Activities of Science in Society
(MASIS) was an EC-funded project, which ran from 2010–2011. As
the original project website was deactivated, Res-AGorA volunteered to make the MASIS results available on its project website:
https://rritrends.res-agora.eu/masis.

10 

5

See, for example, the Lund Declaration of 2009, calling for research
to focus on the grand challenges of our time: https://www.vr.se/
download/18.7dac901212646d84fd38000336/Lund_Declaration.
pdf (accessed 10 November 2015).

Navigating towards shared responsibility in research and innovation

(cf. Rip 2010) of RRI.

while acknowledging their importance for any conception of RRI:

6

Acronym for Ethical, Legal, and Social Aspects.

Introduction: The Res-AGorA Journey
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“RRI is supported by governance that is facilitating research

across a range of different research and innovation situ-

Work package 1

and innovation processes and achievements following

ations and contexts. An explorative rather than a repre-

Projekt frame

particular normative principles, objectives and outcomes.”

sentative approach was applied to select and conduct the

(Walhout et al. 2013: 7)

case studies. Chapter 5 provides a detailed description of
the model guiding the empirical research. The case study

While the concrete composition, scope and application

programme was to be complemented by a continuous

Work package 2

level of the governance framework were undecided at the

monitoring process of RRI trends and developments in

Analytical concept

start of the project, Res-AGorA deliberately followed an

16 European countries (Chapter 8).

approach that analysed tensions, barriers and opportunities in the de facto governance of RRI. This means that the

Second, an intensive co-construction process with high-

normativity in our investigation primarily originated from

level stakeholders from science, industry, civil society and

empirical analyses of existing governance arrangements,

policy-making was to be conducted with the aim of testing,

often involving contestation, and the related normative

further developing and refining the building components

claims. Learning from these dynamics in different set-

for a governance framework for RRI.

Work package 3

tings and situations enabled us to design a governance
framework for RRI capable of modulating these dynamics

Figure 1–1 shows an overview of the project’s work pack-

and their inherent tensions in a transformative way. We

ages and their interrelations.

Exploring RRI in the making
• genealogies

called this a “constructive and socio-normative” approach.

• case studies
A special feature of the project design was the requirement

Accordingly, the Res-AGorA project proposed to develop a

of close interaction between the key strands of research.

framework supporting actors in governing towards more

Most notably, the work packages dealing with the analyti-

responsible research and innovation, where the norma-

cal concept (WP 2) and the empirical research (WP 3) were

tive substance is negotiated by the actors themselves

designed in such a way that the deductive conceptual ele-

as part of an ongoing process of reflexive, anticipative,

ments generated from primarily literature-based analytical

and responsive adaptation of research and innovation

work and the inductive insights derived from the empirical

Work package 4

programme could cross-fertilize each other in a number

Future governance of RRI

to changing societal challenges.

of iterative steps.7 The purpose of this interplay of de-

1.2 The project design

ductive and inductive research was to draw lessons from
processes of RRI governance in the making in different set-

Work package 5

tings and situations, thereby providing essential input for

Monitoring RRI trends and

Our understanding of the Science-in-Society call and our

the construction of the Res-AGorA governance framework.

developments

initial considerations concerning the contested nature

Similarly, the co-construction process with stakeholders

of the normative directions associated with any RRI con-

(WP 4), a series of five two-day workshops scheduled in

cept and the need to build on de facto RRI governance

the second half of the project, was designed to enable

(Section 1.1) were translated into a number of conceptual

productive iterations between conceptual developments

elements for the project design. These can be roughly

and stakeholder feedback (Chapter 6).

Work package 6
Dissemination, communication and engagement

grouped into two major steps:
In addition to the empirical programme (WPs 3 and 5)
First, in order to learn from and build on existing gov-

and the co-construction process (WP 4), theoretical and

ernance practices related to RRI ambitions, Res-AGorA

conceptual considerations as well as complementary

designed an extensive empirical programme with the aim

empirical inputs were other essential elements in the

to systematically analyse “RRI in the making”. Given the

project design. Important theoretical inspirations were to be

heterogeneity and complexity of present research and

provided by an analysis of different responsibility

arrangements, mechanisms and practices of governance

12 

Iterations

Work package 7
Co-ordination and administration

innovation governance landscapes, a case study approach
was chosen to generate deep insights into established

Interactive events

7

Due to the contractual requirement of producing three annual
reports in the course of the monitoring exercise, the degree of
integration of WP 5 in the iterations was less pronounced.

Navigating towards shared responsibility in research and innovation

paradigms and their relationship to the governance of

Literature
Responsibility paradigms
Framings and frameworks

technology and innovation, organisational behaviour, eth-

research (Chapter 2). This, together with an analysis of

ics, technology assessment, foresight, evaluation, stake-

the different frames and framings of RRI (Chapter 3),

holder engagement and participatory processes, impact

and a scientometric analysis to construct a genealogy

assessment, sustainability etc.). While this diversity of

of responsibility discourses in research and innovation

epistemic communities and disciplinary cultures frequent-

(Chapter 4) were included to systematise and improve our

ly resulted in time-consuming internal deliberations about

understanding of the dynamically evolving, historically

the direction to be taken, the project clearly benefited

and geographically situated, contested phenomenon RRI.

from the multiple perspectives and the productive ten-

Given the broad range of theoretical, conceptual and em-

sions generated by such a diversity of partners.

pirical inputs, the project design also provided sufficient
scope for internal deliberations of the team members,

Critical sounding boards

enabling us to draw on the rich experience of the partners.

An important element in Res-AGorA’s own “governance
arrangement” was the structured involvement of external

Figure 1–2 provides an overview of the conceptual and

voices and perspectives. Given the objective of developing

empirical elements that contributed to the development

a governance framework for responsible research and in-

of the Res-AGorA governance framework for RRI.

novation that is deemed both useful and applicable, the
consortium decided to invite five renowned individuals to

Primary research and
participative activity
RRI trends
Case studies
Co-construction workshops

1.3 The Res-AGorA project:
deliberation and co-construction

join our International Advisory Board (see page 17). These
represent the core stakeholder groups relevant for the
debates around the concept of RRI – particularly academia,
business, civil society, and government. The Board con-

The consortium

tributed to the discussions of the consortium, provided

Research projects are always unique due to their specific

critical and constructive feedback, made suggestions

research questions, approaches, framework conditions

about the research approaches and methods applied,

and the research teams involved. A special characteristic

and commented on key outputs of the project. In order

of Res-AGorA is the partners’ efforts to apply chief com-

to balance the need for a continuous flow of information

ponents of the project’s conceptual foundation and ap-

between the Board and the consortium with the limited

proach to the actual research process and the internal

time resources of the voluntary Board members, one of

interactions.

the members was asked to act as Chairperson. Luckily for

Early on, during the proposal writing phase, great care

connected within the European responsible innovation

was taken to include a broad range of profiles, institu-

and sustainability communities, agreed to take this posi-

tional settings and perspectives in the consortium. The

tion. Her enthusiasm combined with candid outspoken-

Res-AGorA, Hilary Sutcliffe, director of MATTER and well-

Internal meetings
& deliberations
Conditioning conditions
Strategic intelligence
CorText
Meta-governance

Figure 1–2: Res-AGorA inputs

eight Res-AGorA partners from seven European coun-

ness helped to propel the project forward, particularly by

tries represent very different institutional settings (see

continuously reminding the partners to make the project

p. 184) – ranging from universities with strong inter-

outputs and reports accessible to potential users beyond

national research profiles to non-university institutes

academia. The chief concern of the members of the Advi-

of applied research and a private foundation, all with

sory Board was to make sure that Res-AGorA generated a

longstanding experience in providing scientific policy

governance framework with high practical relevance for

advice. Different scientific disciplines are represented

stakeholders interested in steering their activities towards

(political science, sociology, communication and media

responsible research and innovation. The Board’s critical

studies, law, economics and business administration,

reflection on our approach, the numerous suggestions

history, engineering, biotechnology, etc.), along with a

for improvements, and the advice inspired by first-hand

broad range of focus areas and methodological expertise

experience from different contexts was challenging at

(science and technology studies, research and innova-

times, but eventually proved extremely valuable for the

tion policy analysis, regulation, governance of science,

project’s output.

Introduction: The Res-AGorA Journey
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1

Austria

2

Denmark

3

France

4

Germany

5

Italy

6

The Netherlands

7

UK

Members of the Res-AGorA International Advisory Board

Hilary Sutcliffe

for a regulatory framework that helps building trust of

Hilary is the Chair of the Res-AGorA International

Consumers, customers and stakeholders in Unilever

Advisory Board. She is the Director of MATTER, a UK-

brands, products and technologies.

based think tank, which promotes the understanding
of Responsible Innovation, particularly the appropri-

David Santillo

ate use of new and emerging technologies, such as

David is a Senior Scientist with the Greenpeace Re-

nanotech, biotech, genomics, synthetic biology and

search Laboratories, based at the University of Exeter

advanced materials.

in the UK. David is a biologist and analytical chemist

http://www.matterforall.org

with almost 20 years experience in providing scientific
advice and analytical services to Greenpeace offices

2

Susan Cozzens

worldwide, for a wide range of issues. He has also

Susan is a professor at Georgia Tech, Director of the

worked at the interface between science and policy

Technology Policy and Assessment Center, and Vice

on a diversity of subjects.

Provost for Graduate Education and Faculty Devel-

http://biosciences.exeter.ac.uk/staff/index.php?web_

opment. Her research interests are innovation for

id=david_santillo

inclusive development and science, technology, and
7

6
4

innovation policies in developing countries.

Doris Wolfslehner

http://www.provost.gatech.edu/reporting-units/vice-

Doris is the Head of the Secretariat of the Austrian

provost-graduate-education-faculty-development/

Bioethics Commission at the Austrian Federal Chan-

about-dr-cozzens

cellery. She is a member of the Bioethics Committee at the Council of Europe (DH-BIO) and the Forum

1
3

5

Charles-François Gaudefroy

of National Bioethics Committees of the European

Charles- François is Research and Development Vice-

Union. She regularly works as an ethics evaluator at

President at Unilever. He is responsible for compli-

national and international level and lectures at the

ance of Unilever products and developing strategies

University of Vienna.

In addition to the feedback from the Advisory Board, Res-

on RRI – first and foremost our three “sister” projects:

AGorA also benefited from manifold interactions with

GREAT, Progress and Responsibility9 – provided support

external actors not directly related to the empirical stud-

and reassurance for the course the project had taken. And

ies of the project. In the course of preparing the concep-

finally, we are grateful for the enlightening discussions

tual foundations for the governance framework during

with and challenging questions from our peers at a wide

the first half of the project, more than 25 experts and

range of conferences in fields related to research, technol-

stakeholders were consulted in a meeting at the Royal

ogy and innovation.10 We have no reason to doubt that

Society in London (November 2013) and at a stakeholder
8

workshop in Copenhagen (May 2014). Moreover, on numerous occasions, often facilitated by the European Commission’s Directorate-General for Research and Innovation, exchanges with other EU-funded projects focusing
8

Figure 1–3: Seven partner countries

A report from this meeting is available at: http://res-agora.eu/
news/res-agora-advisory-board-and-expert-group-met-at-theroyal-society/.

9

These three projects and Res-AGorA constitute the so-called “Go4”
(group of four) as they represent the first wave of FP7 projects
explicitly focusing on RRI and share the same time frame. For more
information about these projects please visit: GREAT (http://www.
great-project.eu/), Progress (http://www.progressproject.eu/),
and Responsibility (http://responsibility-rri.eu/).
10 In the course of the project, Res-AGorA team members presented
numerous academic papers and organised several special sessions at national and international conferences: S.Net 2013 (Boston), STS Italia Conference 2014 (Milan), Eu-SPRI 2014 (Manchester),
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ter 3, Sally Randles et al. present the six most influential

Finally, Part 4 – Governing Towards Responsibilisation –

discursive traditions and frames that have contributed

presents the main output of Res-AGorA, the Responsibility

to present-day understandings of responsible research

Navigator, an orientating framework with the objective to

and innovation. Based on a scientometric analysis of the

support “navigation” towards learning and institutional

relevant literature, Tancoigne et al. trace the roots and

transformation (Chapter 11). The concluding Chapter 12

changing thematic emphases in the discourse of respon-

reflects on the experiences made with the specific Res-

sibility in research and innovation (Chapter 4). Against

AGorA approach and, based on the project’s analyses, of-

this background, the next two chapters present the proj-

fers policy-oriented recommendations for the future of

ect’s conceptual approach to its main strands of research:

responsibility in research and innovation.

Walhout et al. introduce the Res-AGorA research model,
which guided the empirical programme (Chapter 5), and
Bryndum et al. present the project’s workshop method,

Basic project information

which was instrumental in conducting our co-construction
process with stakeholders (Chapter 6).
 Res-AGorA: Responsible Research and Innovation
in a Distributed Anticipatory Governance Frame.
A Constructive Socio-normative Approach

Randles et al. present the 13 lessons for the governance

 Duration: February 2013 to January 2016

of RRI that were derived from the transversal case study

 Call: FP7-SCIENCE-IN-SOCIETY-2012-1, Topic SiS.2012.

analysis and eventually provided chief components for

1.1.1-1 (Governance frameworks for Responsible Re-

the Res-AGorA Responsibility Navigator. In order to give

search and Innovation [RRI])

insights into the rich empirical research of the project

 Funding: This project was co-funded under the Eu-

and how we investigated “RRI in the making”, five exem-

ropean Union’s Seventh Framework Programme for

plary case studies were selected, from fracking in the UK

research, technological development and demonstra-

and Austria (Lang), research priority setting in Denmark

tion; grant agreement no. 321427.

different stakeholder perspectives on responsibility in

(Nielsen), through integrating risk analysis and technol-

 Requested EU-contribution: 3.0 million euros

research and innovation can be gained by watching the

ogy assessment into a Dutch nanotechnology research

 Coordination: Ralf Lindner, Fraunhofer Institute for

video interviews we conducted with participants of our

consortium (Walhout), the approach of multi-national cor-

Systems and Innovation Research ISI

workshops.15 And, finally, press releases, short features

porations to responsibility (Loconto), up to the integration

 Partners: Fraunhofer ISI, University of Twente, Uni-

about and reports from events related to the project or

of RRI in a roadmap for synthetic biology (van Doren).

versity of Padua, Danish Board of Technology, Institute

the constructive feedback from “critical friends” contrib-

to publications generated by the project.14 Insights into

uted to the conceptual robustness and practical relevance
of the project’s results.

1.4 A guide to outputs and results

Part 2 – Approaching RRI Governance – focuses on the
project’s extensive case study programme. In Chapter 7,

for Advanced Studies, University of Manchester, Uni-

RRI in general are also available here.16
The following chapters provide concise summaries of the
key procedural elements and results of the Res-AGorA

Structure of the book

project. However, given the limited space available in such

This book is organised in four main parts:

a publication, many of the project’s activities and outputs

In Part 3 – Empirical programme – the empirical focus is

versity Paris-Est Marne la Vallee, University of Aarhus

continued by presenting observations and results from

 Website: http://www.res-agora.eu

the project’s monitoring exercise. Mejlgaard and Griessler
explain the methodological approach to RRI-Trends in

cannot be represented here. The Res-AGorA website –

Part 1 – Introduction – presents the main theoreti-

Chapter 8 and summarise key observations from monitor-

www.res-agora.eu – serves as the project’s main reposi-

cal foundations and the key conceptual components

ing RRI in 16 European countries. This overview is followed

tory. Here, interested users can find the project’s public

of the Res-AGorA project. Chapters 2, 3 and 4 set the

by two selected analyses based on the data generated

deliverables,11 the case study reports,12 the documentation

stage by reflecting on central theoretical elements

in the course of RRI-Trends: Nielsen et al. show to which

of the monitoring exercise “RRI-Trends”, and references

and the dynamic evolution of the RRI discourse. In

extent and how RRI has been established at European uni-

Chapter 2, Arnaldi et al. discuss RRI as an emerging

versities (Chapter 9), and Daimer et al. provide a detailed

13

ESOF 2014 (Copenhagen) or EASST 2014 (Torun), Pacita Conference
2015 (Berlin), to name just a few.
11 http://res-agora.eu/eu-deliverables/.
12 http://res-agora.eu/case-studies/.
13 https://rritrends.res-agora.eu/.
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governance approach, and carve out the concept’s

introduction to one European Member State, Germany,

distinctive approach to the issue of responsibility. In Chap-

and discuss the specific national policy context for RRI

14 http://res-agora.eu/publications/.
15 http://res-agora.eu/video-interviews-about-rri/.
16 http://res-agora.eu/news/.
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PART 2

APPROACHING RRI GOVERNANCE

AP
PROACH
ING
RRI
GOVER
NANCE

The authors
of this
chapter

2

RRI as a governance paradigm:
What is new?
Simone Arnaldi, Guido Gorgoni, Elena Pariotti

“RRI can perhaps be
considered as a new
paradigm of responsibility
that goes beyond the

This chapter frames Responsible Research and Innova-

promotes a more comprehensive approach to respon-

tion (RRI) as an emerging governance approach in the

sibility.

EU regulatory context. We argue that the reference to
fundamental rights makes RRI a distinctive approach to

Academic literature and public debates alike have increas-

responsibility compared to other existing paradigms and

ingly acknowledged the pervasiveness of uncertainty in

that human rights, in particular those laid down in the

science, technology and their governance. Uncertainty

Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, are

is no longer viewed as a residual area of ignorance and

not necessarily a constraint but can instead be a catalyst

risk to be gradually reduced by way of increasing expert

for innovation. We maintain that a governance framework

knowledge and enhanced technological control. It is rath-

based on the complementarity between legal norms and

er a consequence of the ecological nature of technology,

voluntary commitments might successfully combine the

which cannot be eliminated, and that its interaction with

respect for fundamental rights with the openness and

the environment generates (Luhmann 1993).

traditional emphasis on

flexibility of the innovation process.

fault and punishment,

2.1 RRI and the governance of
technology1

risk and compensation,

RRI deal with situations in which knowledge is uncertain

risk” (Giddens 1999) and the unavoidable “secondary con-

and consent is contested, so that traditional approaches

sequences” of action (Beck 1999). Indeed, this increasingly

addressing responsibility ex post facto by the means of

manipulative knowledge of nature and society produces

uncertainty and
precaution.”

As a consequence of the difficulty to predict future developments and possible risks, we are often only able to learn
about these developments after technologies have been
introduced and have shown their consequences for society. This way we enter into the domain of “manufactured

liability or compensation are unsatisfactory. Instead, RRI

uncertainty rather than reduces it, and this radical uncertainty reshapes the boundaries between science and

1

All the authors outlined the structure of the chapter. S. Arnaldi
wrote Section 2.1; G. Gorgoni wrote Section 2.2; E. Pariotti wrote
Section 2.3; all authors wrote Section 2.4. The authors have read
and approved the manuscript.

policy. Knowledge and technology, therefore, implicitly
incorporate models, world views and societal patterns
(Wynne 1995), so that “the ways in which we know and
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represent the world (both nature and society) are in-

Soft regulation is useful to regulators as it constitutes a

2.2 RRI and the evolutions of
responsibility

Prospective responsibility is forward-looking, i.e. future-

separable from the way in which we choose to live in it.”

tool for leveraging the information advantages of those

(Jasanoff 2004: 2)

actors who need to be regulated. This is considered an

oriented, and is essentially linked to the idea of assum-

important asset in emerging technological fields that

RRI has to be examined in the context of the diversity

complying with the duties associated with our roles, but

Today, the governance of new technologies is therefore

are characterised by a high degree of uncertainty and

and historical evolution of the notion of responsibility.

also by (pro)actively assuming responsibilities when the

ing and exercising responsibility, certainly in the sense of

designed and implemented in situations that are charac-

for which regulators lack the resources or information

Indeed responsibility is “a syndrome of concepts” (Vincent

contents of our duties and tasks are not (or cannot) be

terised by uncertain knowledge and embattled consent

needed to develop sound “discretion-limiting rules” of a

2011) variously interconnected (e.g. Davis 2012, van de Poel

established in advance. Responsibility is called “prospec-

(Douglas and Wildavsky 1983). We argue that RRI can be

mandatory nature as it is:

an effective answer to this twofold uncertainty, so that

2011, Vincent 2011, Gorgoni 2011, Ricoeur 2000, Hart 1968).

tive” in that responsibility is not an ex-post judgement

The different meanings of responsibility can be referred

over a certain state of affairs, but a projection onto it, i.e.

responsiveness and the normative steering of research

“particularly the case in highly technical areas where the

to as two distinct poles: a passive pole, relating to the

with no judgement in terms of a subsequent fault or com-

and innovation acquire more importance over risk indi-

state depends on individual producers for crucial regula-

imputation of responsibility (being held responsible) and

pensation, but rather in terms of commitment. This active

viduation and management.

tory information related to product characteristics and

an active pole, which is that of the voluntary preventive

understanding of responsibility is central in regulatory

production processes.” (Koutalakis et al. 2010: 334)

assumption of responsibility.

strategies based on responsibilisation, intended as “pre-

aimed at actors’ reciprocal responsibilisation, defines a

In this context, soft regulation is used in processes where

Indeed, responsibility can be equally understood in terms

space for innovative forms of governance centred on the

“there is the need to build a participated consensus on

of the obligation to bear the consequences of an action

adoption and the practical implementation of (self-)regu-

legal and political decisions” (Pariotti 2011: 516) and the

(liability), as the capacity to act taking into account one’s

Considering the two semantic poles we described above

The nature of RRI as a conceptual and policy approach

disposing actors to assume responsibility for their action”
(Dorbeck-Jung and Shelley-Egan 2013: 60).

latory instruments such as codes of conduct, guidelines,

institutional and organizational configurations of regula-

duties and giving an account of them (accountability), or

and the predominant time dimension the different under-

technical standards, reporting, and audits.

tory actions:

as the capacity to act without relying on general pre-es-

standings of responsibility refer to, different paradigms

tablished rules or waiting for ex-post accounts, but rather

of responsibility can be distinguished, according to their

by taking into account the specific context (responsiveness).

changing logic in combination with these elements. In

Broadly speaking, soft regulation is a set of explicit rules, “provide little space for different and conflicting interests to
which have either a non-binding character or are ut-

be articulated. This does not mean that conflicts disappear,

terly voluntary (Fredriksson et al. 2011, Skjærseth et al.

but that they may take other routes, or are put ‘on hold’,

2006). Soft norms have an acknowledged legal relevance,

as it were.” (Garsten and Jacobsson 2013: 422)

though they lack a formally binding effect, precision, and
clearly top-down delineated enforcement mechanisms

The expansion of soft regulation does not replace hard

(Shaffer and Pollack 2009). Because of this characteristic

law as such, but creates “hybrid” regulatory frameworks;

our view, three main paradigms can be identified, all of
The idea of responsiveness is different from that of reac-

which coexist despite the fact they were developed un-

tion typically associated with responsibility and is closer

der specific historical conditions and therefore they do

to the idea of a response, therefore characterising the idea

indeed characterise some typical “eras” of responsibility.

of responsibility as both open and active:

By revisiting the work of François Ewald, we distinguish
between the following:

nature, soft norms have often been defined as “non-legis-

this happens when, for instance, a voluntary good practice

“Response entails previous listening to a question. It entails

lative modes of policy-making” (Hérriet in Fredriksson et al.

code is used as a benchmark for compliance with a “hard

openness, a willingness to understand and confront the

1. The paradigm of fault, corresponding to the traditional

2011: 53) or even as “quasi-legal instruments” (Koutalakis

law” prescription” (Heyvaert 2009: 650) or, on the contrary,

other’s commitments and concerns with ours, to look for

moral and legal idea of responsibility as linked to a

et al. 2010: 330). Soft regulation describes a shift “from

when hard law is referred to in broader soft regulatory

a possible terrain of sharing. It entails readiness to rethink

faulty causation by the agent. This paradigm of respon-

direct intervention (“rowing”) to indirect intervention

instruments. We maintain that this complementarity is

our own problem definition, goals, strategies, and iden-

sibility is essentially retrospective as it is based on the

(“steering”) in terms of enabling, motivating and press-

just the kind of result that is pursued by the idea of RRI.

tity.” (Pellizzoni 2004: 557)

ex post judgement of a past action, and possibly on

The distinction between the active and the passive modali-

ethical field (e.g. Hart 1968).

ing the regulated parties to regulate and to comply with

its sanction, and characterises both the legal and the

self-regulation” (Dorbeck-Jung and Shelley-Egan 2013: 56).

ties of responsibility implies the distinction between the
Table 2–1: Soft regulatory initiatives: some examples (source: Arnaldi 2014)

temporal directions of responsibility, namely the retrospective and the prospective (Cane 2002).

Level of initiative

Initiator

Public

Private
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National / subnational

International / supranational

Voluntary Reporting Scheme for Engineered Nanoscale Materials (UK)
(DEFRA 2008a, 2008b)
EPA Nanoscale Materials Stewardship
Program (EPA n.d.)

OECD Working Party on Nanotechnology
(n.d.)
European Commission Code of Conduct
(2008)

Responsible Nanocode (n.d.)

ISO TC 229 (ISO n.d.)
ResponsibleCare (ICCA 2006)

Navigating towards shared responsibility in research and innovation

2. The paradigm of risk, in which the focus of responsibility is put on guaranteeing victims against damages
(without reference to anybody's fault), rather than

Retrospective responsibility, or “historic responsibility”

on sanctioning the “responsible” person(s), whose in-

(Bovens 1988), is backward-looking, i.e. past-oriented, and

volvement in producing or not the damage becomes

is essentially linked to the idea of a reaction, which shapes

irrelevant under the “objective” logic of compensation.

the idea of responsibility in terms of sanction, compen-

This model of responsibility is indeed prospective in

sation or justification. Responsibility in this case is called

that it aims at anticipating the occurrence of damages

“retrospective” in that its key moment is the ex post evalu-

by the means of risk management techniques (Beck

ation of a situation.

1999). This way responsibility is turned towards the

RRI as a governance paradigm: What is new?
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future disclosing opportunities for action (otherwise

pensating or preventing the negative consequences of

“tied” by the spectrum of fault); but at the same time it

innovation; it aims indeed at steering the innovation pro-

remains linked to a retrospective logic in that it antici-

cesses according to societal values and needs, therefore

pates the occurrence of damage but it does not imply

advocating a prospective idea of responsibility.

a higher responsibilisation of the practices concerned,

Table 2–2: RRI and the evolution of responsibility paradigms
Paradigm

Fault

Risk

Safety

RRI

Criterion of ascription

Liability

Damage

Uncertainty

Responsiveness

Mean of realisation

Sanction

Compensation

Precaution

Participation

Target

Negative outcomes

Negative outcomes

Negative outcomes

Negative and
positive outcomes

Dimension

Individual

Systemic

Collective

Collaborative

Orientation in time

Retrospective

Prospective /
Retrospective

Prospective /
Anticipative

Prospective /
Proactive

Regulating mechanism

Hard law

Hard law

Hard law / Soft law

Self-regulation /
Soft law / Hard law

as responsibility is based on statistical and not on ethi- • Responsibility is more proactive than reactive: responcal or legal criteria. Thus, paradoxically a sort of deresponsibilisation in terms of commitment is induced.

sibility is intended to be mainly a driving factor of the
innovation process rather than a constraint, therefore it
goes beyond the boundaries of what is legally due and

3. The paradigm of safety, as a reaction to a situation of

relies on proactive anticipatory interventions.

uncertainty that cannot be domesticated by means
of risk calculation. This paradigm was inaugurated by

• Responsibility is a collective and participative process:

the development of the idea of precaution, both in the

rather than being individual, responsibility is shared

ethical and in the legal sense. Indeed the two former

across different actors with different roles and powers

paradigms of responsibility are seriously challenged

along the innovation process, engaging with the collec-

by the evolution of science and innovation, as they

tive shaping of societally acceptable research and in-

both presuppose either an identifiable author (fault)

novation trajectories.

or some reliable data on which calculations (risk) are
based, whilst contemporary science is characterised by

• Responsibility is plural: RRI links different dimensions

2.3 RRI as a governance paradigm

uncertainty, as the direct or indirect outcomes of in-

of responsibility, namely the political, legal, ethical, and

novation practices cannot be fully anticipated (e.g. the

economic. Indeed the pursuit of responsible innovation

RRI aims at actors’ reciprocal responsibilisation, opening

“a transparent, interactive process by which societal actors

effects of the use of chemical products in agriculture

rests on the voluntary adoption of standards which are

to innovative forms of governance centred on the adop-

and innovators become mutually responsive to each other

and their effects on the ecosystem, the effects of GMO's

not legally binding (ethical dimension of responsibility).

tion and the practical implementation of (self-)regulatory

with a view to the (ethical) acceptability, sustainability and

on the biosphere, etc.). Therefore the preventive ap-

These standards may become the normative references

instruments such as codes of conduct, guidelines, techni-

societal desirability of the innovation process and its mar-

proach of risk management cannot provide acceptable

for RRI activities (political dimension of responsibility),

cal standards, reporting, and audits. These types of regu-

ketable products (in order to allow a proper embedding

answers, nor would the fault paradigm help in making

so that our current “grand challenges” can be answered

latory instruments and their incorporation into hybrid

of scientific and technological advances in our society).”

innovation processes more responsible. Within this

(social dimension of responsibility) respecting and pro-

regulatory schemes promote participation and power

(von Schomberg 2011: 9; 2013: 63)

context of uncertainty the focus of responsibility is put

moting EU Fundamental Rights (legal dimension of re-

sharing, the integration of different levels of governance,

on anticipating the undesirable outcomes of techno-sci-

sponsibility) at the same time.

diversity and decentralization, expansion of the space for

In this view, ethical acceptability “refers to a mandatory

stakeholders’ deliberation.

compliance with the fundamental values of the EU Charter

entific activities, basing responsibility on value-centred
decisions in a context of uncertainty rather than on a

These features seem to set RRI apart from the other re-

on fundamental rights” (von Schomberg 2013: 63). More-

risk-based approach.

sponsibility paradigms we have briefly described above

RRI comprehensively combine and integrate various ear-

over, social desirability “captures the relevant and more

(see Table 2–2 for an unavoidably simplified comparison).

lier approaches and methods, as:

specific normative anchor points of the treaty on the Eu-

Those paradigms of responsibility coexist, overlap and

It does not mean that it replaces the other ones; rather

sometimes compete with each other. When compared

it combines some of their elements in an original, and

ropean Union” (von Schomberg 2013: 64).

to the RRI idea, it presents some distinctive features that

more comprehensive, fashion. Indeed, RRI can perhaps

precautionary principle, normative / ethical principles to

Competitiveness, scientific progress, fundamental rights,

we should briefly analyse.

be considered as a new paradigm of responsibility that

design technology, innovation governance and stakehold-

environmental protection are among the normative an-

“technology assessment and foresight, application of the

goes beyond the traditional emphasis on fault and punish-

er involvement and public engagement [in both delibera-

chor points of EU research and innovation policies and,

Despite some differences, the literature on RRI shares a

ment, risk and compensation, uncertainty and precaution,

tion and regulation].” (von Schomberg 2013: 65)

therefore, it seems reasonable that they play a role as the

largely common understanding of responsibility and its

as it aims at steering the innovation process from the inside

dimensions (see von Schomberg 2013, Owen 2014, van den

towards societal goals rather than coping with its (actual

The literature that is most close to the EU policy environ-

Hoven et al. 2013, Forsberg et al. 2015):

or anticipated) unwanted and unintended externalities.

ment from which the notion of RRI originates, includes

The definition of RRI we have cited grants a role to the

fundamental rights as the source of orientation of re-

legal dimension of RRI, and, above all, emphasizes the

• Responsibility is oriented to the future: the specific approach of RRI does not aim only at sanctioning, com-

normative “building-blocks” of a governance framework.

search and innovation (von Schomberg 2013, Ozolina et

integrated presence of multiple dimensions within the

al. 2009). In its most cited definition, RRI is defined as:

notion of RRI, like the ethical, political, social and legal
ones. The reference to fundamental rights could be
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regarded as a way to rigidly set values and goals, even

When understood in this way, human rights gain a central

den Hoven et al. 2013: 58). Yet, fundamental rights and

regardless of the development of public debate and pub-

space in RRI as they affect the regulation of innovation

societal needs are seen as explicitly and mutually linked

bine a stable normative orientation with openness and

lic opinion. From this point of view, fundamental rights

in several ways:

goals of a comprehensive normative framework for the

flexibility is ultimately a matter of how the basic require-

governance of science, technology and innovation.

ments of the constitutional state can be preserved in the

could be considered as normative constraints defined
in a top-down way, limiting the scope and influence of
public involvement. However, this representation of fundamental rights in general and of their specific role in RRI
is indeed debatable.

1. on a judicial level: the judicial stance contributes to the
definition of the content of rights.
2. on a policy level: the protection and promotion of rights
act as a driver for policy making.

multilevel and manifold regulation that characterises RRI
In this sense fundamental rights are not simply constraints
or negative consequences by warranting the respect for
human health, dignity, privacy, etc. Rather, they also con-

Human rights are usually seen from two opposite per-

horizontal level, between private actors, like, for in-

cern the shaping of policies, so that rights are not only

spectives and both of them should be rejected. According

stance, when the most diverse organizations adopt and

respected and protected, but also promoted by way of

to a first view, human rights are abstract ideals, which

implement social responsibility instruments (codes of

proactive initiatives.

can easily be reduced to rhetorical appeals. According

conduct, self-regulations).

2.4 Concluding remarks

concerning solely the relationships between citizens and

Considering fundamental rights as essential elements

their governments or judicial courts. In this understand-

of RRI does not imply the narrowing of the scope and of

ing, fundamental rights have no relation to public opinion.

the role of public involvement in defining the objectives

RRI can be deemed as a governance approach to research

of research and innovation and their social acceptabil-

and innovation practices integrating fundamental rights

Fundamental rights can, on the contrary, be thought of

ity. It does not mean that the normative standards to be

and soft regulatory mechanisms and instruments. The

as claims that are justified by strong moral reasons and

complied with and the goals to be pursued are already

efficacy of this approach is based on the combination of

supported by legal norms, suitable to regulate both the

fully set in a top-down manner. Far from it, once listed,

principle-based and outcome-oriented regulation. We em-

relations between the government and the citizens (“verti-

fundamental rights have to be filled with contents and

phasized fundamental rights as the main “building blocks”

cal dimension”), and those between private actors (“hori-

have to be detailed with regard to specific domains, con-

of principle-based regulation and, more in general, of this

texts, and cases by the means of an open-ended process

framework.

zontal dimension”).

governance approach.

on innovation that aim to reduce or avoid its undesirable

3. the reference to human rights plays a role also on a

to a different one, human rights are expressed by norms

The potential of fundamental rights to successfully com-

of interpretation and application, where societal values
However, it is important to note that the legal norms sup-

and norms can find (and usually find) a way of expression.

The combination of fundamental rights with soft and

porting such claims are often structurally vague, because

The reference to fundamental rights, therefore, does not

hybrid regulatory instruments seems particularly apt to

they have to apply to as many cases as possible.

involve any closure to public involvement. They can rather

cope with the situation to which RRI is called to answer.

be seen as “a public normative practice” (Beitz 2009: 170) in

In the context of RRI, the reference to fundamental rights

The content of those fundamental rights is not established

which the reference to fundamental rights do not exclude,

could be seen as an important component in the constel-

once for all in the law-making process, but must be shaped,

but on the contrary implies the contribution of stakehold-

lation of elements determining the ethical acceptability of

also in a bottom-up manner and by several relevant actors

ers and the public for determining their content and the

innovation and techno-scientific developments.

during the application stage, like judges but also private

concrete goals to be pursued.

actors promoting tools of self-regulation.

The success of referring to fundamental rights as a soluBesides a general reference to safety as a paramount

tion to provide “normative anchor points” for RRI requires

In science, technology and innovation, many private actors

criterion for assessing technology and innovation, fun-

careful examination of the legal and regulatory framework

actively self-regulate as they possess the relevant informa-

damental rights play a key role in assessing the ethical

in which STI activities are framed in the EU and, at the

tion and knowledge, so that the contents of fundamental

acceptability of the innovation process, representing

same time, a deliberate effort to construe a governance

rights should emerge in a bottom-up fashion. Therefore, “normative anchor points” characterizing the specific Eu-

framework designed to ensure the complementarity be-

it is possible to maintain that fundamental rights are a

ropean approach to the ethical and regulatory challenges

tween hard and soft regulation, legal norms and voluntary

basic reference for RRI and that, nevertheless, the devel-

of innovation (Ozolina et al. 2012: 27), in particular with

commitments.

opment and implementation of such a model should and

reference to the EU charter on fundamental rights (Ozo-

can come to terms with different values and with different

lina et al. 2012: 27, van den Hoven et al. 2013: 58). More-

interpretations of the rights themselves.

over, innovation is expected to take account of the societal

bilisation and the appeal to their capacity of committing

needs “expressed in the Treaty on the European Union”,

to some goals that are not mandated by law, under the

as sustainable development, equality, quality of life (van

perspective of a renewed approach to responsibility.
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Framings and frameworks:
six grand narratives of de facto rri
Sally Randles, Philippe Laredo, Allison Loconto, Bart Walhout, Ralf Lindner

“[…W]e have identified a
small number of clustered
narratives of de facto
responsibility in research
and innovation settings,
and find congruence

3.1 Background and methodology

process innovation. Crucially, we are also interested in

Our developmental work on the “six narratives” began

methods / techniques themselves.

innovations in the governance modes, instruments and
some years ago (Randles et al. 2013). Back then, it was the
authors’ view that before we could credibly address the

The central question is what kinds of governance strate-

task of developing a (new) framework to govern responsi-

gies and mechanisms have been designed and operation-

bility across the full spectrum of research and innovation

alized through history, with varying levels of effectiveness,

situations, it was important to undertake a preliminary re-

in order to instil a particular vision of responsibility into

view of the existing landscape. This review sought to make

particular spaces? We examine particular locations and

sense of how actors have through history participated

temporal settings from formal research predominantly

in processes that construct, negotiate, and institution-

undertaken in universities and public / private science

alise – in the sense of embed into governance structures and

laboratories and institutes, to innovative activity occur-

everyday practices – very particular ideas of what it means

ring at the edges of formal settings, such as so-called “ga-

to be responsible (responsible to whom and for what)?

rage” innovation, or the emergence of new governance
mechanisms to co-ordinate new forms of entrepreneurial

Our scope is broad, spanning the full spectrum of research

multi-actor organisation and action.

and innovation (R&I) settings and contexts, i.e. stretching

as well as conflict and

beyond the limiting confines of science and technology

Following this opening premise, i.e., that actors have long

development to consider innovation occurring in sys-

sought to govern research and innovation processes ac-

contestation […].”

of responsible innovation such as political or ethical

We did a preliminary sweep of the academic literature

consumption; considering business-model innovation

and secondary and web sources to provide an in-road into

tems of multiple actors working in alternative innovation

cording to whatever conception of responsibility holds at

spaces. Here they are developing new forms and themes

a given time, our opening method was purely pragmatic.

and new forms of organisational design beyond the in-

how actors themselves construct discourses of respon-

dividual organisation to multi-organisation complexes;

sibility in multi-actor, collective contexts. We identified

and beyond the dominant narrow focus on product and

how these discourses manifest materially as governance

Framings and frameworks: Six grand narratives of de facto RRI
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instruments, such as the formation of new, collectively

process that is sometimes stable, at other times contested

empirical cases. Second, consistent with our proposition

State contract. A number of dimensions sit at the heart of

shared “responsibility standards” (think of the European

by different groups, and moving to the rhythms of how

of responsibility in R&I as itself an emergent and continu-

this contract. A first is to make research results a public

Union’s REACH Regulation [REACH 2006] or the ISO 26000

the problem of responsibility itself is framed differently

ally evolving phenomenon, we would expect it to generate

commons through peer-review publication in scientific

on Social Responsibility [ISO 2010]). We sought to sketch

through space and time. In earlier decades, responsibility

new manifestations of responsibility – the consequence

journals. A second is to guard against fraud and other

a preliminary landscape of empirical examples demon-

was seen as a problem of the self-regulation of science in

of new R&I situations and responsibility “problem fram-

deviances which would undermine trust in the scientific

strating the range of ways actors guide, negotiate and

elite institutions, away from the prying eyes of wider soci-

ings” that we have not, indeed cannot, anticipate. Thus, we

establishment, such as the misrepresentation of results,

formalise normative understandings of responsibility and

ety. More recently it seems to be accepted as a distributed

would not expect the Six Narratives to remain a perma-

linked to a requirement to provide clear and replicable

translate these into instruments or “devices” (Callon et

activity, with other societal actors seeking a place at the

nent capture of this emergent process. On the contrary,

details on research methodology. A third relates to an

al. 2007) to govern practice, effectively already steering

table to co-construct the agenda of how research and in-

we merely hold that the six abstract “types” provide a

ethics of care around the treatment of objects of research

research and innovation processes, according to whatever

novation should respond to societal problems. These are

plausible theoretical schema of de facto responsible re-

(whether human or non-human): how experimental ob-

pre-assumptions or “frames” of responsibility they hold.

sometimes, but not always, limited to “grand challenges”

search and innovation (rri), here and now in the first half

jects are obtained and maintained, including how animal

such as climate change, poverty, food security, the deple-

of the 21st century.

In constructing the “stylised” Six Grand Narratives that
form the core of this chapter, we drew upon the authors’

ways that serve not only the current generation but also

knowledge as well as the wider Res-AGorA research com-

those to come.2

munity1 to capture the breadth of existing governance
mechanisms incorporating the institutional work behind

welfare is ensured and testing conditions regulated. A

tion of natural resources, and health and well-being in

fourth relates to the maintenance and reproduction of

3.2 The Six Grand Narratives: a brief
overview of each

The construction and depiction of the Six Narratives

the development and creation of new standards and

should be taken as a continually developing project, not

Codes of Conduct, the work of ethics committees, parlia-

one which is permanently fixed in time.3 This applies in

the scientists’ own field of operation: from health and
safety in the laboratory to the training and support of
young scientists and would-be scientists, most recently
stretched to issues of gender and diversity within the sci-

In summary our Six Grand Narratives are:

entific community. The identification and achievement of
each of these “responsibility aims”, is today negotiated

mentary offices of technology assessment, and new tools

two respects. First, it points to the need to continually

A Republic of science

between the scientific community and agents of the state

and methods to facilitate the participative engagement of

monitor empirical cases that support or challenge our six

B Technological progress: weighing risks and harms as

such as funding research councils, and drives the evolving

civil society actors. We use the term responsible research

abstract representations. For example, though we have

and innovation, or (rri) to define this quest to understand

presented six narratives there is no reason why additional

C Participation society
D The citizen firm

of the opposition between Narrative A: Republic of Science

E Moral globalisation

and Narrative F: Research and Innovation with / for Society.

well as benefits of new and emerging technologies

governance of practice in this narrative. Most recently,
Arnaldi and Bianchi (2015) provide an elaborated account

how actors themselves de facto frame, and embed under-

empirical cases might not prompt the addition of further

standings of responsibility into the full scope of research

“ideal types” lying outside the current six by virtue of new

and innovation contexts, situations, organisational set-

characteristics outside the “family resemblances” of the

tings and professional practice. We differentiated it from

internal coherences and concomitant features that de-

the recent emergence of new frameworks for Respon-

fine and differentiate our proposed six. Indeed, we would

Below we provide a brief overview of the narratives, high-

and harms as well as benefits of new and emerging

sible Research and Innovation (RRI) that are intentionally

expect and actively search for such “outliers” rather than

lighting their focus on specific values and framings of the

technologies”

labelled with the acronym in its capitalised form. In this

ignore or dismiss them since we understand the continual

“good” way to progress research and innovation with con-

How best to govern the uncertainties of new and emerging

chapter we examine rri and not RRI.

emergence of new cases that challenge us to modify and

sequential implications for responsibility: responsibility to

technologies is an age-old question, which over the past

refine the existing narratives, or prompt the addition of

whom, for what, and how (in terms of which actors are

decades has generated multiple forms of institutionalised

new one(s) to be a methodological precondition4 consis-

involved), and what governance mechanisms and instru-

responses such as risk mitigation, remediation insurance,

nance, which proposes that governance of research and

tent with understanding that our proposed Six Narratives

ments are designed and deployed to materially manifest

and evaluation techniques under conditions of uncertain-

innovation always combines bottom-up experimental ac-

can, indeed need to be, continually “tested” against new

that responsibility.

ty (including Foresight methods). The central question is

2

Narrative A: “Republic of science”

by new technologies with uncertain technology-induced

As articulated by Michael Polanyi in 1962, this narrative

risks and harms. The narrative extends already firmly insti-

revolves around the self-regulation of scientific activity,

tutionalised rights and regulations (protecting the health

by, with and for scientists, to freely and independently

and safety of workforce and users) to those “in close prox-

identify and pursue their own problems, as members of a

imity” of facilities such as local residents. The management

Further, inspired by Rip’s (2010) concept of de facto gover-

F Research and innovation with / for society
Narrative B: “Technological progress: weighing risks

tivity with top-down steering – and that this process is an
emergent one, shifting and changing over time – we called

how to balance the opportunities and benefits afforded

our empirical, socio-historical and quasi ethno-methodological approach “de facto governance of responsible in-

3

novation”. We understand it to be unfolding continually
over time, as “responsible-innovation-in-the-making”. It is a
4
1

The work developing and refining the six Grand Narratives of de
facto Responsible Research and Innovation, continued in tandem
with, and was verified, modified and stabilised, by the parallel
work on the Res-AGorA case studies, as well as on the case studies
which will illuminate Randles and Laredo (eds.) (2016).
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For a detailed account of RRI’s distinctive approach to the issue of
responsibility in relation to other paradigmatic understandings
of responsibility, see Chapter 2.
Indeed, latterly, our Six Narratives work has benefitted from the
scientometric analysis of the RRI literature undertaken by our IFRIS
colleagues of creating a “genealogy” of Responsible Research and
Innovation (RRI), see Chapter 4.
In this sense the broad methodological approach followed in the
Six Narratives is that of abduction – the continual search for new
empirical material which confronts and forces change to the theoretical propositions (temporarily) put forward, whilst the theoretical proposition that we propose is the best explanation we can
offer (i.e. neither causally deductive nor empirically inductive) at
the present time.

Navigating towards shared responsibility in research and innovation

closely knit organisation. The implications for responsibil-

of such risks and the balancing of harms and benefits are

ity lie in the conditions for maintaining these freedoms, set

addressed via both voluntary instruments and law, exem-

primarily by the main funding body, the State. In exchange

plified / accelerated in the aftermath of disasters, with

for such freedoms, the scientific enterprise must comply

some ubiquity around chemical catastrophes (Chernobyl,

with certain guarantees thus creating a de facto Science-

Bhopal). The precautionary principle extends this care to

Framings and frameworks: Six grand narratives of de facto RRI
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unforeseen and unforeseeable risks. The constituency of

science communications, outreach, or “make and then

dimensions and ethical values calling for the remediation

so in such a way that benefits society by addressing and

actors now expands, bringing in a central role for business

consult” approaches since all of these modes negate the

of adverse conditions of production through the mecha-

solving societal problems and taking co-responsibility for

alongside scientists and technologists, and the state as

possibility of wider interests participating in the framing

nism of collective governance of global value chains. It

societal impact. Science, research and innovation exist to

regulator. A long trend addressing these concerns can

of research, innovation, and responsibility “problems”.

introduces us to the ethical consumer, and intervenes on

serve society. To be effective, according to this narrative,

be traced for example to the establishment of the Club

This narrative represents a research and political agenda

innovation system trajectories via international economic

processes must include wider publics in the definitions of

of Rome in 1968 and is more recently illustrated by the

championed by sociologists of science and technology

exchange and markets. Coalitions of co-ordinated actors

societal problems and challenges and co-construct with

highly significant development and implementation of

studies (STS), who seek to define and operationalize prog-

including but going beyond CSOs invest in the formula-

scientists and researchers the technological and innova-

the European Union Chemicals Directive, REACH (2006)

ress towards the normative objectives and governance

tion of governance instruments (such as environmental

tion pathways that shape those futures.

which regulates the specification, usage, production and

mechanisms that define Narrative C (e.g. citizen juries),

and ethical labels and standards: fair-trade, marine stew-

distribution of chemicals. An important regulatory exten-

creating a distinct line in the academic literature (Tan-

ardship and protection, sustainable forests and palm oil),

sion within this narrative involves the emergence of “soft

coigne et al. 2016).

accompanied by certification processes seeking to em-

5

law”, or voluntary measures to govern such risks, such

bed social and environmental values and transformation

as ELSA6 assessments and reflections; and the EU Code

Narrative D: “The citizen firm”

of Conduct for Nanosciences and Nanotechnologies (EC

The normative questioning of the role of business in so-

markets). In a certain way, action in this domain compen-

2009). This narrative is all about the precautions that are

ciety links to a historical reflection on the firm as a social

sates for the failures of inter-governmental regulatory

into international economic activity (via supply chains and

3.3 Crossing the divides: struggle,
consolidation, blurred lines, bridges
and boundary work across the six
narratives

required in the steering and anticipation of technological

as well as an economic actor. To date, the concept of

bodies. These new modes of intervention connect places

The six narratives are depicted as variously stable and po-

development; and the mechanisms and methods that can

“Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)” has been main-

of (distant) production to sites of consumption, putting

rous. Experimentation and evolution is seen in all of them,

be put into place to reflect upon, and then mobilise the

streamed and standardised, mainly by individual (large)

centre stage the role and force of a new actor, the “politi-

simultaneously. Moreover, boundary-crossing between the

results of such reflections, into the next rounds of devel-

companies and latterly stabilised for practitioners (if not

cal consumer”.

six is evident. Looking to the future an interesting ques-

opment of new and emerging technologies.

academia) through voluntary instruments for corporate
Narrative F: “Research and innovation

shift. Clearly an objective of RRI is to (de)institutionalise

responsibility. However, this stable conceptual interpreta-

tion is how the existing institutionalised pattern might

Narrative C: “Participation society”

tion, which according to Carroll (1999) originated in the

with / for society”

Narrative A and deepen the institutionalisation of Nar-

The main argument in this narrative, as articulated by

1950s, but which in fact we can trace to Donham (1927)

Finally, the actuality of Research and innovation with / for

rative F. But, if this is so, who would do the institutional

Beck, (1992 [1986]), is that since we exist increasingly as

has evolved and been contested over seven decades

society beyond an intellectual ideal to its manifestation in

work to cross these boundaries by embarking on projects

a knowledge society, a heightened appreciation of an

(Carroll 1999), only recently finding institutional stability

practice, incorporates the normative rationales of narra-

and experiments at the intersections of the narratives?

uncertain future opens the right for a wider constituency

as represented by the ISO 26000 standard on Social Re-

tives B–E above, but importantly stands at a 180 degree

of actors to participate in the analysis of specific techno-

sponsibility. In terms of the scope of appropriate activities,

turn – an inversion of and opposition to Narrative A Re-

Some clues can be found in the preliminary findings of

logical debates and questions around the shaping of the

investments and the roles, relationships and division of

public of science. The central argument is that research,

our Res-AGorA “Voices” research on institutional entre-

innovation future that unfolds. Participation society acts

responsibilities between the firm and other organisations

technological development, and ultimately entire inno-

preneurs of de facto rri (Randles et al. 2015c; Randles

as an adjunct and additional support to the modes of

(called “stakeholders” in this narrative), this is opened

vation complexes are too important a domain to be del-

and Laredo 2016). One of the interesting findings from

decision making under contemporary models of repre-

again through new debates on planetary stress, climate

egated to a narrow group of actors. It is for wider and

this project so far is the extent to which our participants

sentative democracy. Particularly, this narrative demands

change and the depletion of natural resources. Covered

more diverse collectives to co-construct with scientists

in “Voices” are engaged in boundary work, crossing the

a place at the table of research and innovation futures

also are the implications for management practice of em-

and researchers, the societal problems and orientations

divides or connecting two or more of the six narratives.

and at the origination and design stages of research and

bedding social dimensions into the fabric of the organisa-

that science and research should address (including but

For example, Erik Fisher’s Socio-Technical Integration

innovation processes, for civil society organisations and

tion, and quantitative and qualitative evaluations of the

not exclusively “grand challenges”). The focus is first on

Research (STIR) project located a social scientist next to

other organised constituencies of actors such as user

stakes at stake, the diversity of forms, and the difference

societal outcomes, with processes such as deliberation or

the bench scientist, in a number of diverse institutional

groups, before decisions and trajectories become “locked

it makes, to be a highly developed socially transforma-

participatory governance aiding this outcome, not being

settings and over an extended period of time, in order

in”. The demand therefore is not just about inclusivity of

tive and innovative citizen firm. Work within management

ends in themselves. At present, Narrative F is far from

to see whether the continual probing of the basis for

a wider and more diverse range of perspectives, but that

sciences has produced a large corpus of literature on

institutionalised, in the sense of existing in an integrated

decisions of the natural scientists, taken in the context

inclusion follows a co-construction ambition, quite differ-

CSR, business ethics, and sustainability, responding to the

cohesive form which is systematically routinized, histori-

of the everyday practices of the lab, created however

ent from linear processes associated with conventional

changing implications on / by the citizen firm and manage-

cally stable, and supported by discourse, resources and

temporarily, natural scientists who were more critically

rial responses to it.

action. Nevertheless, Narrative F seeks to put in place

and societally reflexive, in the sense of self-questioning,

assurances that those who are tasked with and have re-

than they had been at the beginning of the experiment.

5

6

Founded in 1968, the Club of Rome is an association of independent
leading personalities from politics, business and science, sharing
a common concern for the future of humanity and the planet:
http://www.clubofrome.org/ (accessed 08 January 2016).
Ethical Legal and Societal Aspects of the emergence of new technologies.
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Narrative E: “Moral globalisation”

ceived investments from wider society (tax and fiscal re-

Fisher concluded that it did (Fisher 2015). This experiment,

Moral globalisation witnesses the engagement of Civil So-

turns) to develop the specialist knowledge to carry out the

precisely opens up Narrative A to critical reflection, and

ciety Organisations (CSO) in the (re)introduction of moral

important science / research; work on behalf of society, do

can be seen as an experiment located at the interface of

Navigating towards shared responsibility in research and innovation
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Narrative A The republic of science and Narrative F Research
and innovation for / with society.

3.4 Conclusion: linking the six narratives to the transformative ambition of
the Res-AGorA Responsibility Navigator

In terms of taking the level of institutionalisation deeper,
John Goddard, an early pioneer of an inter-disciplinary

In this chapter we have identified a small number of clus-

research institute oriented to addressing urban and re-

tered narratives of de facto responsibility in research and

gional economic development, CURDS, at the University of

innovation settings, and find congruence as well as conflict

Newcastle, UK has latterly articulated his vision of the Civic

and contestation, across and within the Six Narratives. In

University (Goddard 2009) which breaks into the “triple

so-doing we have confirmed that there already exists an

helix” of academic-business-government by inserting civil

evolving de facto governance landscape of responsibility

society as a fourth actor participating in the framing and

in research and innovation “out there”, and that contem-

co-construction of research and innovation processes

porary instantiations of responsibility governance have

orienting towards societal grand challenges, via the con-

emerged from this history. This is a necessary start point,

duit of changes to the institutional structures and modus

in our view, to the construction of any new governance

operandi of the University. Thus Goddard challenges both

instrument seeking to influence or transform the de facto

Narrative A and Narrative B, and seeks to institutionalise

prior institutionalised landscape.

Narrative F. Similarly, Michael Crow, President of Arizona
State University (ASU), has been at the helm of the twelve

The Responsibility Navigator (Chapter 11) is an instrument

year, and still evolving, re-design of ASU to the “New Amer-

of this kind. It represents the culmination of Res-AGorA’s

ican University”, premised on the pillars of:

work and offers a practice-oriented governance tool to
assist multiplexes of strategic decision-makers move

A access to the full demographic of students to mirror
the demographic of Arizona State,

towards responsibilisation and deep institutionalisation
(Chapter 5 and Chapter 7) steered by collectively negoti-

B maintenance of academic excellence, and

ated normative visions of responsibility through a dia-

C societal impact (Crow and Dunbars 2015), again chal-

logue-facilitated co-construction workshop methodology

lenging Narrative A by demonstrating an organisational

(Chapter 6). In this respect the “Navigator” is a contem-

case study of Narrative F.

porary governance innovation of the kind we have been
discussing under each of the six narratives. Taken in the

Elsewhere, the Netherlands “Voices” participants Anne

round, the Responsibility Navigator with its transformative

mieke Reebook and Merijn Everaarts describe projects of

ambition, and other practitioner tools like it, sit within

social and business model innovation which connect Nar-

pre-existing and continually evolving systems of hard (law)

rative D The citizen firm, Narrative E Moral globalisation

and soft (voluntary) regulation spaces. New instruments

and Narrative F Research and innovation with / for society.

such as the Responsibility Navigator play an important role

All these people, through their personal stories, visions

in shaking up, altering and potentially re-instituting the

and actions, provide some hints as to how the shifting

six narratives.

sands and re-institutionalisation of the six narratives might
practically occur.
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Evolution of a concept:
a scientometric analysis of RRI
Elise Tancoigne, Sally Randles, Pierre-Benoît Joly

“The discourse of RRI
is very distant from
earlier discourses on
scientific responsibility

This chapter is based on the forthcoming article Tancoigne,

the appearance of new expressions in policy discourse

Randles and Joly (2016): Power and the Performativity of

ought to be considered as a symptom of crisis and / or of

Language: Words of power in the recasting of science and

potential key changes. The case of Responsible Research

society relations: Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI)

and Innovation (RRI) is interesting for its own sake but

as "hype cycle” or the institutionalization of a new academic

also since it illustrates the key role of the European Com-

and policy concept?

mission as a political entrepreneur which heavily draws
on discourse framing (Schmidt and Radaelli 2004). In this
chapter, we question the power of RRI words as well as the

4.1 Introduction

use of RRI by powerful institutions. What is the power of
RRI, i.e. (to say it roughly) a tool for recasting governance

Political scientists have considered the complex interac-

of research and innovation or a tool for washing responsi-

since it raises the issue of

tions between words and power for a long time. The power

bility (Randles et al. 2014)? Who are the actors who define /

of words lies not only in the performativity of language – a

discuss / promote RRI?

the goals of research

making, issue framing, and the control of perception and

texts related to RRI. In order to grasp this emerging word

the interpretation of reality. The importance of words of

of power, we designed a dual approach which takes into

upfront.”

power (meaning powerful actors) may be identified in

account the evolution of the use of the term “responsi-

different mundane operations of political life (i.e. when

bility” related to research and innovation (lato sensu ap-

typical situation where saying something is doing something – but covers a wide range of means related to sense

We performed a scientometric and textual analysis of

spin doctors elaborate elements of language) and through

proach) and the evolution of the expression RRI (stricto

well-known operations such as labelling or storytelling.

sensu approach). By using the former approach, we show

These strong interactions between words and power have

that the use of responsibility is not unified but that it has

been taken into account in various streams of public policy

formed different streams related to different concerns

analysis (Fischer 2003). They are also a central theme of

and to different intellectual traditions, namely: research

policy fiction such as George Orwell’s 1984 which points

integrity, risks related to innovation, and more recently

out the role of “Newspeak” in totalitarian states. Hence,

research governance (which is the main root of RRI). When

Evolution of a concept: a scientometric analysis of RRI
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dealing with the latter approach, we define RRI as a con-

and close semantic terms, i.e. terms related to the notion

cept which is not (yet?) stabilized and we analyze RRI as a

of responsibility of research, were selected to broaden

discursive space. This allows us to identify tensions and

the stricto sensu query. The lato sensu corpus includes

conflicts which are related to RRI and hence to outline its

4,585 references, obtained with the final query: “respon-

main stakes in terms of research and innovation policies.

sible research” OR “responsible innovation” OR (“RRI” AND

Origin:

EU.projects

EU.related

National.projects

15
Conference work

responsib*) OR “responsible development” OR “ethics in

4.2 Scope and methodology

research” OR (“ELSA” OR “ELSI”) and “ethic*”) OR “responsible conduct of research” OR (RCR AND responsib*) OR

0

“research integrity” OR “scientific integrity” OR “scientific
Although RRI benefits from a fair amount of institutional

misconduct” OR “research misconduct” OR “broad* im-

support, its definition is not yet stabilized. This variety of

pact*” OR “technolog* risk”.1 We relied on the chain of

definitions is a challenge to textual analysis. We designed

tools available on the CorText Manager Platform2 to iden-

a stricto sensu approach that gathers documents whose

tify clusters of thoughts (socio-epistemic networks) and

content includes the words “responsible research and

their historical origin.

15
Journal article
0

innovation”. A lato sensu approach gathers documents
whose content is semantically close to the ideas of “responsible research” and “responsible innovation”.

15

4.3 The position of RRI in the wider
landscape of scientific responsibility

Report

RRI stricto sensu corpus
A Google Scholar query on “responsible research and inno-

This analysis of the RRI lato sensu corpus shows that the

vation” brought in 548 references, of which only 107 refer-

same radical, “responsib*” is used by different actors with

ences were relevant (20 per cent). Given that 12 documents

different meanings. Several trends are revealed: scien-

remained unavailable (mostly ongoing thesis or conference

tific responsibility is an old and institutionalized discourse

work), we relied on 97 documents for content analysis.

(with its actors, organizations, competences, training pro-

Then, to study the discursive space, we classified the docu-

grammes, etc.). However, responsible innovation (and

ments according to their amount of discussion on RRI, and

RRI) is different, both in terms of semantic network and

kept only those whose topic mainly focussed on RRI (n = 27).

intellectual tradition. The trend devoted to RRI is strongly

Most of the remaining texts mentioned the term without

linked to the words “governance”, “science and technology

further developing or extending the concept. We coded

studies”, and “responsible innovation”. Interestingly, it is

the text of the corpus for three dimensions of analysis:

related to some old references like Michael Polyani (1962)

0
15
Book section
0
15

“The Republic of Science” and David Collingridge (1980)
1. Types of governance of innovation (self-governance of
research and innovators v. new regulatory State);

Thesis

“The social control of technology”, two authors who have
raised the question of science and technology governance

2. Major stakes of research and innovation in society

in very different ways. The other references are post-1990

(need for a paradigm change to address grand chal-

and include (among other) issues related to the role of

lenges vs foster acceptance of new technologies);

0
15

publics (authors Funtowicz and Schot), to the recasting

3. Meaning of responsibility (retrospective account (ac-

of relations between science, society and democracy (Ja-

countability, liability) vs future-oriented responsibility).

sanoff, Kitcher), to the governance of science and tech-

Magazine article

nology (Guston, Gibbons), to responsible development
RRI lato sensu corpus

Unknown

of research (Nordmann) and to responsible innovation.

0

First, we retrieved a corpus from the bibliographical
database Scopus, with the following query executed on

The uptake of “RRI” in the literature started in 2011 (Fig-

fields AB, TI, AUTHKEY (n = 206 documents): “responsible

ure 4–1, stricto sensu corpus). It is highly connected to

Year

2008

2010

2012

2014

research” OR “responsible innovation” OR (“RRI” AND responsib*). Second, a list of terms extracted from TI, AB
and AUTHKEY was produced and checked (n = 412 terms)
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2

See Tancoigne et al. (2016) for figures and complete description.
http://www.cortext.net/projects/cortext-manager.html (accessed
04 January 2016).
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Figure 4–1: The uptake of RRI started in 2011. It is mainly academic and highly connected to European
funding (“EU.projects”) or to a European Commission context (“EU.related”)

Number
0 to 2,5

research projects funded by the European Commission

of innovation as a linear, top down process is systemati-

(“EU.projects”), or to a Commission context (e.g. confer-

cally challenged. This leads to a call for more inclusive, de-

ences, writings of scientific officers: “EU.related”) and is

liberative processes of research / innovation. Taking such a

discussed, used or mentioned by authors working in Eu-

position, these texts are far from original. They reflect what

2,5 to 5

rope (Figure 4–2, stricto sensu corpus). Most of the au-

is “in the air”: a new vulgate on research and innovation

thors discussing it are scholars (90 per cent), of which

originating from research in STS and Studies of Policies for

5 to 7,5

34 per cent are also involved in research policy, either at

Research and Innovation (SPRI) that gained political influ-

the national or European level. Most of the authors are

ence in the late 90s. Interestingly, these texts also point

7,5 to 10

social sciences and humanities (SSH) scholars based in

out the internal contradictions of RRI and the risk of the

Europe, many of whom are involved in European projects

approach to be used only for legitimizing reasons, without

or interact closely with the European Commission. Hence,

challenging the objectives of research and innovation.

the coalition attached to the RRI discourse includes social scientists, a small group of European Commission

The emphasis on the collective and prospective dimen-

Officers involved in the science / society field, and some

sions of responsibilities is pervasive in the corpus. Respon-

consultancies.

sibility is less a matter of liability and accountability than
a matter of care, responsiveness, anticipation. It is less a

The analysis of the lato sensu corpus shows that it is not

matter of avoiding hazards and unintended consequences

the practice of scientific research as such that is at stake,

than failing to develop solutions to address crucial societal

but instead its implications (positive and negative) for

challenges. As compared to the lato sensu corpus, the no-

society. It is not only about controlling adverse effects

tion of responsibility is broader, but also weaker. In the

but also about a broader appraisal of transformative ef-

streams related to research ethics and deontology, re-

fects of science and technology. Although RRI has its own

sponsibility is related to professional norms of behaviour,

characteristics, one of the questions for the future is the

hence the references to Merton, Rawls, and references to

way some connections between the different clusters of

bioethics. The notion of responsibility is mainly associated

this broad landscape can be established, including the

to “virtue responsibility” (Vincent 2011) and it is individual.

wide trend of Responsible Conduct of Research which is

In the stream of risk, the sense of responsibility is related

currently prominent in the US.

to the hazards, and hence to “causal responsibility” and liability (Vincent 2011). Interestingly, precautionary principle,
a concept present in the map leads to an extension of

4.4 An analysis of RRI as a discursive
space

individual responsibility, even though there is no certainty
about the causal relations involved. As compared to this,
the texts of the corpus generally point out the difficulties

In comparison with the other discourses on responsible

of attributing responsibility. One text refers to the ecology

research identified in the lato sensu corpus, the RRI stream

of responsibilities, another coins the notion of distributed

focuses on governance of innovation. All the texts have a

epistemic responsibility. Added to the general reluctance

position that limits the role of governments to the support

to set legally binding devices, this weakens the role of

of the activities and coordination of involved actors. The

responsibility as a governance tool. Hence, responsibility

governance process appears to be opened to a variety of

is much broader since it includes the concern to seriously

actors, well beyond scientists: stakeholders, the general

address societal challenges but, as we have just shown,

public, users, consumers, etc.

it is weaker.

The discourse of RRI is very distant from earlier discourses

4.5 Discussion

on scientific responsibility since it raises the issue of the
goals of research upfront. The texts of the stricto sensu cor-

Figure 4–2: Authors discussing, mentioning or using the concept of RRI work in Europe, most of them in
academic institutions

pus share a representation of innovation as an interactive

In different respects, RRI appears as a breakthrough com-

and transformative process. The traditional representation

pared to earlier discourses on scientific responsibility.

Evolution of a concept: a scientometric analysis of RRI
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Contrary to what might be expected, RRI discourses

nologies – and that it is necessary to rebuild a culture of

are quite convergent and they have three distinctive

innovation in Europe. On the other hand, radical critiques

features. First, RRI discourses are about governance of

are also against public deliberation because they consider

innovation. Drawing on difficulties related to new emerg-

participation as a way to manipulate public opinion. The

ing sciences and technologies, RRI seriously takes into

environmental and societal problems we currently face

account the need to govern innovation in order to address

are huge. But it is necessary to address them through

major societal challenges. Second, although RRI discourse

political and societal changes, and get rid of the techno-

acknowledges the limited capabilities of government to

logical fix. This position shares Hamlet’s concern about an

steer research and innovation, it refers to inclusive and

uncertain trajectory: “rather bear those ills we have than

participative forms of governance, and thus is differenti-

fly to others that we know not of”. In this world view, legal

ated from early discourses that praised self-regulation of

framework, liability and accountability are key elements

science by scientists. Third, the meaning of responsibility

that may protect those who are in a weak position, and

embedded in RRI is prospective rather than retrospective,

prevent irresponsible behaviour. Hence, the discursive

moral rather than legal, collective rather than individual,

space of RRI is more conflicted than it may appear in our

and it is concerned with failing to address major chal-

textual analysis.

lenges rather than avoiding unintended consequences.
We performed the analysis on a corpus built in early 2014,
The analysis performed allowed us to identify only one

a period in which RRI is in an embryonic and exponential

main position in the discursive space. Most of the authors

growth stage. The future of RRI does not only depend

of the corpus consider that RRI is associated to a paradigm

on dynamics within the discursive space, but also on the

shift, moving from a competitive frame to societal grand

possible relations with earlier discourses of scientific

challenges. The society they imagine is an Habermassian

responsibility. Questions related to ethics, deontology,

one, where rational deliberation is instrumental in defin-

risk management, might be reframed in RRI as a larger

ing common goals and assembling citizens of all countries

paradigm. This would eventually allow RRI to enrol organ-

to fight against global enemies (climate change, global

isations such as ethical committees or those devoted to

hunger, etc.). In order to do this, we need a new social

responsible conduct of research.

contract between science and society. Although they do
not appear in our analysis, we can identify some other po-

In any case, RRI as a new word of power is related to

sitions in the discursive space, related to other imagined

broader changes of governance, related to the weaken-

societies. One may be defined as neo-elitist and techno-

ing of the power of national states, the rise of soft law,

phile. Science and technology are still considered as the

and the acknowledgement of the role of civil society. It

main source of progress and the solution to the problems

is definitively embedded in a new way to govern science

we face, either grand challenges or economic growth. But

in society.

public deliberation is not an option since citizens do not
have the required knowledge and their perceptions are
biased. Public participation is at best populism and it is
up to those who know that they have to take responsibility and make good decisions. The traditional social
contract based on a strong boundary between science
and society has to be preserved: the strong autonomy of
science under the umbrella of the state, and free market
competition to promote Schumpeterian innovation. In
this sense, substituting prospective responsibility with a
retrospective one is crucial since the mood of “risk society”
has led to apply risk-adverse policies – i.e., the precautionary principle as a way to block innovation and new tech-
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Res-AGorA concepts and approach
Bart Walhout, Stefan Kuhlmann, Gonzalo Ordóñez-Matamoros, Jakob Edler

“[C]ontinuing dialogue
and resource-sharing to
develop mutually beneficial
new joint projects and to
manage the contradictions

5.1 Introduction

for empirical analysis, what kind of framework we are aim-

The basic thrust of Res-AGorA is to develop a governance

(Chapter 7) as well as our investigations into the meaning

framework for Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI)

of RRI (Chapter 2–4) and our monitoring of RRI Trends in

by learning from “RRI in the making”. In Chapter 1 we have

Europe (Chapter 8–10) will inform the construction of our

argued that such an approach is needed because of the

framework.

ing for and how the lessons taken from our case studies

manifold, already existing, governance arrangements for
research and innovation, many of which are explicitly covering RRI goals and ambitions. If RRI has to make a differ-

5.2 Learning from “RRI in the making”

ence, any governance strategy which intends to stimulate
RRI will have to relate to this “de facto governance” (cf. Rip

As argued above, the governance of RRI has to be thought

2010) of RRI. Moreover, as discussed in Chapters 2–4, RRI is

of as part of the governance of research and innovation.

already finding its way, not only in academic literature, but

This immediately poses a big challenge for empirical re-

also in, for example, re-framing practices of Corporate So-

search. Research and innovation are creative social pro-

and dilemmas inevitably

cial Responsibility (CSR) or engaging citizens in discussions

cesses in which many actors and governance arrange-

about research and innovation. This is not to exaggerate

ments are involved across a wide range of scientific and

the positive impact of RRI – in fact, the previous chapters

technological fields. Just think of markets, supply chains,

involved in such situations.”

have shown a “proliferation” in understandings of RRI as

regulations, rankings and career paths, research funding

well as the weaknesses of merely adopting the notion –

and evaluation, intellectual property protection, promises

but to underline the need to reflect on the governance

and concerns about new technologies, etc., all of which are

of RRI against the backdrop of existing modes and instru-

affecting research and innovation. It is impossible to draw

ments in the governance of research and innovation as

a “full picture” of all these factors, but it is not necessary

well as the ongoing discussions and understandings of RRI.

either. We can limit ourselves to research based practices
of technology development and related innovation, often

In this chapter we will discuss how our aim of learning

referred to as “emerging technologies”. It is with regard to

from “RRI in the making” translates into a research model

these practices that the discourse on RRI has emerged, on

Res-AGorA concepts and approach
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the one hand responding to the inevitable “production” of

case studies. Our aim is to learn from the tensions, barri-

questions about safety, sustainability or even desirability

ers and opportunities present in various situations, from

of particular technological developments, and on the other

large research programmes to sustainable production

hand reinforcing the strategic orientation of research to-

labels, together reflecting the richness of RRI goals and

wards applications which are expected to provide solu-

ambitions. Learning involves both understanding condi-

tions for societal challenges. The latter rests on the firm

tions and mechanisms and evaluating the qualities and

belief that human progress and economic prosperity are

outcomes of governance processes. To this end we have

to a large extent enabled by technological innovation. In-

developed the research questions and model discussed

novation thus is not just invention, or the adoption of new

in the next section and an evaluative frame helping to

technologies, but also the societal ordering in which these

identify building blocks for our framework (Section 4).

RRI governance
arrangements

processes take place. Innovation can be seen as a “journey
to users” of new products, new services, new business
models and so forth, through networks of actors crossing
worlds of science, worlds of research and development, of

5.3 Research questions and model for
empirical analysis

finance, of marketplaces, media and other intermediaries.
That is not to say that these journeys are all well-organised

Our approach to learn from “RRI in the making” basically

travels. Innovation journeys (van de Ven et al. 1999) often

involves two questions:

are explorations and experiments, full of contingencies.
1. How is “RRI in the making” conditioned?
Our understanding of governance links up with the abovementioned conceptualization of research and innovation.

2. What are building components for our governance
framework?

Governance is a broad term as well, figuring in diverse
strands of literature, in descriptive as well as normative

The first question is about analyzing the factors (which can

ways. In Res-AGorA we are not interested in capturing all

be actors) which not only shape governance processes

perspectives on governance as such, nor will we analyze

in general, but specifically “condition” the qualities and

the governance of research and innovation in general, but

outcomes of it, as perceived by the actors involved and

we are interested in those practices in which the partici-

observed in our case studies. To bring about a logical order

pating actors work towards legitimate normative objec-

in our investigations in terms of governance, we distin-

tives and outcomes. These normativities are performed

guish between three dimensions:

Actors involved

building
components
for our
framework

and qualified and become institutionalized through various means and strategies, can stabilize into hard and soft

• The governance arrangements and objectives around

regulatory instruments, but can also become “unhinged”

which actors mobilize resources and personnel in an at-

when political contexts shift. Therefore we conceptualize

tempt to realize responsibility in research and innovation

governance as:

• The actor landscape involved
• de facto governance practices, i.e. the places and spaces

“the dynamic interrelation of involved (mostly organized)

in which the RRI governance arrangements are called

actors within and between organisations, their resources,

upon, objectives are negotiated and instruments are

interests and power, fora for debate and arenas for ne-

implemented.

gotiation between actors, rules of the game, and policy
instruments applied helping to achieve legitimate agree-

As emphasized in our conceptualization of governance

ments.” (Kuhlmann 2001, Benz 2006, Braun 2006)

in the previous section, there is a dynamic interrelation

Accordingly, we have been investigating the purposive

of distinguishing them is to enable us to study the “fate” of

aspect of working towards goals and legitimate agree-

various approaches and related instruments to RRI, as a

ments, which have to do with RRI (though often not la-

function of both actors’ ambitions and interests and of the

belled as such), as processes of “RRI in the making” in our

affordances and constraints of the particular places and

between these dimensions (see Figure 5–1). The purpose
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De facto practices of
RRI governance

Figure 5–1: Research model in search of components for the RRI governance framework

spaces where the conditioning of “RRI in the making” takes

Finally, the dimension of de facto RRI governance prac-

and effectiveness. We do not focus on what RRI is (and

patory, reflexive, responsive, etc. by drawing on a clear

shape. These can be the “fora for debate and arenas for

tices has been researched in terms of how actors actu-

hence would determine legitimacy or effectiveness), but

understanding of their responsibilities and un-coerced

negotiation” in our conceptualisation of governance, but

ally have been mobilized, how interests have played out,

on the processes and mechanisms by which it is thought

application of values. This stimulating governance can

also procedures or particular problem framings. Think of

value clashes have been modulated or whether competing

to be realized. These can be studied in “multi-actor” set-

take the form of facilitating, equipping and rewarding of

processes of agenda setting, the articulation of ambitions

claims have been aligned. We are particularly interested in

tings, such as stakeholders deliberating over fracking or

actors to take their responsibilities seriously.

and translations into instruments. It is in these processes

how such dynamics are being conditioned by the “rules of

sustainability certification, but also to multinationals with

that strategic behavior occurs and certain frames gain

the game” in the places and spaces where actors meet. For

their internal divisions of labor and coordination and re- • Managing contestation is about the governance of de-

dominance, while other perspectives can be silenced.

example, the analysis of the Risk Assessment and Technol-

sponses to external actors and claims.

liberating and negotiating competing claims of responsi-

ogy Assessment (RATA) theme in the Dutch research and

bility, effectiveness and legitimacy, which are the result

The second question concerns how to draw lessons from

innovation consortium NanoNextNL (Case Study 3) shows

In such situations not only governance is a dynamic pro-

of different understandings, framings and evaluations

our investigations. For this purpose we are in need of an

how the explorative character of the efforts to integrate

cess (including strategic games), but RRI often is a mov-

of the need for and processes and instruments by which

evaluative perspective, which will be discussed in the next

RATA actually allowed for the continuation of a traditional

ing target as well. While actors may agree on normative

normative objectives are to be accomplished (whether

section. In the remainder of this section we will discuss

distribution of responsibilities.

principles, objectives and outcomes in general terms,

or not specifically articulated as RRI).

what kind of phenomena and characteristics we have

these have to be (re)articulated and specified in relation

been looking at in each dimension.

These and other descriptors have been used as guidance

to the novelty produced by research and innovation as

It is with regard to the dual challenge of responsibilisation

The empirical search strategy in action

for the case studies, but not in an exhaustive manner.

well as in relation to concurrent objectives, or to be rein-

and contestation we can qualify the interactions between

Having a core structure allowed us to contrast situations,

terpreted in response to change in the societal context.

the “actors and factors”, as discerned in the research

To facilitate cross-case analysis we have used a limited set

or the use of specific arrangements (see Chapter 7). The

In close connection, the effectiveness and legitimacy of

model in the previous section, in terms of “constructive”

of “descriptors”, specifying the objects and features each

more important use of the descriptors is in understanding

the governance arrangements by which the normative

and / or “productive”.1

case study had to cover for each of the three dimensions

strengths, weaknesses, barriers and opportunities in the

objectives of RRI have to be realized is often challenged.

in the research model. For example, we have asked the

governance processes studied. To identify these, we have

Contestation can arise from conflicting logics, polyvalent

• Constructive interactions can be characterized by an

researcher for each case to describe the research and in-

used an evaluative frame, discussed in the next section.

valuation, overlapping if not competing arrangements,

adequate treatment of the issue(s) under discussion (in-

incongruent framings or ambiguities in proposed solu-

cluding the framing of the problem) and mobilization of

novation setting, since these can vary from public research
settings to regulating value chains. The case studies focused on specific governance arrangements which have
been described in terms of the goals and instruments

5.4 Qualifying governance processes
and outcomes

deployed, but also how they were situated in relation to

tions. Although such tensions occur as much within or-

resources (from mental to financial). Here, “adequate” is

ganisations, these can be more visible between organized

not simply an objective measure, but set in context of the

parties, up to (public) controversy, thereby also bringing

nature and distance between actor perceptions of what

along its own dynamics.

the RRI “problem” is, and how to resolve it in governance
governance instruments, and their effective utilization).

other governance mechanisms. For example, the Dan-

When studying the governance of RRI it is tempting to look

ish research priority setting process discussed in Case

for “good governance”. However, if there is one thing our

In this context the emerging discourse on RRI has to be

Study 4 is situated in the set of institutions and (political)

case studies have confirmed, it is that good governance

understood as a quest, on the one hand for urging actors

procedures regulating the research budget.

criteria can and will be used quite differently, because they

to be what they understand as truly responsive with regard

• Productive interactions bring about transformation,

are interpreted and applied in heterogeneous settings.

to normative principles, objectives and outcomes, while on

either in the behavior or attitude of actors2, in line with

Following our conceptualization of governance we can

the other hand (re-)designing procedures and institutions

new understandings of responsibility, working towards a

The dimension of the “actor landscape” in the processes

terms (e.g. the mobilisation of, or reference to, particular

of “RRI in the making” has been explored by characterizing

say that governance processes are “successful” if there is

to align competing claims of responsibility, effectiveness

higher level of shared understanding of responsibility or

the actors in terms of differences in types of organisa-

an acceptance of a shared understanding of responsibil-

and legitimacy. Actors in RRI governance certainly will re-

in responsive / reflexive improvement in the governance

tions (e.g. single companies, ministries, but also charity

ity, and the development and application of instruments,

quire that its arrangements are “legitimate” and work “ef-

arrangement itself (which then defines and supports

organisations) and highlighting the actions of key individ-

mechanisms and processes which serve to embed this

fectively”. But as mentioned above, claims about legitimacy

specific goals).

uals where relevant. We have asked the case researchers

shared understanding into practice to an extent that it

and effectiveness are a prolific source of contestation of

to be particularly sensitive to the differences in capacity

guides and structures reflections, learning, behavior or

the governance of RRI. Accordingly, we can evaluate “gov-

Similar to the descriptors provided for using the research

to be engaged in debates and negotiations, the specific

decision making. Below we will conceptualize these fea-

ernance success” in terms of how well this dual dynamic

model in the case studies, we have listed descriptors for

problem frames and the roles and relations adopted in

tures in terms of “constructive” and “productive”.

is coped with. We will group the range of factors that are

practice. For example, the comparative study of discus-

said to be essential for coping with these challenges under

sions about fracking in the UK and in Austria (Case Study

But first, we emphasize that “success” (or “failure”) is not

1) shows not only differences in the way actors have been

attributed to individual actors, nor to the legitimacy of out-

involved, but also in what kind of arguments have been

comes or effectiveness of the instruments and arrange-

• Responsibilisation is about the governance of (self-)

brought in.

ments deployed, but to the working towards legitimacy

stimulating actors to care for their duties of being antici-
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the headings of “responsibilisation” and “contestation”:

1
2

This phrasing has been inspired by the notion “productive interactions” introduced by Spaapen and van Drooge (2009).
Transformations of behaviour is not necessarily equal to “compliance” (to a certain regulation), but already start with changing attitudes and commitments, which in turn increases the possibilities
to hold actors to account.
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5.5 Identifying building components
and constructing the framework

conceive our governance framework as a meta-gover-

capacities to stimulate reflexivity and responsiveness,

In the Res-AGorA project we have used our case studies

The second perspective concerns the specific use of our

and in the institutionalization of commitments.

(five of which are summarized in Part 3) not as represen-

meta-governance frame. Where the meta-governance

analyzing how well responsibilisation and contestation

expect both to be related to the capabilities of actors, but

have been coped with as determined by the constructive

the characteristics of the governance arrangement(s) are

and productive qualities of interaction. “Constructive” in

important as well, notably in providing the spaces and

relation to “responsibilisation” will (at least) cover:
• Having the “right” set of actors involved (think of different
problem types requiring different modes and scope of

With regard to “managing contestation” we can think of

participation), in a way that is perceived as meaningful

constructive interactions as covering:

nance frame.

tative of the variety of research and innovation settings

feature, as discussed above, has guided us in identifying

and governance dynamics, but as a rich source of inspira-

building components for our framework, we also need

tion, next to our investigations in the (evolving) discourse

to construct a frame which can be used in a meaningful

and fair. This aspect will be conditioned by the gover-

about RRI (Chapters 2–4), conceptual reflections (more

way by the governance practitioners we have discussed in

nance arrangements, for example in providing the capac- • Accepted procedures or “rules of the game”, which is

extensively covered in project deliverable D4.8 and D4.11) ,

Chapter 1. For this purpose we have conceived our frame-

ity to have actors with different stakes, power, etc. in-

important to the extent to which the inclusion of actors

country monitoring (Chapters 8–10) and feedback from

work as a means of “strategic intelligence”,5 supporting

volved in a meaningful way. But it will also be conditioned

is perceived to be meaningful and legitimate.

practitioners and academics in a series of co-constructive

actors in reflecting on their own position and abilities, as

workshops (Chapter 6).

well as those of others, considering the dynamic interplay

as well as to the robustness of the problem framings.

Two analytical perspectives have been guiding in linking

are (not) involved in sense and decision making and insti-

these various inputs in a meaningful way. The first builds

tutional processes and conditions. Chapter 11 discusses

• Trust in the de facto governance process, which depends

on our conceptualization of governance in Section 2: con-

how our framework has been constructed according to

how these have to be addressed. The question of how

on transparency and procedures, but also on the way

ceiving governance as a dynamic interplay and consider-

this aim and the approach discussed here.

to cope with uncertainties, for example, shows that next

actors are involved (their behavior and commitments).

ing the many and heterogeneous elements in it. An im-

For using these descriptors we have mapped these into

governance is that in such a complex and dynamic setting,

This “robustness” of the knowledge base underpinning

the evaluative frame set by our dimensions of respon-

every mode of governance will be sub-optimal or fail. Jes-

the governance arrangement shapes the deliberation

sibilisation and contestation on the one hand and how

sop (2002) argues that a self-reflexive self-organization of

enabled by participation.

these are shaped in the interaction between “actors and

substantively interdependent but formally independent

factors” on the other. This is depicted in the table below.

actors is a mode of governance that is less prone to failure

• Next to representation and understanding, the construc-

However, as for the descriptors of the research model, we

as it takes into account the complexity of the social world.

tive quality of interactions critically depends on the ca-

have used these descriptors in a sensitizing rather than

Self-organisation, Jessop claims, would draw on:

pacities for learning and embedding of responsibilities

exhaustive way.

by how key actors – consciously and unconsciously – put
such arrangements into practice.

• Transparency, i.e. with regard to procedures of inclusion

• Developing a shared (or a sufficient level of complementary) understanding of the governance challenges and

to actor representation, there has to be an adequate
“problem representation” across the actors involved.

3

between (RRI) governance arrangements, the way actors

portant lesson to be taken from scholarly literature on

(e.g. addressing various levels within organisations in-

“continuing dialogue and resource-sharing to develop mu-

stead of only having “spokespersons” involved). We can

tually beneficial new joint projects and to manage the
contradictions and dilemmas inevitably involved in such

Table 5–1: Evaluative frame

Responsibilisation

situations.” (Jessop 2002: 242)4

Constructive (input requirements)

Productive (transformation)

Actor inclusion

Actors change behavior / attitude in line with
new understandings of responsibility

Robustness of the knowledge base

Jessop’s take on “meta-governance” as “organising the
conditions for governance” (Jessop 2002: 242) by selforganisation which closely resembles the way we have
looked at responsibilisation and contestation as a dual

Capacities for learning

dynamic and challenge for RRI governance. Likewise we

Embedding of responsibility
3

Contestation

Procedures and “rules of the game”
Transparency

Governance arrangements align with or are
changed towards input requirements (constructive)

Trust in the de facto governance process
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4

The Res-AGorA deliverables are available at http://res-agora.eu/
eu-deliverables/.
Jessop (2002) distinguishes between the governance modes of a)
market exchange, where free interaction between independent
profit-maximizing actors is expected to act as an invisible hand
providing the conditions necessary for progress; b) hierarchical
command, where imperative top-down actions is assumed to assure coordination between actors toward a defined goal); and c)
reflexive self-organization, which is the one we elaborate upon
here.

5

Kuhlmann et al. (1999) defined strategic intelligence as “a set of – often distributed – sources of information and explorative as well as
analytical (theoretical, heuristic, methodological) tools employed
to produce ‘multi-perspective’ insight in the actual or potential
costs and effects of public or private policy and management.”
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6

The Res-AGorA Co-construction
Method
Nina Bryndum, Alexander Lang, Christoph Mandl, Morten Velsing Nielsen,
Bjørn Bedsted

“The workshop design

6.1 Objective of the Res-AGorA
RRI workshop design

offers a unique process for

A small team within the Res-AGorA consortium developed

evolved to have unique generic workshop qualities for

a workshop design that aims at facilitating and encourag-

stakeholder co-construction and reflection on respon-

organisations which want

ing reflective processes between diverse and often op-

sible research and innovation, thus the Res-AGorA “Co-

posing stakeholder groups. It is centered on the concep-

construction method” came about.2

day stakeholder workshops demonstrated a model for a
governance framework for RRI while reflecting upon and
further developing findings of Res-AGorA. This process
1

tualization and implementation of Responsible Research

to steer research-related

and Innovation (RRI) in organisations and elsewhere.

The workshop design merges default conceptual dimen-

The workshop design offers a unique process for organ-

sions and principles of RRI with a rigorous bottom-up ap-

isations which want to steer research-related decision-

proach of bringing in stakeholders’ everyday experiences

decision-making processes

making processes towards more responsible research

in implementing measures for the responsibilisation of

and innovation. It provides an open space for reflection

research and innovation (R&I) processes. The dimensions

without normatively predefining what “responsibility” is.

and principles of RRI are based on in-depth theoretical

Rather, it is designed to “walk the talk”, making it possible

deliberations and field investigations conducted within

towards more responsible
research and innovation.”

for stakeholders to gain firsthand experience on how to

the Res-AGorA project. The conceptual and empirical in-

possibly promote RRI in organisations and elsewhere.

sights were consolidated into a preliminary governance

The workshop design itself resulted from extensive de-

dimensions of RRI, illustrations, and questions to deliber-

liberative co-construction work within the Res-AGorA

ate upon when striving to reach higher levels of respon-

team and has been tested in real life settings. Five two-

sibility. The series of workshops further developed the

framework for RRI and comprised a set of principles and

preliminary framework into the Responsibility Navigator
1

The team consisted of Erich Griessler and Alexander Lang, Institute
for Advanced Studies, Vienna, Bart Walhout, University of Twente,
Christoph Mandl, Mandl, Lüthi and Partner. It was led by Bjørn
Bedsted, Nina Bryndum & Morten Velsing Nielsen, The Danish
Board of Technology Foundation.

(Chapter 11). In the subsequent sections, the Responsibility Navigator constitutes the input for further possible
2

For more information please visit: http://res-agora.eu.
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so openly defining responsible research and innovation

• Seating was arranged in a circle-style setting and not as

workshops aiming at making research and innovation

to understand the importance of their feedback and the

more responsible. It may be useful to supplement this

need to be involved in a co-constructive process aimed at

in combination with the carefully designed workshop pro-

with the manual for the Co-construction Method, as the

building a governance framework for RRI?

cess was noteworthy.

Selecting stakeholders

Producing flow and dynamic interaction

plenaries and sharing their own respective thoughts in
groups with others.

detailed generic version of the workshop design3 has been
made available on-line.

participants to experience both learning from others in
The collaborative processes lay the grounds for the se-

Our preconception of the stakeholders we invited was

As a point of departure, Section 6.2 presents the process,

lection of stakeholders which resulted in the following

that they would be professionally socialised to be viewed

assumptions and considerations in developing the work-

guidelines for broad-based stakeholder nominations:

as “owners” of expert knowledge. Thus, it was presumed

shop design. Section 6.3 offers a short practical introduction on how to make use of the workshop design in your
own context and culminates in important conclusions in
Section 6.4.

in a classroom setting.
• The alteration between groups and plenary enabled

they would be inclined to inform others and share their
• The nominees should be involved in the governance of
responsible research and innovation.

6.3 The workshop design

knowledge, rather than opening up to listen and learn
from others. However, such a mental model creates an

Figure 6–1 is an attempt to visualize the iterative process

• They should be derived from both governance bureau-

unintended communication pattern among experts re-

we designed to merge a bottom-up process with a top-

cracies and from industry with extensive knowledge of

garding who is right and who is wrong and thus disables

down approach in the workshop design. The aim was

collective learning. As a result, groups of experts often

to generate a process that assures everything said and

• They should be recruited from diverse non-governmen-

act less intelligently than each of them would as an in-

done during the workshop contributes to the deepening

tal organizations (NGOs) and international organisations

dividual (Argyris 1991).The underlining dilemma was that

and contextualisation of the participants’ perception of

concerned with responsibility in R&I.

we ideally wanted to have participants with a high level

responsible research and innovation in relation to their

consortium held a number of arduous yet productive aca- • They should have some record of or reputation for criti-

of expertise who do not necessarily behave as experts.

respective organisations / work-situations, while simulta-

demic conversations concerning the prospective design

cal / reflective thinking and action in relation to R&I gov-

That was the challenge. The balance of acknowledgement

neously bringing about all the invaluable real-life experi-

ernance.

and willingness to honor all participants as experts with

ences of “doing” responsible research and innovation that

their willingness to behave as learners and listeners was

the participants carried with them. These entailed mainly

6.2 Producing the workshop design
Prior to constructing the workshop design, the Res-AGorA

of the workshops, which included discussions on how to
select stakeholders, how to decide which domains to cover
and how to approach relevant stakeholders and encourage them to participate, etc. The efforts and difficulties

the use of responsibility-related issues in R&I.

• Geographically they should be recruited from the east,
west, north and south of Europe.
• Gender representation should be balanced.

the Res-AGorA consortium underwent are comparable
to those that a stakeholder might face when participating

required in the workshops. In order to disrupt the prevail-

initiatives labelled very differently across the diverse in-

ing communication patterns, a couple of elements were

stitutional settings participants came from.

carried out differently than what is typically done when
Producing openness and depth

organising workshops with experts:

Thus their experiences and ideas were merged with suggessive set of principles to guide informed and deep thinking

in the RRI workshops such as experiencing provocative

Key in this process was an increase in our awareness con-

discussions, demanding working groups and plenary ses-

cerning the elements of unclarity and uncertainty intrinsic

• Workshop invitations made clear that the Res-AGorA

to the concept of RRI and the aim of the workshops. In

team wanted primarily to listen to participants’ exper-

order to deal with these circumstances, the team made

tise rather than to convince participants of Res-AGorA

sions, and the collaborative production of output.
Explaining RRI

the following decisions:

tions made by the Res-AGorA researchers for a comprehen-

findings.
• During workshops, participants had the freedom of

Subsequently, numerous feed-back sessions regarding
the workshop design were established via face-to-face

• The uncertainty of the vaguely defined RRI concept was

choice which parallel working groups they wanted to join.

meetings and through video conferences within the small

openly stated in both the invitation and the workshop

• Moderation of working groups by Res-AGorA team mem-

Res-AGorA team which developed the design. One of the

design itself as well as in the information material on the

bers was performed by listening and asking questions

most difficult aspects faced by the team was the inde-

Res-AGorA governance framework for RRI, which was

rather than by making judgmental statements about

terminate notion of RRI per se. An important aim of the

used as a basis for discussion among the participants.

what participants said. The careful facilitation supported

stakeholder workshops was to refrain from imposing a

• The diversity of the many and often contesting interpre-

the ability of participants to behave similarly and created

certain definition of RRI. The question arose how to in-

tations of RRI already booming in academia should be

spire very busy stakeholders with packed schedules for

embraced and presented.

months ahead to participate in the workshops. How could
we explain the topic of the workshop and the importance

• The workshops should be kept open-ended regarding
the type of output ultimately produced.

of RRI for their work? And how could stakeholders, who
had hardly any preconceived notions of RRI, be expected

The amazing openness amongst the participants and
the deep level of discussion contributed to an utterly in-

3

The Res-AGorA Co-construction Method is available at http://
responsibility-navigator.eu/co-construction-method/.
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structive experience for all involved throughout the five
workshops. The strength exhibited by the workshops in

Navigating towards shared responsibility in research and innovation

a role model for everyone.
• The plenary was facilitated in such a way that neither
the facilitator nor a “first come first serve rule” decided

processes on RRI among contesting stakeholder groups.
The “works” of the design
The workshop design is divided into four phases informing
one another iteratively:
1. Exploration phase: Exploring stakeholders’ experiences with RRI
2. Presentation phase: Presenting dimensions and
principles of RRI
3. Investigation phase: Making effective use of the
Responsibility Navigator’s dimensions and principles
4. Concretisation phase: Effectively practicing RRI

the order of who would speak. Rather, the participants
themselves decided who would speak and who would

The two first phases of the two-day workshop method

listen by using what is known as a “talking stick”.

form the basis for reflection and inform the in-depth work

• Time slots for presentation by the Res-AGorA consortium
were very limited.

in phase 3 and 4. These phases are presented roughly but
systematically one at a time. The following describes what
to do (Description), why to do it this way (The reasoning

The Res-AGorA Co-construction Method
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behind), and provides some overall ideas on how to copy

slides, etc., and have these notes present in the following

the process into different contexts (To-do). If you want to

phases. A rapporteur is chosen for each working group

implement the process yourself, however, you should also

to present the findings in the following sessions, either

consult our more detailed manual online, which includes

to the plenary or the continuously changing members of

further information for flow, facilitation and questions for

the working groups.

the individual sessions.

4

Reasoning behind:

phase 4

Concretise

There are some general To-do’s with regard to procedural

The workshop participants should be encouraged to share

aspects that should be considered throughout the work-

their ideas openly. They should not be pushed into one

shop; it is essential to:

direction or another by presenting a definitive concept or
idea. For Res-AGorA it is important to emphasize that the

• create an explorative atmosphere in the group, invoking
openness, trust, curiosity and engagement;

notion of RRI is in a state of flux and its development is
open to change. Participants should be invited to explore

• harvest, save and broker the knowledge produced in the

together what RRI is all about while feeling welcome and

groups, e.g. via flipcharts, notes, group presentations,

safe in an atmosphere of mutual trust and understanding

joint plenary sessions;

as well as being challenged in their positions.

• maintain a continuous feedback process that allows the

phase 3

Investigate

organising team to adjust the workshop design “on the

To-do:

go”;

• Choose your area of focus for the workshop and find

• realize the art of active listening on behalf of the organ-

inspiration from our suggestions which broad-based

ising team members, thus not interfering too much in

stakeholders to involve (see Section 6.2 above on select-

discussions.

ing stakeholders).
• You need to ensure that your process becomes seriously

Phase 1 – Exploration

phase

Exploring the stakeholders’ experiences with RRI
Description:
Phase 1 warms up the group, whose members do not

phase 2

phase 1

Present

Explore

inclusive of diverse views and opinions. Thus, make sure
the participants in your workshop are met with an open
and encouraging approach.
• Be open about your own uncertainties and present them

necessarily know each other beforehand, and introduces

to the participants in a non-directive way. However, do

the notion of RRI. In small groups, consisting of workshop

not present and talk too much, but be ready to listen

participants and one organising team member, partici-

carefully and let the discussion unfold.

pants deliberate on and discuss RRI in relation to their

• Participants should present and discuss their experi-

own experiences practicing responsible research and in-

ences in the small working groups and then write down

novation within their fields. In phase 1, it is crucial to create

their findings, however, without the need to find consen-

an open and confident atmosphere that encourages par-

sus within or between the working groups. Make sure

ticipants to share challenges, conflicts and barriers they

each group writes down its findings so as to encourage

experienced when implementing responsible research

them to create ownership of the process.

and innovation. The challenges, conflicts and barriers
collected in this phase create the basis for discussions in

Phase 2 – Presentation

the next phases of the workshop, and are continuously

Presenting dimensions and principles of RRI

addressed and expanded throughout the workshop, as

Description:

will be shown in the next three sections. In order to be

The aim of phase 2 is to take a step back, leave the intense

able to do so, it is necessary to put down the collected

bottom-up group work for a while, and make way for an

experiences in writing, e.g. on a flipchart, cards, on (digital)

introduction to the various principles and dimensions

phase

of the Responsibility Navigator. First, the core objective,

Figure 6–1: The iterative process: merging bottom-up and top-down approaches

4

Please visit http://responsibility-navigator.eu/co-constructionmethod/.

principles and dimensions of the Responsibility Navigator are presented in a short and effective visual way.
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Afterwards the participants share and discuss first impres-

Phase 3 – Investigation

phase

• Work with the Responsibility Navigator in the light of the

• Provide enough space for people to share their expe-

sions with each other seated in small groups, together with

Making effective use of The Responsibilty Navigator’s

participants’ collected experiences in order to keep the

riences and confusions gained during the workshop

a member from the consortia. This phase is concluded by

dimensions and principles

discussion as tangible as possible.

days. These experiences are valuable reflections and

a plenary session together with the participants, summing

Description:

• The participants in your workshop should not discuss the

encourage the participants to sum up for themselves,

up the first workshop day by sharing and deepening the

Phase 3 aims at deliberating on the usability and effec-

Responsibility Navigator dimension as such, but use the

what worked and what did not work. This develops their

insights gained regarding how their own experiences of

tiveness of the Responsibility Navigator’s dimensions

Responsibility Navigator dimensions to facilitate reflec-

personal level of reflection on RRI.

RRI relate to the presented dimensions and principles.

and principles in-depth and with regard to the identified

tions on their own organisation / field in terms of RRI.

challenges, conflicts, and barriers to practicing RRI (day 1,
Reasoning:

phase 1). Therefore, the findings from day 1 are discussed

Phase 4 – Concretisation

To recap, for Res-AGorA the objective of the workshops

in light of the various Responsibility Navigator dimensions

Effectively practicing RRI

was to test findings of the project on the governance of

and principles. The crucial take in this phase is to have

Description:

phase

6.4 Conclusion
The workshop design offers a coherent process aligned

RRI without imposing certain ideas and directions on the

the group rapporteurs from the previous day introduce

The aim of phase 4 is to make RRI tangible and closely

with a governance framework for RRI, the Responsibility

participants by immediately presenting them with the

thoughts and ideas on challenges, conflicts, and barri-

relate it to concrete practices and institutional settings.

Navigator. It offers a unique combination of flow, input,

findings directly. Rather than imposing dimensions and

ers to RRI to a different group of participants. This forms

At this stage it is important to deliberate on how to imple-

reflection, iteration and discussion, that per se, walks the

principles of the Responsibility Navigator, it is essential to

the basis for their thorough work with the Responsibility

ment RRI in specific fields and institutions. Participants

talk of “making RRI happen”. There are countless consid-

make sure that the participants’ experiences are brought

Navigator in phase 3. In this way, participants again com-

should think about how to address the issue of RRI in their

erations underpinning this method and the carefully de-

to the fore immediately (phase 1) and written down exten-

municate their experiences, open up and engage with

respective organisations and fields, what expertise and

signed ways to approach stakeholders, to help them open

sively. In such a way, the presentation of the Responsibility

experiences of other groups while discussing these in

resources are necessary to support RRI, how RRI strate-

up, to provide a serious space for reflection, and to bring

Navigator does not form the backdrop of the participants’

relation to the Responsibility Navigator.

gies could be developed and what they could look like, etc.

forth invaluable knowledge into the enhancement and

the participants should be provided with space for discuss-

Following this approach was the applicability of the di-

This final phase of the workshop also includes reflections

in which it could be constructive to apply this design are

ing and challenging the dimensions and principles, and get

mensions and principles of the preliminary governance

on the participants’ assessment of the workshop and their

characterized by actors who are directly concerned with

immediate reactions and criticisms off their chest.

framework which were tested and further developed in

learning outcome. Questions could include: What did they

R&I, such as funding institutions, universities, industry

the Res-AGorA workshops. This proved essential for the

learn? What did they find confusing? What could be done

and companies conducting research, public administra-

The discussion about the overall idea of the Responsibility

detection of gaps, advantages and shortcomings which

differently in the future? These considerations are not

tions, international organisations and policy-makers con-

Navigator should be out in the open, without focussing

further co-developed the framework which then became

only helpful for the participants’ own learning processes,

cerned with developing research and innovation agendas.

on a broad and general discussion for too long. And last

the Responsibility Navigator.

but indeed for the organising team of the workshops that

It is crucial to invite actors without research units and / or

experiences, but the other way around. At the same time,

implementation process of RRI. The institutional settings

but not least, we wanted to give the participants the pos-

may choose to further pursue RRI.

who are inactive in decision-making processes affecting

sibility to digest their impressions of the first day together

Reasoning:

with a meal and a good night’s sleep, before beginning to

By making a “de-tour” into the challenges, conflicts and

Reasoning:

international organisations, and industry associations

work in-depth with the Responsibility Navigator in phase 3

barriers outlined in phase 1, the participants are inspired

Even if the workshop in itself provides a thinking process

into the workshop process as important stakeholders,

the following day.

to include other perspectives than their own findings from

for responsible research and innovation, which is chal-

though tackling their core issues in this particular work-

the previous day, and they have to work on these with a

lenging, because of the many views and opinions brought

shop process is of less relevance for them.

R&I processes such as Civil Society Organisations (CSO),

To-Do:

new group of participants. The upcoming issues are then

into the same space and processed, this last phase is

• Know your reasons for presenting the objectives, dimen-

discussed through the filter and directions stemming from

crucial for provoking and providing concrete recommen-

sions and principles of the Responsibility Navigator; how-

the Responsibility Navigator. This adds new perspectives

dations and ideas for changes and strategies when RRI

timing of the reflective process. The workshop process

ever, make sure that the presentation of your objective

on how to use the Navigator and at the same time develops

is implemented directly in the organisation. It again re-

should take place prior to the production or implemen-

the participants’ own ideas on challenges, conflicts and bar-

connects the possibly more abstract deliberations from

tation of new strategies or even as part of revising old

riers into a broadened, hopefully sharpened perspective.

phases 2 and 3 with the more concrete descriptions from

plans for R&I. The workshop design process is in essence

the first phase by co-constructing solutions for real prob-

an instrument for upstream reflection on research and

lems identified by the different stakeholders.

innovation.

is not done in a patronising way.
• Provide enough space for the participants to criticise and
discuss their ideas directly with you. Air their immediate
reactions to your objective, but do not linger on this level

To-Do:

of discussion. Dive deeper into the discussion exploring

• Make sure to mix up groups so that participants are

different elements through discussing their feasibility

encouraged to engage in discussions with a new set of

To-do:

people. Only one rapporteur should stay to explain ob-

• Encourage the participants to be as specific and precise

and practicability in certain settings.

served findings on challenges, conflicts and barriers from

It is equally important to underline the importance of the

as possible in spelling out how to implement RRI.

phase 1 to a new group.
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Res-AGorA case studies: drawing
transversal lessons
Sally Randles, Jakob Edler, Sally Gee, Clair Gough

“The analysis of the 26
cases and the 13 lessons […]

7.1 Introduction

Understanding this process as de facto responsible research
and innovation (rri) we were also inspired by Rip’s concept

A hallmark of the Res-AGorA project is the extensive and

of de facto governance understood as involving top-down

deep empirical programme consisting of 26 case studies.

steering and bottom-up governance experimentation, si-

This empirical programme was motivated by the opening

multaneously (Rip 2010). In our case study programme we

provided essential empirical

proposition of the Res-AGorA conceptual schema to con-

sought to reflect a full spectrum and variety of research and

sider responsibility in research and innovation as emer-

innovation contexts, situations and governance challenges

underpinning, supporting

gent, or “In-the-Making”. That is, as a historically unfolding

faced by actors, into which interpretations of responsibility

process co-evolving with understandings of what it means

play. Though obviously not representing this variety in the

to be responsible in any particular context (responsible

case study programme, we rather sought to learn lessons

to whom and for what?).

by scanning transversally and triangulating the recurring
and / or differentiated findings revealed across the inten-

the development of the 10

This drove us to design an inductive / deductive process,

principles of responsibility

erationalized by the actors themselves, not through our

In this chapter we present the main transversal lessons

a priori researcher lenses or our own views on how re-

derived from the case analysis. Before doing so, we sum-

sponsibility should be understood and enacted. Analysing

marise the methodology which enabled the team of case-

which formed the basis of

the cases allowed us to appreciate and reveal the contest-

workers drawn from all the consortium partners, to gener-

ed normative underpinnings – by which we mean actors’

ate the suite of Res-AGorA case studies. To illustrate the

values and interpretations of “good” conduct – through

diversity of cases, we provide a brief overview of the five

which responsibility is framed and discursively presented

case studies we decided to feature in this book. Out of

the Responsibility Navigator.“

tionally heterogeneous body of case studies.

to investigate how responsibility is understood and op-

by actors. In addition, the analysis showed how actors

the total of 26 case studies conducted, the selected five

collectively negotiate, design and implement a variety of

reflect the breadth and variety of research and innovation

governance instruments, embedding these normative un-

contexts and situations, that responsibility in research

derpinnings into concrete processes and practices, and

and innovation encounters, and that policy needs to be

organisational and incentive structures.

attentive to.
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7.2 Methodology

situations and governance challenges which the body of
cases covered. We differentiated these critical features

The case studies were chronologically progressed in three

into substantive dimensions, which concern the techno-

stages. The staged approach operationalised our com-

scientific domain at the heart of the case, the local political

mitment to repeatedly iterate and refine the relationship

economic, cultural and institutional context, the landscape

Table 7–1: Stage 1 cases (pilot cases): September–December 2013, eight cases
Case 1–1

Case 1–2

Integration of RRI in policy advice – the case of synthetic
biology assessments
health; medical; food; agriculture; energy
 Davy van Doren, Fraunhofer ISI

RRI governance in research infrastructures
material sciences
 Mickael Pero, Fraunhofer ISI

Case 1–3

Case 1–4
Nanosafety governance in the Netherlands
nanotechnology
 Bart Walhout, University of Twente

between the conceptual building bricks that formed the

of actors involved, and the nature, object and framing of

research model (reported in Chapter 5), which deductively

contestation; and procedural ones, which concern gov-

guided the case studies; and the learning that we derived

ernance processes and procedures (see Table 7–4). The

inductively, or bottom-up, from the individual and collec-

cases were then presented as a series of differentiated

tive case findings.

governance situations and challenges, analysed through

Fracking in Austria
energy
 Alexander Lang, IHS Vienna

the lens of the critical dimensions, in an interim analysis

Case 1–5

Case 1–6

Responsibilisation phenomena relating the EC code of conduct
for responsible nanosciences and nanotechnologies research
health; medical; generic technology
 Daniele Ruggiu, Elena Pariotti, Guido Gorgoni,
Simone Arnaldi, University of Padua

Occupational health protection in standardisation
experiences as an example of self-regulation
health; medical
 Alessia Muratorio, Guido Gorgoni, Elena Pariotti,
Simone Arnaldi, University of Padua

Case 1–7

Case 1–8

When “responsible” becomes “irresponsible”: biofuels in the
USA and Brazil
energy; agriculture; food
 Sally Gee, Jakob Edler, University of Manchester

RRI in Russia: where society is silent and the state controls the
floor
 Evgeny Klochikhin, University of Manchester

Stage 1 of the programme was loosely guided by an early

report (Edler et al. 2014).

version of the conceptual building blocks described in
Chapter 5. The analysis from Stage 1 in turn helped to

Finally it was the task of the Manchester team at the end

refine the conceptual model, which then more tightly

of Stage 3, to read across the full body of completed cases

guided the Stage 2 cases. Stage 3 was slightly different

to draft and then stabilise, in conversation with colleagues

and combined finishing aspects carried over from Stage

from partner institutions, in particular colleagues from the

1 and 2 with a new focus, moving from contexts of multi-

University of Twente, a series of lessons aiming to assist

actor arrangements in Stage 1 and 2 (think of the fracking

actors who are practically and strategically involved in the

controversy, reported here in Case Study 1 or national

governance of responsibility in research and innovation.

research funding prioritisation in Denmark reported here

The lessons became known as the Res-AGorA “13 Transver-

in Case Study 2), or a focus on individual governance in-

sal Lessons” on the governance and institutionalisation of

struments or mechanisms (think of the UK roadmap for

responsibility in research and innovation, and formed the

synthetic biology reported here in Case Study 5), to single

main conclusion and output of a report for stakeholders

organisation contexts (for example, responsibility as un-

and practitioners (Randles et al. 2015a).

Case 2–1

Case 2–2

The responsibilisation and regulation of garage innovation
open source 3D printing
advanced manufacturing
 Johan Söderberg, IFRIS

Linking responsible research and innovation on the farm: The
case of participatory guarantee systems
agriculture; food
 Allison Loconto, IFRIS

Case 2–3

Case 2–4

The responsibilisation and regulation of garage innovation:
DIY-drug innovation in the psychonaut subculture
health
 Johan Söderberg, IFRIS

Fracking in Austria and the UK – A comparative study
energy
 Alexander Lang, IHS Vienna

suring appropriate timing, recognising tensions between

Case 2–5

Case 2–6

narratives to accelerate versus narratives to be more care-

Responsible  Irresponsible  Responsible? Contestation & the
re-design of governance instruments for US bioe thanol
energy; agriculture; food; livestock
 Sally Gee, Jakob Edler, Manchester University

Anchoring knowledge transfer activities. The EC CoC and normative anchor points in laboratory practices in Italy
nano-toxicology
 Simone Arnaldi, Alessia Muratorio, University of Padua

Case 2–7

Case 2–8

Horizontal foresight to address societal challenges in
Danish priority-setting for strategic research
 Morten Velsing Nielsen, Danish Board of Technology

Integration of RRI in policy advice – A review of the UK synthetic biology roadmap
health; medical; food; agriculture; energy
 Davy van Doren, Fraunhofer ISI

Case 2–9

Case 2–10

Non-compulsory ethics committees at Austrian universities
cross-disciplinary
 Erich Griessler, IHS Vienna

Nanosafety governance in the Netherlands
nanotechnology
 Bart Walhout, University of Twente

derstood and practiced by multi-national corporations
reported here in Case Study 4).

The 13 transversal lessons are reproduced in Table 7–5 in
their final form.2 They are clustered into five groups. A first

The three stages of the case study programme are listed

group considers participation and deliberation in gover-

in the following tables. The programme took place over

nance processes, emphasising the importance of inclusion

an 18-month period from September 2013 to February 2015.

and the role of trusted intermediation. A second group

1

concerns how knowledge is constructed, understood and

7.3 Analysis:
drawing transversal lessons

mobilised into anticipative processes, with an eye to en-

ful, attentive, systematic and thorough in the design and
A first step in the analysis of the first and second stage

implementation of more trusted rri governance processes.

cases was to read across the body of cases in order to

A third group maintains that responsibility in research and

identify, in conversation with individual case authors, what

innovation is more effectively transformative when norma-

we considered to be a number of critical dimensions: fea-

tive goals are clearly articulated and integrated, and identi-

tures which commonly recurred as descriptive and / or

fies the important role of boundary objects and boundary

explanatory pointers, despite the variety of responsibility

actors in affecting integration. A fourth cluster has become
a defining feature of the Res-AGorA cases findings and

1

And appear on the Res-AGorA website at http://res-agora.eu/casestudies/, where each listing is linked to the written-up case report
providing a resource for further in-depth reading. See also the
case studies final synthesis report (Edler et al. 2015).
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Table 7–2: Stage 2 cases (development): February–April 2014, ten cases

2

As they appear in the Policy Brief #1, Lessons from RRI-in-theMaking,December 2015 (http://res-agora.eu/assets/Res-AGorAPolicy-Note-1_RRI-in-the-Making-1.pdf ).
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Table 7–3: Stage 3 cases (completion, filling gaps & critical organisations): June 2014–February 2015, eight cases

Table 7–5: Thirteen transversal lessons on the governance and institutionalisation of responsibility in R&I

Case 3–1

Case 3–2

Overarching Lesson

Responsibility and reflexivity in engineering: professional
societies and codes of ethics
health; medical; food; agriculture; energy
 Simone Arnaldi, Alessia Muratorio, University of
Padua

Institutionalising RRI – the case of a large research orga
nisation
 Kerstin Goos, Ralf Lindner, Fraunhofer ISI

1

Case 3–3

Case 3–4

Governance structures affecting data protection in advanced
manufacturing – how much room does Germany’s ambition to
lead the fourth industrial revolution leave for RRI?
advanced manufacturing
 Daniel Bachlechner, Timo Leimbach, Fraunhofer ISI

Practicing RRI in NanoNextNL
nanotechnology
 Bart Walhout, University of Twente

Case 3–5

Case 3–6

Critical organisation-types, The “Good University”
 Sally Randles, University of Manchester

Critical organisations: research councils of UK
 Kalle Stahl Nielsen, Sally Gee, Jakob Edler, University
of Manchester

Case 3–7

Case 3–8

“Voices, visions and action of RRI”: institutional entrepreneurship and de-facto responsible research and innovation
 Sally Randles, Elise Tancoigne, Kerstin Goos. University of Manchester, IFRIS, Fraunhofer ISI

Critical organisations: Multi-national Corporations
ag-bio; consumer
 Allison Loconto, IFRIS

Table 7–4: Dimensions of situations as basis for selection of cases
Substantive and material dimensions

Procedural dimension

Actor landscape: range and variety of actors involved

Modes of actor mobilization

Locality vs. globality

Resource provision (money, people, knowledge)

Research / emerging technologies vs. innovation vs. orientation along societal challenges

Capacity building (inclusive knowledge)

Techno-science domains / nature of the underlying technology

Main source and origin of responsibilisation / lead

Nature and level of uncertainty about:
 societal consequences of knowledge / technology /
innovation
 uptake of innovation in markets, consequences
 current / upcoming regulatory environment for an
innovation

Participation and inclusion

2

Transformative interaction: transformation is more likely to occur when
the process is built on genuine engagement that is inclusive, open and
transparent, fostering mutual trust and understanding from the initial
framing of an issue onwards.

3

Intermediation and moderation: strong and trusted neutral brokerage is
required to enable diverse communities (in terms of location, perceptions,
interests, capacity etc.) to participate in a process that is perceived to be
legitimate and credible.

Knowledge and understanding

4

Anticipation: ethical codes that support a long term responsibility are
based on consideration of alternative futures and can adapt to changing
contexts to support a guardianship culture.

5

Knowledge: to be effective within responsibility discourses, evidence must
be valid, adequate and trusted; hence it must be robust, transparent, inclusive, contextualised and sourced from a variety of stakeholders.

6

Timing: tensions across different temporal horizons must be managed
recognising the dynamic nature of situations and contexts.

Integrating across scales

7

Multi-level governance: this requires accounting for multiple levels of
governance within and between organisations and political scales (e.g.
regional, national, EU, global) and seeking synergies between top-down and
bottom-up processes.

8

Alignment: aligning and synchronising the normative goals, objectives and
procedures of instruments and measures across different levels to achieve
consistency and clarity.

9

Boundary objects: shared objects (e.g. data) or processes (e.g. training)
play an important role in translating between governance levels and supporting actors operating between boundaries in line with Lessons 7 and 8.

Institutional Change

10

Institutional change: creating a responsible research and innovation
culture requires both institutionalisation (stabilisation) of new, and deinstitutionalisation (modification) of current, behaviours, structures and
procedures.

11

Capabilities: systematically developing skills and competences that enable
actors at all levels to fully participate in responsible research and innovation transformation processes.

12

Capacities: the means and resources to create conditions for responsibilisation and to build a collective capacity for RRI at a societal level must be
established.

13

Institutional leadership and entrepreneurship: from individual actors as
leaders and “change agents”, to a broader culture of institutional entrepreneurialism, leadership is necessary to drive a range of normative societal,
collective, responsibility objectives.

Nature of the contestation (material and / or normative)
Institutional and country settings (cultural, economic,
institutional, regulatory, scientific and economic)
Level of RRI intervention (Global / EU / national, hybrid
networks, organizational level)

Responsibilisation and deep institutionalisation: this refers to a process
of cultural change which internalises social values by embedding them into
practices and processes. A holistic concept that brings the remaining twelve
lessons together.

identifies that for transformative change which embeds

at the time of writing both the process and the outcomes

porated a deliberation exercise aimed at cross-disciplinary

visors had a low level of knowledge or buy-in to the RATA

articulated normative goals into actor practices and processes there is a need to build the capacities of organ-

have been markedly different in the two countries. Deeper

input at an early stage of the process, inclusive to a wide

dimension. These difficulties were identified and raised at

investigation shows that the way the discourse developed

range of societal actors. The case highlighted a number

the mid-term review of NanoNextNL. Walhout reports on

isations and systems and the capabilities of all actors to

differed in each country; with a polemicized, antagonistic

of conundrums to the ideal of inclusiveness. Whilst the

interviews with PhD researchers and Principle Investiga-

participate. The critical role of institutional entrepreneurs

discourse apparent in the UK with polarised “pro” and

process generated a wide range of views, at some point

tors (PIs) which showed that in the second year of NanoN-

as leaders and champions who keep change processes “on

“con” positions fanned by media coverage which “took

these views are distilled to a necessarily narrow set of

extNL there was still little to no awareness about the topics

track” was also identified.

sides”; whereas a more neutral position was taken by

priorities. It is therefore not just the inclusivity step which

being covered in RATA, the requirement to comply with

the press and media in Austria. The actor constellations

is important, but who and how translates and selects the

the EU-CoC or potential societal issues related to their

By contrast, in some of the case studies, responsibility

also differed. In Austria, though the process was far from

set of priorities from the diversity of views gathered, and

research projects. He concludes that early-career training

claims were found to be rather superficially implemented

inclusive and was largely driven by central government,

whether this process is trusted as legitimate and just. As

will not in and of itself, embed responsible innovation into

with little traction over more permanent or resilient institu-

economic and environmental interests (represented by

part of the study, the process was re-visited via interviews

the thinking and practice of research teams within host

tional change (a finding we termed responsibility-wash); in

the respective Ministries) held an equal role and power

with the range of actors who had been involved or con-

organisations. A pre-condition of awareness and commit-

others, new interpretations of responsibility were layered

at the negotiating table. In the UK, however, central gov-

tributed to the deliberation process. They differed in their

ment from the senior and professorial members of the

atop already existing understandings and practices of re-

ernment and developers aligned in what was to become

evaluation of it as a success or not, depending on their

team, along with the instituting of appropriate structures

sponsibility (a finding we termed responsibility-overload)

a pro-fracking position, on the grounds that economic

own perspective on the outcome and their own experi-

and processes would be a necessary to embed respon-

and in a third case-type “business as usual” practices were

development would provide jobs and new industry op-

ence as participants in it. There were a number of criti-

sible innovation (however normatively defined) into the

newly labelled as Responsible Research and Innovation (a

portunities. In both countries an Environmental Impact

cal voices expressing the view that inclusivity had not in

actors’ reflexive thinking and decisions and organisational

strategy we termed responsibility re-labelling). We offer

Assessment (EIA) was demanded as part of the adjudica-

fact been achieved, due to weaknesses in the procedural

structures, processes and incentives, if long-term trans-

the over-arching idea of responsibilisation as the com-

tion process, but in Austria the bar was set higher, in terms

process. The case highlights the limitations of on-line me-

formative change to researcher practice which integrates

pound objective through which actors’ are entreated to

of requiring that the developer persuasively demonstrate

diation of deliberation processes, for example. Velsing

reflections and action on the societal dimensions of new

embed normative goals of responsibility (see Chapter 5)

that fracking would not cause harm to the environment.

Nielsen further reports that the process had a limited

technologies within technology assessment processes is

and deep institutionalisation representing a compound

As a result, the domestic oil and gas company which was

ability to create transformation in the values and behav-

the goal.

concept capturing how this occurs in practice, as the over-

seeking a licence to undertake exploratory drilling in Aus-

iours of actors, and therefore had only minor impact on

tria withdrew from the process. By contrast in the UK, oil

long term institutionalisation that he was able to identify.

arching learning lesson from our cases (Randles et al. 2014).

7.4 Five example case studies

Case Study 4: Multi-national corporations
Allison Loconto

and gas companies supported by the government have
been pushing the development of a shale gas industry

Case Study 3: Risk assessment in NanoNext NL

Loconto studies three multi-national corporations (mncs):

despite its controversial nature and growing public op-

Bart Walhout

Unilever, Nestlé, and Syngenta, all operating in the agri-

position. In seeking to uncover deeper explanations for

Walhout’s case reports on the aim to integrate a social sci-

bio sector. The companies were selected to enable cross-

why the two cases, which share many of the same input

ence dimension related to responsible research and inno-

company comparison relating to the second societal chal-

studies from the total of 26, to exemplify the variety of

characteristics, should produce such different processes

vation: Risk Analysis and Technology Assessment (RATA)

lenge of the European Commission’s H2020 programme:

research and innovation situations and organisational

and outcomes, we conclude that underlying differences

into the work of NanoNextNL, a large Dutch research con-

food security, sustainable agriculture and forestry, ma-

contexts covered in the Res-AGorA case-study collection.

in political ideology, the position taken by central gov-

sortium focussed on the development of Nanotechnolo-

rine and maritime and inland water research, and the

The five cases featured also exemplify how lessons were

ernment, and the way a controversy is framed, account

gies. The mechanism to do so was focussed training days

bio-economy. Loconto finds that all three mncs adopt

In the chapters which follow we have selected five case

drawn from individual cases as input to the abstracted

for the differences. An important lesson for de facto re-

for PhDs within NanoNextNL, and an initial requirement

sustainability as their anchoring concept. Further, the

thirteen overarching lessons (above). Below, the unique

sponsible research and innovation (rri) drawn from this

to incorporate a dedicated research dimension on RATA,

three mncs show considerable, and perhaps unexpected,

contribution of each of the five featured cases in this book

case, is that the outcome of technology controversies is

written up within the research theses of all the cohort of

convergence in their enactment of responsibility which

is briefly summarised.

not determined by procedural means alone: deep-seated

Doctoral Researchers attached to NanoNextNL. The idea

can be extrapolated from their respective portfolios of

Case Study 1: Fracking

ideological characteristics and power dynamics playing

was sound but encountered a number of challenges. The

concrete activities. For them, the act of making research

into the controversy play a significant role.

Doctoral students appreciated and gained from the new

and innovation responsible links to maintaining reputa-

perspective of the training days. However, since the host

tion and trust according to the norms and expectations of

Case Study 2: Danish research priority setting

supervisors and institutions were not deeply committed to

the many markets in which they engage and are entangled,

Alexander Lang
Lang’s case looks into hydraulic fracturing or fracking developments in the UK and Austria over the last decade.

Morten Velsing Nielsen

the RATA objective, the Doctoral students found it difficult

since their core activity is bringing new technologies and

The main finding of the case is that despite similarities in

Velsing Nielsen studied a deliberation process implement-

to meaningfully incorporate the RATA objective into the

products to market. The perceived expectations of a cer-

terms of the nature of the technology under discussion,

ed by the Danish government to formulate and set priori-

fabric of their projects. They found they were in a weak

tain moral standard is perceived to be driven by a new

similarities around the risk / harm assessments, and simi-

ties orienting national government research funding to

position institutionally to take the learning back into their

actor, the ethical consumer, pushing back through value

larities in the prevailing knowledge base in both countries,

address societal grand challenges. RESEARCH 2015, incor-

host teams, especially under circumstances where super-

chains, together with complexes of heterogeneous actors
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operating in institutional arrangements, collectively de-

portive structure within its defining architecture. Never

signing new voluntary governance instruments (such as

theless, the inclusion of RRI in the UK roadmap proved a

Unilever’s leading role in the Sustainable Commodity

pivotal signal for the UK Engineering and Physical Sciences

Roundtables). Similar examples were de facto in evidence

and the Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research

right across the organisations’ sets of activities, from tech-

Councils (EPSRC, BBSRC) to insert a pre-requisite within

nical development and research and development, along

major research calls tasked with selecting a small num-

global value chains, to end-consumers and with an eye to

ber of focussed synthetic biology research centres within

the policing scrutiny of NGOs and other monitoring organ-

universities in the UK. RRI was required to be an obliga-

isations with whom they increasingly collaborate to design

tory requirement, which involved the inclusion of social

and gain acceptance for new responsibility governance

scientists with expertise in responsible innovation and the

instruments. The term RRI was not used by the mncs, but

societal dimensions of the development of new technolo-

the different elements were implicitly incorporated, al-

gies into their submitting teams’ proposals. This is a prom-

though priorities differed, and different elements came

ising device for embedding responsible innovation into

under the jurisdiction of different parts of the organisa-

the research base of a new technology with a mid-term

tion. The long institutionalised concept of Corporate Social

timescale. The centres were launched in 2014 / 2015 with

Responsibility (CSR) resonated much more and was more

five years’ funding. Consistent with the emergent nature

deeply embedded into the mncs’ understanding of social

of both synthetic biology and responsibility in research

responsibility governance and working practices than RRI.

and innovation, the resulting landscape of RRI in the newly
commissioned centres in the UK exhibits considerable va-

Case Study 5: RRI in the UK Synbio Roadmap

riety on both counts : a) in the interpretation of synthetic

Davy van Doren

biology, and b) in the interpretation of RRI. Further, the

Van Doren’s case describes how RRI has been integrated

levels of resource commitment to responsible innovation

within strategic considerations for UK national policy on

included in each of the successful centres proposals vary

synthetic biology by tracing the writing of a specific RRI

considerably. It is early days to assess whether and how

section as a “core theme” into the roadmap for synthetic

these very recent developments will gain traction on the

biology (synbio). In addition, he follows the implementa-

future trajectory of synthetic biology in the UK.

tion of the roadmap by the synthetic biology leadership
council (SBLC) since the publication of the roadmap in
2012.3 The document and underpinning strategy focus pre-

7.5 Concluding remarks

dominantly on commercialisation, market development
and competitiveness. The roadmap’s normative leaning to

The analysis of the 26 cases and the 13 lessons reported

the acceleration of industrialisation seems to distinguish it

in this chapter provided essential empirical underpinning,

from more precautionary approaches. Van Doren reports

supporting the development of the 10 principles of re-

that although the governance of RRI has been a priority

sponsibility which formed the basis of the Responsibility

area for the SBLC, there is little evidence that regulatory

Navigator. They also provided one of several inputs into

frameworks have been recently reviewed, challenged or

the stakeholder co-construction workshops. Finally, the

revised responding to expressed concerns. Furthermore,

body of case-work was drawn upon in order to construct

despite public disapproval within the UK on self-regula-

the fictive cases or practical illustrations which support

tion, the SBLC presents self-regulation by the synthetic

the 10 principles of the Responsibility Navigator (see Chap-

biology community to be concomitant with responsible

ter 11). The five case studies summarised in this chapter

innovation. Also, there has been debate within the SBLC

illustrate the range of research and innovation situations

regarding a trade-off between RRI and the maturation of

and governance challenges and are selected for this rea-

the synthetic biology sector in the UK, rather than as a sup-

son from the 26 case studies. The five cases are discussed
further in the five chapters which follow showing the rich-

3

A draft revised roadmap, known as REFRESH, is currently out to
consultation.
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ness, tensions, context-specificity and complexity of challenges raised in each case.
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Case Study 1  Fracking
Fracking in the UK and Austria: from contestation to constructive
interaction?
Alexander Lang

“The validity, veracity and

Introduction1

cases show similar characteristics, the position of certain

comprehensiveness of the

Hydraulic fracturing or fracking has been gaining signifi-

events and their outcomes differ. In Austria, a domes-

cance and causing controversies over the last decade.

tic oil and gas company abandoned its plans to produce

Since the mid-2000s, the United States of America have

shale gas using a newly developed and allegedly clean

presented evidence are still

been experiencing a so-called shale gas boom, resulting

fracking approach after public protests led to a legislation

in a swift increase of domestic natural gas production

amendment in 2012 (UVP-G 2012), making an Environmen-

subject to intense questioning,
indicating disagreement
on whether the available
knowledge provides a
sufficient basis for informed
decision-making.”

key actors, the governance approaches, the unfolding of

and falling energy prices (US EIA 2012, 2014). Fracking has

tal Impact Assessment (EIA) mandatory for all fracking

been crucial for this development: Rock formations are

operations (Lang 2014a: 10–15). In contrast, in the UK, oil

fractured by high-pressure injection of a composite fluid

and gas companies supported by the government have

into a well, enabling the flow and exploitation of otherwise

been pushing the development of a shale gas industry,

tightly stored gas (IEA 2012: 33). However, the risks and

despite its controversial nature and growing public op-

impact assessments of fracking as well as forecasts of the

position. After the first application of fracking for shale

economic revenue expected from shale gas production

gas production in 2011, which caused earthquakes, and

are varying and contradictory. Proponents and opponents

was followed by an investigation and the implementation

of the technology and its field of application are engaging

of a monitoring scheme (Green et al. 2012, Davey 2012),

in heated discussions in the media, political arenas, or in

no new wells have been fracked in the UK. Nonetheless,

direct confrontation (Lang 2014a: 4–10).

companies and the government are still pursuing shale
gas production (Gosden 2015, Harvey 2015).

This case study examines fracking for shale gas production in Austria and the UK.2 Although the debates in both

This chapter traces the contours of the societal contesta-

1

different actor groups make sense of the technology, its

tion of fracking in Austria and the UK. We analyse how

2

This chapter is based on two comprehensive case studies conducted within the Res-AGorA project (Lang 2014a, 2014b).
The Austrian case is located in the Weinviertel, a region in the
county of Lower Austria; the UK case is especially concerned with
incidents around fracking operations in various parts of England.

This chapter refers to “Austria” and “the UK” for simplicity, and
because fracking in both countries is regulated and discussed at
the national level.
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implementation in shale gas production, and how they

In Austria and in the UK, societal actors with a positive

Safe versus unsafe: Proponents acknowledge there are

ral gas as a political issue and argue that domestic gas

define responsible development. We show how govern-

attitude towards fracking include oil and gas companies

certain environmental and health risks associated with

production will secure the supply of energy by decreasing

ance attempts and measures deal with fracking and the

and companies from related industry branches, business

fracking, but estimate them to be manageable and re-

the dependency on foreign fuel sources.

arising public controversies, but also how they fail to do

associations, and special interest groups, as well as the

ducible to a minimum through best practice and compli-

so in a constructive way. In doing so, we shed light on the

researchers and engineers involved in the further devel-

ance with existing regulation. Beyond that, they claim that

challenges, barriers to, and opportunities for practising

opment of fracking. Unlike the situation in Austria, in the

natural gas from shale gas production is the cleanest fossil

social decline because of fracking. They fear that local

and promoting Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI),

UK, these actors were supported by the country’s coali-

fuel available, which could be used as an interim energy

and sustainable branches of the economy, e.g. tourism or

and focus especially on its core principle of constructive

tion government of the Conservative Party and the Liberal

source on the way to renewable energy production, in-

agriculture, and the overall quality of life will suffer from

and transformative interaction.

Democrats. Furthermore, several British newspapers have

stantly contributing to the reduction of greenhouse gas

fracking operations, because of environmental pollution,

taken a clear position in favour of fracking (Jaspal and

(GHG) emissions.

The study follows a qualitative approach of sociology

Nerlich 2014), or started pro-fracking campaigns (David-

Opponents, on the other hand, predict an economic and

alteration of the landscape, and increased heavy traffic.
They doubt that fracking is essential for economic growth

(Flick et al. 2004) and is based on comprehensive desk

son 2014); in Austria, newspapers present a more neutral

Opponents depict fracking as a technology associated

and sinking energy prices, and highlight critical progno-

research and a comparative analysis of public and po-

attitude.

with severe environmental and health risks because of

ses of a “shale gas bubble” that is about to burst. They

induced seismicity, pollution of water, air, and soil with

disagree with the fracking proponents’ view of greater

in Austria and the UK. Data was collected through sys-

The societal actors opposing fracking include established

chemicals from the fracking fluid, toxic material washed

independence from foreign fossil fuels, and highlight the

litical discourses on fracking and shale gas production
tematic desk research and sources included newspaper

environmental groups, local grassroots anti-fracking

out of the fracked rock formations, or fugitive emissions.

problems of being dependent on large, profit-oriented oil

articles, policy documents, strategy papers, blog entries,

movements, and the respective Green Parties. In the UK,

They do not believe these risks can be eliminated by best

and gas companies instead.

and webpages.3

there are also newspapers that present fracking in a nega-

practice and technological development, such as a clean

tive light (Jaspal and Nerlich 2014).

fracking approach. On a global scale, they see shale gas

In-between these two standpoints are some political par-

and a source of GHG emissions.

De facto governance of fracking:
challenges and approaches

investigating the impacts of fracking. In Austria, the Fed-

Sufficient versus insufficient regulation: Assessing the

There are major challenges to achieving constructive in-

Conditions for RRI in the making:
actors and interpretations

production as a delaying factor in the energy transition
ties, e.g. the UK Labour Party, and research organisations

In order to be able to gain a deeper understanding of the

eral Government – a coalition of Social Democratic and the

environmental risks of fracking is also based upon the

teraction given the context of hostile actors with such

fracking controversy and the impact of different gover-

conservative People’s Party – has assumed an intermedi-

evaluation of existing regulations, their means of enforce-

a highly polarised interpretation of fracking. These in-

nance measures on the heated public debate, it is neces-

ate position. As will be described later, the presence of a

ment, and the actual compliance of oil and gas compa-

clude aligning measures to the concerns of stakeholders,

sary to examine the societal conditions, i.e. the landscape

powerful political intermediary makes a large difference

nies. Proponents state that there is sufficient regulation

the level of distrust concerning the execution of existing

of engaged actors, their interpretation of the technology,

when dealing with the contestations surrounding the in-

in place, that operations are monitored properly, and that

governance mechanisms, and knowledge contestation.

its implementation, and its impacts in a specific situation.

troduction of a new technology.

companies as well as individual engineers want to act re-

However, we will show that the governance of fracking

Actors’ landscape: proponents, opponents, and

Diverging interpretations of fracking for shale gas

sponsibly and are trained to do so.

can also be addressed in a way which could be assessed
as a step towards RRI.

in-betweeners

The perceptions and reasoning of the different actor

Opponents criticise the existing regulation as too weak

The actor groups involved can be categorised as propo-

groups encompass a variety of issues, ranging from the

and not clear enough, thus providing loopholes for mis-

nents, opponents, and in-betweeners, depending on how

basic characteristics of the technology of fracking, through

conduct. Furthermore, they attest a lack of factual control

In both Austria and the UK, there are several governance

they understand and evaluate fracking, and how they de-

its environmental, economic, and societal impacts, to its

by governmental bodies, e.g. in the UK, where monitoring

arrangements that apply to fracking for shale gas, includ-

fine a responsible way of dealing with it. Whereas pro-

regulation and the existing control mechanisms.

is often done by operating or hired companies.

ing hard4 and soft laws.5 As fracking and shale gas pro-

ponents want fracking for shale gas to be implemented

duction operations evolve, these governance measures

because of its alleged benefits, and opponents try to pre-

Old versus new: Whereas its proponents depict fracking

Economic benefits versus disadvantages: Proponents

vent fracking because of its possible negative impacts,

as an established technology, which has been used and

purport that fracking for shale gas production is essen-

in-betweeners are societal actors without a clear pro or

developed over decades, its opponents portray it as a

tial for economic growth and to remain competitive on

contra position. Their decision is contingent on further in-

fairly new technology. They argue that state-of-the-art

global markets. This is related to the vision of shale gas

formation about the impacts of fracking and on the imple-

fracking combines several technologies in a novel way

production as a means of lowering energy prices and thus

mentation of proper regulation and control mechanisms.

and that the possible scale of operations has increased

(re) strengthening businesses. They claim local economies

3

A comprehensive list of sources can be found in Lang (2014a, 2014b).
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Responsible regulation and sufficient control?

tremendously. Thus, they deny that it is possible to draw

and populations stand to profit due to the revenue from

on decades of experience with fracking, as its proponents

taxes, creation of jobs, and lowered household energy

claim.

costs. Furthermore, they also portray this supply of natu-

Navigating towards shared responsibility in research and innovation

are subjected to change on the one hand, and, are being
4
5

For Austria, see Lang 2014a: 16–19); for England, see Department
of Energy and Climate Change (DECC 2013).
In the UK, there is a guideline by UK Onshore Oil and Gas (UKOOG
2013, 2013a) that was issued in cooperation with the DECC, Health
and Safety Executive, and Environment Agency, and that serves
as a reference point for fracking operations. The Austrian oil and
gas company OMV published strategic documents covering various CSR aspects (OMV 2011, 2012, 2012a) as well as health, safety,
security, and environmental issues (OMV 2012b). However, all of
these are not legally binding.
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challenged by different societal and political actors within

that governmental bodies are inadequately equipped to

When introduced into the already polarised debate, in-

of this authority is essential to ensure societal confidence

the debate on the other hand.

fulfil this function, and that operational guidelines are

formation that meets some of these criteria tends to in-

in its effectiveness.

insufficient. Anything that can be construed as a “bribe” of

crease the societal tensions and conflicts between the

The Austrian federal government took up a position in-

local authorities, which play an important role in granting

involved actors rather than contributing to constructive

• The neutrality of researchers and research organisations

between the proponents and opponents of fracking and

permission to drill and frack, is detrimental to the aim of

interaction. Researchers producing studies of this kind, as

conducting assessments of the impacts and risks of a

tried to find a consensus. Making EIA mandatory neither

safeguarding operations.

fulfilled the demands of proponents (permission), nor

well as actors referring to them, are accused of partisan-

technology is crucial to generate accepted knowledge

ship and hiding strategic considerations under the pretext

that can serve as the base for meaningful interaction be-

opponents (prohibition). Instead, it postponed the final

Knowledge contestation

of science, which, in some circumstances, leads to mutual

tween opposing societal groups. This could be ensured

decision. Although it is not clear whether this decision

In their interpretation and assessment of fracking, differ-

recrimination and eventually a communicative blockade.

by the independent funding of research by a trusted

and its outcome – putting fracking plans in Austria on

ent actor groups incorporate different stocks of knowl-

body not serving the specific interests of certain stake-

hold – is responsible6 or not, the now obligatory EIA does

edge, because they vary in their evaluation of the available

holders. The research on different aspects and impacts

promote the inclusion of the affected local population and

studies, reports, etc. Although both proponents and op-

consideration of the wider impacts of and alternatives to

ponents contest the research methods, data, and results

Conclusion and lessons for RRI
governance

of the technology must have a broad scope aligned to
the demands of the stakeholders.

fracking operations. These features can be regarded as

that contradict their own position, the latter more often

one step towards RRI.

highlight allegedly flawed research results.

Several matters emerge from looking at the cases of frack- • Aiming to facilitate meaningful interaction does not
ing in Austria and the UK that have to be addressed in

mean that activities should strive to eradicate contro-

In the UK, in contrast, the government has been proposing

While there are few scientific studies or reports on the

order to navigate the governance of research and innova-

versy. As observed in the Austrian case, public and politi-

and pushing fracking argumentatively, by adapting legisla-

specific situation in Austria, there are several for the UK,

tion towards RRI. The divergent interpretations of fracking

cal controversies can be a driving factor for legislative

tion, and by introducing supporting administrative bodies.

including reports by the Royal Society and Royal Academy

and its impacts lie at the heart of this controversy. The

changes promoting RRI. In this regard, a powerful actor

The government established an Office of Unconventional

of Engineering (RS / RAE 2012) and Public Health England

continued contestation of definitions, scientific knowl-

taking up a neutral stance in-between conflicting groups

Oil and Gas to help the industry by simplifying the regu-

(Kibble et al. 2014). Nevertheless, this presumed informa-

edge, and other information impedes or even prevents

is beneficial as a mediator, because it has the capability
to undertake change along a middle way.

latory process (DECC 2012, 2013). In 2015, it passed the

tion advantage has not resulted in a more fact-based and

constructive interactions between opposing actors, and

Infrastructure Act, which, among other things, allows com-

calm debate on fracking here. The validity, veracity and

enhances the division. Looking at the critical opponents’

panies to drill 300 metres horizontally and below private

comprehensiveness of the presented evidence are still

assessment of UK government’s governance approaches,

property without seeking permission of the landowner.

subject to intense questioning, indicating disagreement

a deep-seated distrust of government and the companies

The UK government has also pushed financial incentives

on whether the available knowledge provides a sufficient

involved becomes apparent.

for local councils, i.e. 100,000 GBP for initial well drilling,

basis for informed decision-making.

100 per cent of business rates from fracking operations,
and one per cent revenue from gas production (UKOOG
2013a).

Starting from these analytical results, it is possible to draw
The adverse attitude of opponents towards studies in fa-

more general lessons for RRI governance, and especially

vour of fracking is supported by several circumstances:

for facilitating and enhancing communication between

Opponents highlight the personal and financial links be-

stakeholders involved in debates on R&I developments

The approach of the UK government and the oil and gas

tween researchers conducting assessments on various as-

and decision-making:

companies has aggravated public controversy by not

pects of fracking and the oil and gas industry, and portray

adequately addressing the existing criticisms of fracking

them as impartial and not trustworthy; in the UK, they use

• RRI governance measures have to recognise and con-

regulation. Opponents depict the financial incentives as

the derogative term “Frackademics”. The same applies to

sider the diverse and diverging interpretations of the

bribes to local councils, which might then be tempted to

research conducted in or authorised by organisations or

issue at stake. Otherwise, in addressing one aspect (e.g.

turn a blind eye to environmental and health concerns.

public authorities linked to political actors with a clear pro-

financial participation), they might provoke outrage con-

This measure does not address their doubts, including

fracking position. Opponents also deem the existing data

cerning another important one (e.g. safety and environ-

fears of losing local and more sustainable branches of the

and research results neither comprehensive nor objective,

mental protection).

economy, and triggers the criticism of “tame” safety and

because they state that certain aspects have not been

environmental regulations. In general, opponents argue

covered, e.g. the wider impact of shale gas production

that there is a lack of independent monitoring and control,
6

Neither proponents nor opponents assess this decision positively.
The former criticise the cessation of operations they deem necessary, and the latter fear renewed attempts to produce shale gas
in Austria at a later point in time.
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• Adopting resolutions, laws or guidelines that regulate the

on climate change or the local economies (Tillmann et al.

implementation of a certain technology are not enough

2014), and that data is often collected and provided by oil

to address societal concerns. It is also necessary to have

and gas companies.

an authority that monitors and controls companies’ com-
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The Danish
Government
2006
Page 25

Case Study 2  Danish prioritysetting for strategic research
Deliberation to address societal challenges
Morten Velsing Nielsen

“[A] broad-based mapping

RESEARCH2015 is a priority-setting exercise aimed at ad-

been to give more attention to science policy (Aagaard

dressing societal challenges in national, government-fund-

and Mejlgaard 2012). In 2005, the Danish government cre-

should be regularly carried

ed strategic research in Denmark through cross-disciplin-

ated a globalisation council, who suggested strengthen-

ary deliberation and the broad inclusion of societal actors.

ing the basis for political decisions on strategic research:

out to identify the research

challenges of finding good practices. The study finds that

to identify the research needs that societal and business

needs that societal and
business developments
create as well as the
capabilities of Danish
research institutions to
meet these needs.”

While much hope is attached to such priority-setting exercises to improve decision-making, experience reveals the “A broad-based mapping1 should be regularly carried out
broad inclusion in priority-setting is a delicate balancing

developments create as well as the capabilities of Danish

act, where many different factors have to be considered.

research institutions to meet these needs.” (The Danish

While RESEARCH2015 clearly creates some constructive

Government 2006: 25)

interactions between actors, other actors and viewpoints
never become part of the core process. The process also

This started the RESEARCH2015 process, which was de-

has a limited ability to transform the values and behaviours

veloped and facilitated by a team of three people at the

of actors, and therefore only a minor long-term impact.

Ministry for Research, Technology and Innovation. The

Finally, the exercise succeeds in being instrumental for

main objective was to develop a more structured and

policy-making, but fails to include perspectives which do

transparent approach to priority-setting across research

not fit this objective. This raises the question of how best to

and innovation institutions. Because experiences with

achieve a balance between influencing policy-making and

deliberation for research priority-setting were limited in

creating an inclusive and creative priority-setting exercise

Denmark, the Ministry decided to construct their own

that brings together a variety of perspectives.

model using a mix of different known methods.2
1

Introduction to RESEARCH2015
Since 2000, Denmark has an increased focus on improving
its international competitiveness, and one key aspect has

2

The official translation uses the word survey; however, mapping
is much closer to the original text in Danish.
Some inspiration was found in similar exercises in other European
countries. For a comparison to other European priority-setting
exercises of this type, also referred to as horizontal foresight, see
the full case study report on http://res-agora.eu/assets/TEKNO1-Stage-2.pdf.
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De facto governance practices

This consisted of three distinct phases:

the process; instead, it attempted to achieve its goals by

1. In phase one, the OECD was selected for a horizon

apparent in the third phase, which only included stake-

Creating constructive interaction

purpose can have a tendency to favour strong actors.

scan of international societal challenges to provide a

holders key to implementing the results. RESEARCH2015

The inclusion of actors in RESEARCH2015 went beyond the

Some level of consensus was built and a political impact

knowledge base for RESEARCH2015. Then an open call

was a new initiative and therefore not linked to other gov-

normal scope of priority-setting in strategic research. The

was achieved, but it is difficult to identify any transforma-

for input was issued and facilitated through a web tool,

ernance arrangements in a formal way. The main target

official evaluation (VTU 2009) shows general satisfaction

tion of how actors work to prioritise strategic research.

which resulted in individuals and organisations sug-

audience, from the facilitators’ point of view, were key

with the way different inputs were discussed and received,

Several actors emphasised that it was constructive to

gesting more than 500 topics for strategic research.

decision-makers for strategic research in the Danish pub-

even if some feel that the final result was skewed towards

have broad inclusion, the focus on societal challenges,

lic sector comprising politicians, a public research coun-

traditional research and innovation. A more thorough and

and the possibility to learn from many different actors, yet

2. Phase two grouped these many suggestions into

cil, and universities to some extent. The Ministry chose

systematic inclusion of new actors that gave them a clear

no transformation in values or behaviour can be identi-

themes. The Ministry decided this phase should be

multiple types of steering. The first hearing phase was

understanding of the different ways to affect the process

fied. This is not a surprising result considering the process

steered by an independent team of eight experts in

conducted with the least possible steering. This resulted

could have potentially given more weight to novel sug-

included strong interests within research and innovation

consultation with a user panel of more than 50 individu-

in chaotic inputs, which the expert group found it hard to

gestions for strategic research. The analysis shows that

and was concluded in a relatively short time. The process

building consensus within the process. This was especially

als representing societal organisations.

of the process. This point echoes the argument made by
Stirling (2008) that processes with a clear instrumental

work with, but which also included novel suggestions for

the process increased discussion of the issue, and the

was the first of its kind in Denmark. That the process was

strategic research. The second phase was steered by the

main criticism from actors did not concern the amount

reviewed positively and that learning occurred can be

3. In the third phase, the Ministry took over the steering

expert group, who developed themes related to their own

of discussion, but how different purposes and interests

seen as important first steps to developing new practices

role to narrow down the number of themes, and to

disciplines. In the third phase, the Ministry took control

were weighted within it. A main objective of the extensive

and understandings.

ensure that each suggestion was well founded. This was

of the steering to compile the final report.

process was to form a robust knowledge base. However,

done in consultation with key actors. The final report to

the quality of the knowledge given weight in the process

be used by parliament provided a knowledge founda-

Inclusion in RESEARCH2015

was a point of disagreement. An example of this is the

tion for how to divide funding, and featured 21 themes

The first open hearing gave everyone the opportunity to

OECD horizon scan, which some business actors thought

for strategic research (VTU 2008).

Drawing lessons for Res-AGorA

provide input, yet most input still came from research

was crucial, while actors from academia found it to be

Developing a common knowledge foundation

organisations and organisations representing industry,

of poor quality. Actors also differed when it came to the

The OECD horizon scan functioned as a knowledge base

This chapter analyses the RESEARCH2015 process using the

as well as individual researchers employed at universi-

learning gained from being part of the process. Some

for the discussions of societal challenges in RESEARCH2015,

Res-AGorA research model.3 The empirical work consisted

ties. Only a few individual citizens and companies made

experts thought the process included significant learning,

yet there were very different opinions about the quality of

of eight interviews with central actors, who were selected

suggestions. The difference to other priority-setting ex-

while others felt they had been excluded. Several people

this document and its validity as a knowledge foundation

to reflect the full diversity of actors included,4 as well as

ercises in Denmark was therefore the number of actors

emphasised that such processes tend to draw on the

for the exercise. The scan was therefore not used exten-

an analysis of the documents giving a detailed overview

involved rather than their type. Of the eight independent

same actors who have accumulated experience in work-

sively, despite its status as the main analytical document

of RESEARCH2015.5

experts in charge of the second phase, four were from

ing across disciplines and between institutions.

in the process. The knowledge base actually consisted

universities, three from business and one from a private

Conditions for RRI in the making

mainly of the knowledge shared among the participants.

research foundation. These were the only actors who

Creating transformation

During the process, a member of the expert group sug-

followed the process over a longer period of time, while

The official evaluation (VTU 2009) shows a significant im-

gested creating a theme concerning sociological reflec-

others contributed just once or twice. The user panel con-

pact of the exercise on policy-making and on the strate-

tions on the quality and usability of the knowledge cre-

Diversifying steering to secure legitimacy of input

sisting of 57 representatives of societal organisations gave

gies of the strategic research council, which is often seen

ated through research, but this was not taken up by the

RESEARCH2015 can be seen as a governance instrument

their input via a one-day workshop held with the expert

as the most important criteria of success for this type

Ministry.

which intends to create a better knowledge foundation

group. In the third phase, ministries and public research

of priority-setting (see Calof and Smith 2010). However,

for the governance of strategic research by widening

councils helped adapt and write the final proposals. In

several actors emphasised that this impact was caused

Understandings of responsibility

inclusion. There was no enforcement system built into
3
4

5

See the Chapter on the research model for an explanation of RRI
in the making and de facto governance.
Interviewees included an academic expert in priority-setting, facilitators from the Ministry for Research, Technology and Innovation,
university representatives, industry representatives, and research
council representatives and also represented different academic
disciplines.
This consists of 60 documents detailing the process, including
meeting summaries, email inputs and draft reports.
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this phase, comments were still given by a number of

by over-including traditional research and innovation ac-

The RESEARCH2015 process was initiated as part of the

organisations. Three different criticisms were expressed

tors, and not allowing enough scope for innovative and

Danish globalisation strategy to improve its competi-

in regard to inclusion. First, that industry and the natural

different inputs. In other words, such a narrow defini-

tiveness. For research to contribute to this aim, and be

sciences were underrepresented, especially considering

tion of success does not take into account who organises

regarded as strategic research, it needs to focus on an

their importance to strategic research in Denmark. Sec-

and manages such processes and to what end. As this

area with significant societal challenges, and indications

ond, that the hearing failed to include actors from outside

process was run by the Ministry in response to a politi-

that scientific solutions are needed and capacity exists

traditional research institutions. Third, that a structured

cally set target, adaptation to the political context is to be

within Danish research. There was no disagreement on

and facilitated inclusion of the general public could have

expected. However, this cannot in itself be regarded as

these overall criteria. Responsibility is understood in

provided valuable input.

a success if it is done without respect for the autonomy

the documents as improving competitiveness through

Navigating towards shared responsibility in research and innovation
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strategic research to sustain growth and welfare. However,

Conclusion

a difference in understanding could be detected between
those emphasising innovation and technical expertise as

RESEARCH2015 is regarded by actors as a positive step

the means to create competiveness, and those focusing

for research priority-setting and as being a more inclu-

on the need for research to bring about broad societal

sive, interdisciplinary, and transparent process than past

benefits and social cohesion.

processes. But there is little agreement on which parts
of the process were useful. A more structured and trans-

Balancing inclusion and influence

parent approach to the relationship between the phases

One of the criticisms that emerged during the official

might have clarified the influence of different actors, and

evaluation was that the process did not bring anything

brought into the open discussions which took place be-

new to the table (VTU 2009: 8). A legitimate question could

hind closed doors, first in the expert group and then in

therefore be whether existing strategic research ideas

the Ministry. While there were plenty of disagreements,

have been sufficiently challenged in the process. Innova-

most were not dealt with during the process, making it

tion could have played a bigger role, giving more room

hard to identify the central issues dividing actors. Some

and weight to ideas from outside traditional research in-

research themes were introduced, taken away, and then

stitutions. Instead, the process focused on themes able

re-introduced, but it was not transparent how these de-

to generate consensus among participants, and to which

cisions were made and on what grounds. The results of

Denmark could make a significant contribution through

the process had a clear impact on policy-making, yet the

existing research environments. This approach seemed

analysis shows that this cannot be seen as a success in it-

inadequate to business actors who emphasised the need

self. If the impact comes at the cost of diversity in perspec-

for Denmark to move into new areas of strategic research.

tives, then it contradicts the values of inclusiveness and

An initial analysis concerning the current standing of Dan-

long-term thinking that such processes should promote.

ish strategic research might have clarified the need to
define new areas of research.
Balancing clear structure with decentralised
steering
Having a clear structure and purpose was important to
actors in RESEARCH2015 and one of the suggestions of
how to improve it was to create a better structure for
the initial hearing of actors. Structuring the exercise is
also part of steering, in which it is important to create a
reasonable balance between top-down structuring and
room to manoeuvre for the participants. The Ministry decided to let the expert panel steer the second phase, yet
subjected the work of the experts to another extended
review in the third phase, which the experts found problematic. This makes it unclear how much each of the three
phases contributed to the final results. In the follow-up
to RESEARCH2015, the Ministry asked organisations to
submit joint proposals including suggestions from all their
sub-organisations. This approach resulted in thoroughly
developed proposals, but some transparency is lost when
content is developed outside the process.
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Dave Blank
2011
chairman of
NanoNextNL

Case Study 3  NanoNextNL
Integrating risk analysis and technology assessment in NanoNextNL
Bart Walhout

“Every researcher in this
field has to consider the
consequences.”

Introduction

as a separate research theme, but as an integrated activ-

NanoNextNL is a Dutch research and innovation consor-

design as a research theme and the actors involved in

ity. The next section discusses frame conditions: RATA’s
tium with a special research theme: Risk Analysis and

integrating RATA. Section 3 discusses how the actual in-

Technology Assessment (RATA). While the strategy of

tegration has been unfolding and Section 4 discusses this

including a “parallel research” programme is no longer

process as a learning process with regard to its construc-

unusual, an important challenge is to organise such re-

tive and productive qualities. Section 5 ends with lessons

search as an integrated activity and to mainstream con-

for governance.

crete approaches to integration across large research
programmes. In this chapter we report on an exploratory

The research for this chapter draws on a variety of sources.

analysis of the integration and underlying conditions of

As a parliamentary Technology Assessment practitioner

RATA in NanoNextNL. We will highlight the learning pro-

at the Dutch Rathenau Instituut, I have been closely fol-

cesses, which occurred along the process of implement-

lowing the emergence of NanoNextNL, the RATA research

ing this encompassing ambition in practice. We argue that

theme in it and the (political) discussions about it. Most

since such learning processes are inherent to attempts on

of the analysis, however, draws on my role as “observing

mainstreaming, governance strategies and arrangements

participant” in being part of the RATA research theme

should be set up in a way to facilitate learning – about

myself. Furthermore, document analysis, interviews and

what has to be integrated, as well as how to organise

feedback from key individuals, often figuring in the analy-

this effectively.

sis below, have been documented in a case study report
for the Res-AGorA project and published in a book chapter

“Every researcher in this field has to consider the conse-

(Walhout and Konrad 2015). Part of the observations also

quences”. With this statement Dave Blank (2011), chairman

draw on interviews conducted by Colette Bos, a fellow PhD

of the executive board of NanoNextNL, marked the ambi-

researcher at NanoNextNL, documented in a co-authored

tion set for NanoNextNL. This chapter discusses how this

publication (Bos et al. 2014).

ambition has been realized in the attempts to organise
Risk Analysis and Technology Assessment (RATA), not only
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Frame conditions

advisory council, consisting of nanoscientists from public

A the RATA theme,

research labs as well as industry representatives. Further-

B educational and supporting activities for the research-

Situating RATA in NanoNextNL

more, progress and output have to be reported to the

NanoNextNL is a Dutch national R&D programme on mi-

executive agency of the Ministry of Economic Affairs, RVO

cro and nanotechnology, involving 130 partners cover-

(the Netherlands Enterprise Agency).

ers in the other themes, and
C the required paragraph in each PhD thesis (Gielgens
2011).

ing universities, research centres, multinationals, SMEs

RATA collaboration
Facing the lack of awareness, reluctance and resistance
among the “target group”, the RATA management participated and presented other research themes at programme meetings and initiated a series of RATA dinners,
to which theme coordinators and programme directors

and medical centres, and running from 2011 until 2016.

The business director and executive board members have

According to the programme office, this would be a rea-

were invited. These meetings paid off in terms of gain-

The programme is explicitly positioned as an innovation

a natural science or engineering background and repre-

sonable and legitimate approach, since all three elements

ing awareness and first explorations of opportunities to

programme, succeeding the earlier national programme

sent the most important organisations in the NanoNextNL

would be implemented following a strategy that would

collaborate (NanoNextNL 2013a). However, collaborative

NanoNed, which was mainly research oriented. Due to par-

consortium. The executive board has been acknowledging

fit the situation and needs of the individual researchers.

activities have not been reported so far.

liamentary discussions about nanotechnology the Dutch

the importance of RATA publicly, including its potential

In this view, inspiration from and interaction with RATA

government had pushed for including “risk research” in

to boost credibility and help to realize the commercial

would be more effective than telling people what they

The researchers in the RATA theme have been working

the research agenda (Cabinet 2006). Later on, the Dutch

potential of the research in NanoNextNL. The manage-

are already doing. Consequently, the programme office

at a relative distance to the programme level activities,

parliament demanded to allocate at least 15 per cent of

ment of RATA consists of the RATA programme officer, the

has been stimulating both lines by developing a two-day

focusing on the progress in the individual research proj-

the budget to this type of research (Parliamentary Papers

RATA theme coordinator and the RA and TA programme.

RATA course for the PhD researchers and by supporting

ects in the RATA theme. From the RATA research theme

2009). With that political warrant and a later broadening

For all of these people, their tasks and responsibilities in

networking activities of the RATA management in Nano-

three of about thirty projects scheduled interactive events

with Technology Assessment, RATA started as a large re-

NanoNextNL are only part of their job as researchers or

NextNL.

with NanoNextNL researchers from other themes. In ad-

search theme in NanoNextNL.

research managers in their home organisations.

dition, a couple of programme level activities have been
RATA course for PhD researchers

organised. RATA also has been more explicitly profiled at
the annual conferences, by separate sessions and booths.

Just like the other themes on the research agenda, RATA

For the integration of RATA, the main “target groups” are

The two-day RATA course was intended as an introduction

was organised as a collection of mainly PhD-research proj-

the research projects in the other NanoNextNL research

to RATA and to support PhD researchers by identifying a

ects, structured and performed according to the academic

themes. Interviews with PhD researchers and Principle

RATA-related sub-topic, which they could discuss in the re-

and institutional setting in which each project is located.

Investigators (PI) show that in the second year of NanoN-

quired part of their thesis. However, while the course was

However, as a special theme, RATA has been positioned

extNL there was still little to no awareness about the topics

being developed, this RATA obligation was renegotiated

as a cross-cutting theme, supposed to interact with all

being covered in RATA, the requirement to comply with

with RVO and limited to the PhD students located in the

other research themes and renumbered to theme number

the EU-CoC or potential societal issues related to their

programmes deemed relevant for RATA. In approaching

its performance indicators, requirements to fulfil the RATA

one in the final proposal. These moves happened against

research projects (Bos et al. 2014).

PhD researchers and their supervisors the programme of-

obligation have been reduced and efforts to integrate RATA

Learning from RATA
While RATA as a research programme even overachieved

the backdrop of increasing political and public attention

fice repeatedly encountered reluctance or even resistance

throughout the programme have resulted in a limited

towards nanotechnology. For example, the statement of

to participation, sometimes reflecting broader concerns

number of interactions. Nonetheless, the very attempts

De facto integration of RATA into
NanoNextNL

about increasing demands on scientific practice in general

to integrate RATA have been visible. The strong commit-

(Bos et al. 2014).

ment to both business creation and RATA (no matter if

The above discussion of frame conditions shows that RATA

Participant evaluations indicate that the course has been

of formal obligations (even while negotiated), actually

quirement to comply with the European Code of Conduct

had developed different faces, evolving from a separate

very helpful in providing participants with first ideas how

created a considerable awareness among NanoNextNL

for Responsible Nanosciences and Nanotechnologies Re-

research theme to an integrated activity, partially pushed by

to think about societal aspects of their research. Moreover,

researchers of RATA as an inseparable element of the

Chairman Dave Blank, quoted at the start of this chapter,
comes from an interview on the occasion of the closing
event of a series of public dialogues about nanotechnology in the Netherlands. In the background was also the re-

at a somewhat superficial level), and the enforcement

search (EC 2008, hereafter referred to as the “EU-CoC”). In

public and political debate, and resulting in an additional

initial reluctance and resistance among the participants

NanoNextNL identity. In addition, “diplomacy” of the RATA

the final grant decision letter (Ministerie van Economische

obligation to pay attention to potential risks in every (PhD)

often turned into enthusiasm during the programme. The

management paid off in the form of changes of attitudes

Zaken 2011) this requirement had been operationalised by

project. How these different, but connected ambitions

course, however, could only provide a first introduction,

at (research) management level and of PhD researchers

requiring that every PhD thesis delivered by NanoNextNL

had to be realized, did not become part of the consortium

thereby giving little means to the participants to develop

in the RATA courses.

should discuss potential risks.

agreements.

follow-up actions once they were back working on their
research projects. The RATA programme officer and the

Productive? Integrating RATA as a distributed

The actors involved

In 2011, when NanoNextNL kicked off, the programme of-

course leaders attempted to bridge that gap by offering

problem

NanoNextNL is managed by an executive board, support-

fice stated that NanoNextNL would live up to the EU-CoC

RATA coaching. About ten PhD students signed up for this

An important factor in this outcome is the distributed

ed by a programme office and a business director. Super-

compliance requirement by having:

and were linked to a researcher from the RATA theme.

character of NanoNextNL. Although NanoNextNL ex-

vision and feedback is organised by a supervisory board,

Actual follow-up of the course has so far been realized in

hibits a corporate identity and governance structure, it

with members of the main partners, and an international

a couple of PhD-research projects.

mainly functions as a multidisciplinary, collaborative
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interinstitutional expert network, organised in a familiar

as an activity. While Risk Analysis (RA) expertise actively

tium agreement negotiations and funding procedures. In

mode of research funding through public-private research

has been offered in NanoNextNL meetings and in the

this respect it is interesting to note that RATA as an obliga-

consortia. Having an integrated RATA theme in such a pro-

PhD course, RA itself mainly has been presented as re-

tion, however narrowed down, did positively contribute

gramme is a fairly new structure and requires dedicated

search, thereby emphasizing knowledge rather than the

to the integration of RATA as an ambition.

integration work. The executive board was supportive of

interactions needed to develop targeted knowledge. For

RATA, however, without an articulated vision on how the

Technology Assessment (TA), executive board members

Thirdly, learning involves trade-offs between developing

integration of RATA would have to be accomplished. As

as well as participants of the RATA course repeatedly kept

generic capacities and dedicated collaborative efforts.

key representatives of the Dutch nanotechnology com-

framing TA as having to do with public acceptance, to be

Identifying the societal and risk dimensions to be con-

munity, the executive board was particularly concerned

addressed by communication and dialogue, despite ef-

sidered and how these can be addressed for all research

with living up to the promise of nanotechnology by dem-

forts to emphasize aspects of anticipation and societal

projects, quickly puts a strain on the resources and capaci-

onstrating business potential.

embedding in a broader perspective. These framings of

ties available. Moreover, a well-known feature of societal

RA and TA have reinforced expectations that RATA, as a

dimensions in research and innovation is that these are

The integration work has been mainly left to the RATA

research theme, would sort out societal issues, instead of

partly potential or unknown. Therefore, identifying soci-

management, which heavily relied on opportunities for

doing so by finding out together. Similarly, enrolling PhD

etal dimensions benefits from stimulating reflexive and

networking and advocacy. The members of the RATA

researchers in the RATA course has been accepted, but

anticipatory abilities. At the same time, learning also has

management had to get to know each other first, as well

involving their supervisors did not take off.

to be made “relevant” and tailor-made. It is hard to see

as many of the executive board members, programme
officers, theme coordinators and programme directors
in NanoNextNL. This has come at the cost of mobilizing

how such balancing can be done without a strong and

Lessons for research governance

the RATA research theme itself, consisting of multiple

self-aware core, in our case the RATA research theme.
But the RATA research theme had not been designed to
serve interaction, a situation enforced by the same incen-

disciplines. While annual meetings have contributed to

Living up to the ambitions of Responsible Innovation, re-

tive structures as those withholding researchers from the

the RATA identity, the RATA project leaders were not

quires governance strategies and accountability struc-

other programmes (like being absorbed by their usual

closely engaged in the quest for integrating RATA into

tures that facilitate learning by dedicated integration work.

research work and disciplinary requirements). In addition,

NanoNextNL. Consequently, the RATA research activities

From the case of integrating RATA into NanoNextNL we

the integration of RATA has remained a mainly internal af-

concentrated on local project dynamics and kept a disci-

can draw three conclusions:

fair. Even with such a core, learning about societal aspects

Firstly, because integration, and even more so the main-

requires commitment as well as capacity from executive

plinary focus.

benefits from interaction with outside actors. This, again,

Constructive? Integrating RATA as a learning

streaming of it at programme level, is a learning process,

boards and programme and project leaders, to facilitate

process

it should be designed as such. This implies that learning

and evaluate such learning processes.

For RATA as an integrated activity, those in charge of the

about societal dimensions and societal embedding is not

research projects and programmes (researchers, theme

only organised at the level of individual researchers, but

directors, etc.) have to learn which societal aspects and

also collectively, including the question how such learning

dimensions are at stake. In addition, how such an in-

should be facilitated. In addition, change agents are im-

tegrated activity can be conducted in practice, requires

portant and should be carefully supported. In the case of

learning as well: in terms of training researchers and of

NanoNextNL, the designated change agents were mainly

building support from supervisors, programme directors

the members of the RATA management. However, their

and theme coordinators, the programme office and the

abilities to “make change” have been limited by a lack of

executive board. Crucially, this kind of learning is largely

opportunities for an in-depth exchange.

improvised, due to the relative novelty, to changing interpretations and expectations, and because of the dis-

Secondly, incentive and accountability structures are

tributed (network) character of research consortia like

crucial. Learning is channelled by obligations and com-

NanoNextNL.

mitments. Hence, processes of learning are affected and
conditioned by evaluative structures. Realizing a beneficial

An important factor which shapes the learning process

structure is, however, far from straightforward: approach-

is the way in which responsibilities with respect to RATA

ing RATA as a learning process requires reflexivity, vision

were understood in relation to how RATA has been framed

and support, all the way up to executive boards, consor-
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Commission
of the
European
Communities
2006

Case Study 4  Critical
organisations
Multi-national corporations
Allison Loconto

“[Corporate social
responsibility was defined

Introduction

mechanisms that are used to regulate private research
and innovation are therefore voluntary instruments that

Sustainability is considered to be a fundamental aspect

are tied to international, sector-specific, professional or

of responsible research and innovation (Von Schomberg

national agreements.

2013). The European Commission has further framed this

as] a concept whereby

issue as the second societal grand challenge on the ho-

In this chapter, I focus on how multi-national corporations

rizon (food security, sustainable agriculture and forestry,

(MNCs) are justifying the responsibility of their vision and

companies integrate social
and environmental concerns
in their business operations
and in their interaction
with their stakeholders on a
voluntary basis.”

marine and maritime and inland water research, and the

technologies that will ensure food security for a growing

bioeconomy). A programme of research and innovation

population. I pay close attention to how responsibility is

that contributes to more sustainable agri-food systems

distributed between actors in the institutional arrange-

is required to respond to this challenge. According to a

ments and which instruments are used to govern actors’ re-

2011 study by the United States Department of Agricul-

sponsibility. MNCs are critical organisations within the ex-

ture (USDA), the private sector spent 19.7 billion US dollars

isting responsible research and innovation (rri) landscape

on food and agricultural research (56 per cent in food

as they are both highly invested in conducting research

manufacturing and 44 per cent in agricultural input sec-

and innovation in the agricultural sector and are also car-

tors) and accounted for about half of total public and

rying out this research through an innovation process to

private spending on food and agricultural research and

introduce new products and technologies to markets from

development (R&D) in high-income countries. While there

within a single organisational environment. I explore three

are publicly regulated responsibility and accountability

different MNCs – two of the leading food manufacturers

mechanisms in place for the expenditure of public R&D

(Nestlé and Unilever) and one of the leading agricultural

funds, private R&D is regulated through internal company

input manufacturers (Syngenta). These three organisations

controls and in those spaces of hybrid control where public

are among the leaders in their sectors and have each made

and private funds mix. Innovation processes are less regu- “responsibility” a fundamental aspect of their innovation
lated as they often occur outside of official R&D depart-

agenda. I conduct a cross-comparison of these three or-

ments within organisations or through partnerships with

ganisations in order to identify “RRI in the making” within

start-ups, universities or other private organisations. Most

private-sector research in the food and agriculture sector.
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Research for this case study draws on a multi-sited eth-

and stewardship and resource efficiency and biodiversity.

wellness: “With the world’s largest private nutrition and

them to being considered as one of the world’s top green

nography that was conducted between 2007 and 2010

Within Syngenta, there is a “Regulatory Policy Division”

food research capability, we are continuously creating

companies.7

and focused on Unilever’s engagement with the Rainfor-

that supports the work of around 400 staff around the

nutritional value and health benefits across our product

est Alliance voluntary standard (Loconto 2010). Between

world that spend their time registering molecules and

range.”4 This work includes investment in nutrition, la-

Instruments for pursuing rri

2013 and 2015 as part of the Res-AGorA project, the author

active ingredients in all of the different countries where

belling and communication and primary research into

The MNCs in this case span countries and continents, con-

conducted participant observation in expert meetings on

the products will be sold. Interviewees explained that they

nutrition and other types of research related to their core

ducting research and making innovations in as many as

sustainable agriculture, sustainability standards and sus-

were acting responsibly because they were going through

lines of business: cocoa, palm oil and sugar (for chocolate),

14 different countries at the same time and selling products

tainable value chains (5). In 2014, the author conducted in-

this process. They explained that many companies who

coffee (Nescafé), water (infant formula) and other raw

around the world. There are three unique sets of actors

terviews with executive managers in the three companies

make generic brand products do not register the mol-

ingredients.

who are found across the three companies – R&D units,

(seven from Syngenta, one from Unilever, and three from

ecules or active ingredients before putting them on the

Nestle). Each company’s core programs, websites, news

market, particularly in developing countries. Many unsus-

Mainstreaming

articles and annual reports were continuously analysed

tainable agriculture practices can be linked to this because

The framing of mainstreaming of responsibility and sus-

processes. For example, R&D units focus on fundamental

throughout the research period.

farmers are gaining access to inferior products and us-

tainability throughout the company is an aspiration that

and product-related R&I, corporate affairs manage the

ing them improperly. Their responsibility ended with the

has been encouraged by Porter and Kramer’s most re-

relationship between CSR and responsibility within R&I

compliance to regulatory requirements, what farmers did

cent business mantra “creating shared value” (Porter and

processes and foundations expand on the core framing

Results: RRI in the making

corporate affairs, and foundations – and who are responsible for different aspects of the research and innovation

with Syngenta products after they had purchased them

Kramer 2011). The idea is that the success of a company

of each company’s vision of responsibility to conduct re-

and had read the labels was the farmers’ and extension

and the health of the communities around it are interde-

search and development with a specific philanthropic fo-

Defining responsible research and innovation

systems’ responsibility. However, Syngenta does carry

pendent, and that economic growth and progress come

cus on developing countries. Forging partnerships is funda-

Within these three case studies, the term RRI is not used,

out toxicovigilance programmes in 100 countries, which

from capitalizing on these interdependencies. It brings the

mental to how these MNCs pursue RRI. Partnerships take

but the principles behind the concept exist and are de-

provide medical advice for treating health effects related

notion of stakeholder participation to a different level of

different forms, depending on the department that leads

fined within the wider governance landscape of the well-

to “improper use” of their products.2

engagement. Unilever’s approach for the past 15 years has

the effort. Partners include suppliers, start-ups, universi-

been a successive restructuring of the company to ensure

ties, donors, private research companies, NGOs, public

The Business case

the incorporation of sustainability throughout their dif-

actors (including extension) and intergovernmental bodies.

known concept of corporate social responsibility (CSR)
(see Carroll and Shabana 2010). The notion of CSR has
long been in use in the field of management studies, it is

Making “the business case” for responsibility was an-

ferent product lines. While the global sustainability group

well institutionalised within large companies and it has

other dominant purpose for mobilizing resources and

consists of twelve people, Unilever has identified “sus-

been the main pathway through which MNCs have begun

personnel in an attempt to realise responsibility in re-

tainability champions” in every R&D unit of the company,

ing instruments is the dominant approach taken by the

to expand their consideration of and collaboration with

search and innovation. Making the business case basically

which ensures mainstreaming of this effort:

three MNCs to pursuing rri. There is a mix of existing

a broad range of stakeholders (particularly civil society

means that any research and innovation activity should

groups). At the European level, CSR was defined as:

contribute to the bottom line of the core business. In a

Reporting requirements and the identification of exist-

instruments currently in use internally in these compa“R&D find new sustainable technologies, marketers listen

nies and it includes human resource incentives, private

discussion about rri at Nestlé, which is not a term that is

to consumers to help us make sustainable products con-

soft regulation (private standards), public voluntary laws

used in their company, an interviewee noted that “the last

sumers desire, supply chain implements our technolo-

and directives, and compliance to mandatory regulations

ronmental concerns in their business operations and in

phrase of von Schomberg’s statement is the key; research

gies and ideas in our factories, and ensure we source and

as the foundation of their responsibility. External instru-

their interaction with their stakeholders on a voluntary

and innovation isn’t there purely for their own sake, but

manufacture in a sustainable way.”5

ments include the Dow Jones Sustainability Index8 which

“a concept whereby companies integrate social and envi-

basis.”1

for the marketable products.” Nestlé’s “Corporate Business Principles” incorporate the ten principles of the UN
3

encourages competition between companies on responsiThey have driven this CSR approach from the company

bility indicators; and The Declaration of Abu Dhabi, which

The precise framing of CSR differs by MNC, but each com-

Global Compact and lay out the responsibilities that the

leadership by setting ambitious targets along ten year

was launched and signed by all three MNCs in 2014. It is a

pany includes elements of the following three frames of

company has towards: consumers, employees, suppliers

timelines, including the ambitious goal of halving the en-

pre-competitive approach to developing a set of common

responsibility.

and customers and to the environment. Nestlé’s main

vironmental footprint of making and using their products

good agricultural practices (GAP) globally.

responsibility within its R&I processes is thus to ensure

by 2020. This is branded as the company’s Sustainable

that its commercial products deliver nutrition, health and

Living Plan.6 This mainstreaming approach has propelled

Regulatory compliance
The notion of regulatory compliance is best illustrated by
Syngenta’s approach to “Responsible Agriculture”, which
includes regulation and registration, product safe use
1

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:5
2006DC0136:EN:HTML (accessed 10 January 2016).
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Existing instruments are most effective in two spaces of
interaction:

4
2

3

Non-financial performance discussion 2014, including The Good
Growth Plan and Corporate Responsibility performance, http://
w w w.annualrepor t.syngenta.com/assets/pdf/Syngenta-nonfinancial-performance-2014.pdf [accessed 11 January 2016].
Nestlé’s Corporate Business Principles, http://www.nestle.com/
aboutus/businessprinciples (accessed 22 October 2015).
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5

6

Nutrition, health and wellness, http://www.nestle.com/nutritionhealth-wellness (accessed 29 October 2015).
Interview Stefano Giolito (Global Director of Sustainability), http://
www.unilevergraduatesblog.com/2011/12/interview-global-director-of-sustainability-stefano-giolito/ (accessed 14 November 2015).
About Unilever, Responsible Business, https://www.unilever.com/
about/who-we-are/about-Unilever/ (accessed 22 November 2015).

7

8

Top 10 Green Companies in the World 2015, http://www.newsweek.
com/green-2015/top-10-green-companies-world-2015 (accessed
14 November 2015).
DJ Sustainability Index, http://www.sustainability-indices.com/
(accessed 22 November 2015).
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1. the scientific community and
2. international multi-stakeholder initiatives.

The work that MNCs are doing to align their governance

Through the analysis of these three companies’ approach-

instruments is moving them into the direction of produc-

es to responsibility, it is clear that the concept of Cor-

tive responsibilisation of RRI. However, it would be naive

porate Responsibility (or CSR) is very strong and quite

First, in all three MNCs, interviewees reported that their

to declare that all of these MNCs have transformed their

well-embedded into the organisational structures of the

scientists are first and foremost scientists and therefore

actions; the profit motive and the notion of “good busi-

MNCs. While the companies do take slightly different ap-

they follow the ethics of the scientific communities and

ness” is the fundamental organisational principle for all

proaches to the actual placement of CSR incentives either

professional organisations in which they were trained.

activities within MNCs. Therefore, they work from the

within their Human Resources systems, as an approach

Furthermore, they are constantly publishing in peer-re-

assumption that they must keep the business growing

to public relations and engagement with NGOs or other

viewed scientific journals and must follow the protocols

and profitable with all that they do. If they receive public

private sector actors, and in relation to meeting regulatory

and responsibility requirements of any other scientist in

backlash, or significant signs that their products will not

requirements, it is clear that CSR and existing regulatory

the academic community.

make it to market, they will make changes to their R&I

regimes already provide a number of tools that are be-

programme. However, these actions are part of the design

ing used by these companies. CSR tools are often more

process and not necessarily the results of efforts of a con-

important for the innovation processes than for the re-

Second, voluntary standards are used for sustainable
sourcing strategies by each of the companies, however,

certed responsibilisation process. Unilever is the most far

search processes, as the scientists working within these

the MNCs are also involved in what might be called in-

advanced company in this direction as its mainstreaming

companies view themselves primarily as scientists, and

dustry “technical standards” committees whereby they

approach has indeed made the whole organisation more

thus are also bound to the ethics and peer-review systems

are involved in setting the international standards for

responsive towards meeting its sustainability goals.

used in scientific communities.

In line with existing research that explains the civil society

The lesson for governing “RRI in the making” is clear: RRI

pesticide residue levels (Syngenta – The Joint FAO / WHO
Meeting on Pesticide Residues [JMPR]), analytical methods
for safety in food and beverages (Nestlé – AOAC INTERNA-

dynamics of new social movements that rely on “naming

needs to be understood differently in terms of thinking

TIONAL) and standards for palm oil (Unilever – Roundtable

and shaming” tactics (Bartley and Child 2014), all three

outside of fixed regulatory environments and towards

on Sustainable Palm Oil). Additionally, these companies

MNCs have become very responsive to stakeholder pres-

fluid systems where there are portfolios of existing gov-

have all been involved in the UN Global Compact’s Food

sure. I classify Nestlé and Unilever as productively man-

ernance instruments. This case shows very clearly how

and Agriculture Business (FAB) Principles, which are push-

aging this contestation while Syngenta has made strides,

rri issues are closely tied to economic interests in terms

ing for responsible agribusiness and contribute to the

but has not yet reached the same level of contestation

of the need to commercialise products that emerge from

post-2015 Sustainable Development Goals. In these spaces

management. This may be explained, in part, by the na-

innovation processes; and to the strategic interests of

MNCs are engaging with NGOs and governments to define

ture of Syngenta’s products (inputs rather than consumer

balancing controversy with brand reputation, company

the metrics used to evaluate their responsibility for the

goods), the severe public backlash against the company’s

sustainability with global societal challenges of sustain-

products of their R&I processes.

direct competitors that makes dialogue difficult (Mon-

able agriculture and food security. The preferred tools

santo and Dupont), and the only recent move towards

from these three companies are: internal codes of con-

What are the effects of rri?

engaging in standards and multi-stakeholder initiatives

duct, voluntary standards and certification, reporting and

In all three companies there has been a gradual shift in

(as an individual company and not through the CropLife

indicators, multi-stakeholder dialogues and regulatory

their CSR policies from being ad hoc “window dressing”

lobbying arm).

compliance. These instruments promote normative vi-

style programmes to embedded approaches to how they

sions of responsibility in terms of individual and corporate

do business. This has differed in each company, but has

liability for “irresponsible” practices, participation, trans-

generally included integrating CSR objectives into key per-

RRI lessons learned

formance indicators (Syngenta, Unilever) and introducing

parency, capacity building and capabilities strengthening.
The three MNCs recommended an additional principle –

design tools that can change the relationships between

MNCs provide a very unique type of organisation that

that of “shared benefits” – as something that should be

designers and researchers (Nestlé). There is also a move-

can influence the way in which RRI is defined, constituted

included in RRI. This principle suggests an expansion of

ment towards shifting some research centres to devel-

and taken up by other actors. The unique positioning of

responsibility towards a form of outcome legitimacy or,

oping countries. In some cases this is an attempt to be

research within a private company, who is responsible

perhaps more appropriately in these cases, towards a

closer to the crop production areas (e.g. coffee, cocoa, tea),

not only for conducting new research but also product

responsibility for maintaining the philanthropic aspect

in other cases this may be to be closer to collaborating

development and commercialization of innovation, offers

of CSR within concepts of rri.

partners who are working on specific technologies, yet

insights into how existing tools are being used and how

still in others it may be a way to conduct research that is

any new governance instruments for RRI would need to

not condoned elsewhere.

be positioned in order to gain influence.
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Case Study 5  Synthetic biology
The integration of RRI into a roadmap for synthetic biology
Davy van Doren

“[...W]e consider how to
advance synthetic biology
technologies so that
they are fit for use in a
broad range of potential
applications and markets.”

Introduction

roadmap, it was observed that the explicit integration of

The responsibilisation of emerging technologies is con-

element for shaping governance. However, it was ob-

responsible research and innovation was an important
fronted by various challenges. Unstable techno-scientific

served that this kind of integration is strongly dependent

demarcation, empirical uncertainty and novel normative

on adhered principles, predefined problem framings and

beliefs illustrate the likelihood of conflict, divergence of

selected sources. As such, the study illustrates the rel-

perspectives and barriers to defining responsible research

evance of context-dependency regarding the interpreta-

and innovation (RRI). This chapter presents empirical in-

tion of RRI, and indicates challenges for its comprehensive

sights into how responsible research and innovation has

implementation within domains of innovation.

been integrated with strategic considerations for national
policies on synthetic biology. Based on a case study1 of the
UK experience on the development of a synthetic biology
1

The case study consisted primarily of document analysis and
stakeholder interviews. The document analysis included: a synthetic
biology roadmap for the UK (Technology Strategy Board 2012), the
roadmap landscape schematic (see https://connect.innovateuk.
org/web/synthetic-biology-special-interest-group/roadmap-forsynthetic-biology), the UK government response to the roadmap
(see https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/response-to-asynthetic-biology-roadmap-for-the-uk-letter-from-david-willettsmp-to-dr-lionel-clarke), the Synthetic Biology Dialogue report
(Bhattachary et al., 2010; videos from the launch event, see http://
www.bbsrc.ac.uk/society/dialogue/activities/synthetic-biology/
findings-recommendations.aspx), and minutes of the Synthetic
Biology Leadership Council (see https://connect.innovateuk.org/
web/synthetic-biology-special-interest-group/sblc-meetings) (all
documents accessed on 10 November 2015). Interviews have been
conducted with actors that were involved in the development of
the UK synthetic biology roadmap, as well as with stakeholders that
are or have been involved in the investigated initiatives.

A synthetic biology roadmap for the UK
Within the domain of biotechnology, synthetic biology is
an emerging technology characterised by an increased
systematic use of engineering principles. Due to observed
limitations in defining, characterising and specifying impacts of synthetic biology, institutional reactions in Europe have been scarce and reserved. However, the UK
has followed a more active and innovation-driven strategy.
Here, synthetic biology’s institutionalisation has been initiated by two research councils2 and has resulted in an
2

I.e. Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research Council
(BBSRC) and Engineering and the Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC). An important hallmark was the formation of BBSRC’s
Bioscience for Society Synthetic Biology sub-panel in 2007.
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increasing number of funding schemes, research activities

“[...] that the UK maintains and develops its regulatory and

“[...] we consider how to advance synthetic biology tech-

was believed to focus on responsible research rather than

and public reports. “A synthetic biology roadmap for the

enforcement regime for environmental, health and se-

nologies so that they are fit for use in a broad range of

on responsible innovation, as well as being strongly driven

UK” (Technology Strategy Board 2012), an assessment pro-

curity risks relating to synthetic biology and that it does

potential applications and markets. Implicit in this activ-

by public engagement and stakeholder involvement, ac-

duced at the request of the UK Department for Business

so from an international perspective [...].” (Technology

ity is the desire to increase growth in the UK economy,

tivities are being planned to support capacity building in

Innovation and Skills, can be considered a milestone in

Strategy Board 2012: 21)

generating wealth and creating jobs, consistent with the

responsible innovation.

this development. As responsible research and innovation

ongoing practice of responsible research and innovation

is explicitly mentioned as an important pillar within the

“[...] that ‘engagement’ means genuinely giving power to

published version, important insights can potentially be

a wide range of diverse social groups, including those

obtained regarding how the responsibilisation of innova-

who will be the end users or presumed beneficiaries of

In line with the approach taken, responsibility seems to be

tion has been addressed and constructed for synthetic

the technologies, taking their concerns seriously, and en-

mainly allocated to future activities. The roadmap states

The chosen orientation by the UK roadmap towards mar-

biology in the UK.

abling them to participate throughout the whole pathway

that potential products based on synthetic biology need

ket development does not come as a surprise. This orien-

The UK synthetic biology roadmap was compiled by a

[...].” (Technology Strategy Board 2012: 22)

A reflection

of technological development [...].” (Technology Strategy

to be able to demonstrate “[...] clear public benefits [...]”

tation was supported by a regarded appropriateness of

Board 2012: 21)

or “[...] solutions to compelling problems [...]” (Technology

existing regulatory frameworks for synthetic biology, as

coordination group. The coordination group included

Strategy Board 2012: 19). With regard to future synthetic

well as by an expressed belief that responsible research

mainly representatives from industry, research and mar-

Although there was no public engagement during the

biology developments, the roadmap urges synthetic biol-

and innovation practices are relatively weakly established

ket development, and was stated to be “[...] an indepen-

development of the roadmap, it advocates broad delib

ogy researchers to aid regulators in the optimisation and

in industrialisation efforts compared to responsible re-

dent panel [… that was] set out to reflect a representative

eration. Concerning the current situation of synthetic bi-

development of regulation (Technology Strategy Board

search and innovation uptake in academic circles. This

view drawn from across the UK community” (Technology

ology in the UK, the roadmap states that engagement of

2012: 21). Also, the roadmap highlights the role of future

belief has also resonated within the House of Commons

Strategy Board 2012: 3).

diverse social groups should occur throughout the whole

training programmes to tackle evolving social and ethical

Science and Technology Committee, which concluded a

trajectory of synthetic biology’s development. The road-

issues (Technology Strategy Board 2012: 18 and 31).

In addition, two workshops attended by over 70 partici-

map also refers to the UK synthetic biology public dialogue

need to capitalise nationally and internationally on the
UK’s strong research base in synthetic biology (House

pants were conducted with the intention to represent

(Bhattachary et al. 2010) and recommends “‘Open door’

Implementation

of Commons Science and Technology Committee 2010).

stakeholders from industry, academia, regulatory bodies,

mechanisms for dialogue” by means of multidisciplinary

Within the UK, the implementation of the roadmap is

Despite the implicit normative stance towards market

funding agencies and policy makers (Technology Strategy

centres, overarching networks, a leadership council (Tech-

mainly coordinated by the synthetic biology leadership

development, much of the discussed content shows simi-

Board 2012: 14).

nology Strategy Board 2012: 5) and additional future ac-

council (SBLC). The synthetic biology leadership council,

larity to previously made arguments in literature. Also, a

tivities of stakeholder and lay involvement (Technology

established after the finalisation of the roadmap and con-

limited recording of used references makes the distinction

Responsible research and innovation

Strategy Board 2012: 34 footnote). Alongside responsible

taining many of the same actors of the original coordina-

between insights produced in- and outside the roadmap

The roadmap prioritises responsible research and innova-

research and innovation, other main aims of the roadmap

tion group, has convened in a series of meetings since

process difficult.

tion as one of its core themes3 and provides directions for

include the identification and stimulation of:

the publication of the roadmap in 2012.4

the implementation of responsible research and innova-

Nevertheless, the orientation towards market develop-

tion. The roadmap states that there is a “[...] need to con- “Initiatives that will help companies develop new prod-

Besides conducting discussions and actions related to the

ment taken by the roadmap is likely to have influenced the

tinue practising responsible research and innovation at all

ucts, processes and services of clear public benefit”, as

various topics, which are addressed within the roadmap's

selection of sources. The approach applied to stakeholder

stages [...]” (Technology Strategy Board 2012: 19) and that

well as to “generate economic growth and create jobs.”

recommendations, initiatives concerning responsible

inclusion, which focussed on the later phases of innova-

synthetic biology should be developed in a “[...] socially

(Technology Strategy Board 2012: 4)

research and innovation – that are mainly managed by

tion, has led to the exclusion of various domains associ-

the Governance Subgroup5 – have also been observed. A

ated with synthetic biology and affected the comprehen-

responsible fashion” (Technology Strategy Board 2012: 5).
It is stated that responsible research and innovation for

Direction

central concern has centred on constructing a potential

siveness and output of the overall exercise. Although the

synthetic biology has three requirements (Technology

According to the roadmap, research and development in

complementary function for the synthetic biology leader-

roadmap acknowledges this limitation and recognises a

Strategy Board 2012.:21):

the UK is well placed as it “[...] is protected and enabled

ship council regarding its approach towards responsible

need for continuous broadened engagement, it remains

by [...] regulatory frameworks that are recognised around

research and innovation. As most funding and research

doubtful to what extent the interests of non-involved ac-

“[...] that inescapable uncertainty is acknowledged and

the world as robust and proportionate [...]” (Technology

measures are put in place to ensure safe, rapid and effec-

Strategy Board 2012: 9), and that synthetic biology in the

tive responses to any unforeseen problems.” (Technology

UK “[...] routinely takes account of social and ethical issues

Strategy Board 2012: 21)

[...]” (Technology Strategy Board 2012: 5). Based on this

3

In addition to other core themes of (1) foundational science and
engineering, (2) developing technology for commercial use, (3)
applications and markets, and (4) international cooperation.
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observation, the roadmap has chosen an approach of driving innovation and focusses in particular on responsible
market development and commercialisation:
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tors have been sufficiently addressed. Due to a focus on
4

5

For SBLC members, see https://connect.innovateuk.org/web/
synthetic-biology-special-interest-group/sblc-members. For SBLC
meetings, see https://connect.innovateuk.org/web/syntheticbiology-special-interest-group/sblc-meetings (accessed 10 November 2015).
See https://connect.innovateuk.org/web/synthetic-biology-special-interest-group/governance-sub-group (accessed 10 November
2015).

the primarily technological dimension of synthetic biology, the scientific dimension seems underrepresented
within the roadmap’s discussion and recommendations.
Although contestation of responsible research and innovation’s delineation internal to the roadmap process
was arguably limited, existing external debates seem
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under-represented. These include issues of environmental

international adaptive governance. Although the roadmap

magnitude of responsible research and innovation’s re-

protection, intellectual property regimes, safety and

refers to the dialogue through its influence on funding

alisation within practices and organisations associated

security, ethics and public acceptance, as well as funda-

policy within the research councils it addresses, these

with synthetic biology .

mental challenges of uncertainty and knowledge limita-

two conclusions seem to have been addressed only to

tion (Schmidt et al. 2009, Henkel and Maurer 2009, de

a limited extent. Due to the strong orientation towards

Lorenzo 2010, Kwok 2010) . Regarding the compositional

future innovation and market development, indications

similarity between the coordination group and workshop

towards the establishment of internal and external ac-

participation, the generated added-value remains unclear.

countability are limited.

In general, a more complementary and comprehensive

Conclusion
The synthetic biology roadmap constitutes an important
step for the UK to become a leader in synthetic biology

stakeholder inclusion might have improved the consid-

The prioritisation of responsible research and innovation

research and development in Europe. It has been influ-

eration of subjects relevant to responsible governance

was also underlined in the governmental response to the

ential in providing strategic leadership nationally and in-

of synthetic biology.

final roadmap. Although the governance of responsible re-

ternationally, as well as explicitly establishing responsible

search and innovation has been a priority area for the syn-

research and innovation as an important strategic pillar.

An important issue concerns the lack of active public

thetic biology leadership council, there is little evidence

Its general positive and optimistic attitude towards syn-

engagement. Despite the short-term depicted need of

that regulatory frameworks have been recently reviewed,

thetic biology, in combination with a scarce elaboration of

satisfying public concern within the produced roadmap

challenged or revised as a result of generally expressed

existing controversy and uncertainty, might have provided

schematic, such prioritisation does not seem well estab-

concerns. Despite public disapproval within the UK on

a strong signal to decision makers to facilitate the devel-

lished in the vision’s recommendations. Although public

self-regulation (Bhattachary et al. 2010), the synthetic biol-

opment of this field. In this regard, the roadmap seems

awareness and concerns are addressed to a certain ex-

ogy leadership council has claimed that the present self-

to have deviated from a traditional European approach

tent with respect to the recommended creation of a UK-

regulation by the synthetic biology community follows a

based on open deliberation and precaution, towards one

wide synthetic biology community, they are lacking in the

strategy of responsible innovation. Also, there has been

that embraces accelerated technological advance more

context of responsible market development. In contrast

a debate within the synthetic biology leadership coun-

strongly. The roadmap’s focus on industrialisation, mar-

to alternative approaches where contestations could be

cil regarding a trade-off between responsible research

ket development and driving innovations seems to have

more actively and explicitly deliberated for safeguard-

and innovation and the maturation of the synthetic biol-

considerably affected the balance and representation of

ing responsible research and innovation, the roadmap

ogy sector in the UK. In relation to discussions on the

issues related to responsible research and innovation.

implicitly assumes that an approach based on the facili-

implementation of the Nagoya Protocol – an international

However, it remains unclear how, and to what extent, the

tation of innovation can induce positive externalities for

agreement aimed at sharing the benefits from the utili-

roadmap has influenced ongoing practices of synthetic

sustainable development and the adoption of required

sation of genetic resources in a fair and equitable way6 –

biology – both in relation to techno-scientific development

responsibilities. The systematic usage of deliberation in

there has been critical resistance regarding framework

and policy recommendations. With regard to organisa-

synthetic biology governance remained undetermined,

conditions that could drive responsible innovation at the

tional change towards responsible research and innova-

as well as how to account for evolving perceptions and

cost of discouraging potential venture capitalists, multina-

tion for synthetic biology, an assessment of the roadmap’s

interpretations of responsible research and innovation.

tional companies and SMEs from investing or innovating.

contribution is difficult to make. Although the concept

How, and to what extent, recommendations for broad

responsible research and innovation might have been

deliberation could implement, monitor and legitimise re-

Despite the explicit elaborations made on the responsible

picked up and implemented more explicitly as a result of

sponsible research and innovation, have remained mainly

research and innovation concept within the synthetic bi-

the roadmap exercise, it remains unclear to what extent

unspecified.

ology leadership council, it is still not clear under which

its symbolic nature has actually changed reality. Due to a

circumstances its realisation is or should be driven. Al-

lack of concrete and specific directions for the integration

Responsibilisation of innovation

though the synthetic biology leadership council concluded

of responsibility into practices, a movement towards the

With regard to the previously institutionalised dialogue

a need to complement other activities carried out in the

generation and allocation of specific responsibilities to

in the UK on synthetic biology (Bhattachary et al. 2010),

total landscape of responsible research and innovation,

actors involved in the arena of synthetic biology has been

at least two conclusions seem relevant for responsible

there are limited indications that such coordination has

restricted. Therefore, it remains uncertain to what extent

research and innovation in synthetic biology. First, that

taken place. It is still not obvious to what extent a catalytic

practical alignment of the roadmap’s vision on responsible

enabling scientists should reflect on their motivations

reaction might be expected from responsible research

research and innovation will occur.

and responsibilities. And second, that societal and pub-

and innovation initiatives, or to determine the current

lic concerns should be integrated into research funding
processes early on, in support of a required framework of
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See also https://www.cbd.int/abs/ (accessed 10 November 2015).
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Monitoring RRI in Europe:
approach and key observations
Niels Mejlgaard, Erich Griessler

“An RRI agenda is clearly

8.1 Introduction

at understanding what it means to be responsible in the

developing in Europe, but

In 2009, an expert group, appointed by the European

a lack of empirical information on policies and activities

Commission and chaired by Karen Siune, delivered an

related to science in society at the level of member states.

interesting report on emerging trends and cutting edge

It invoked a systematic monitoring effort during 2010–2011,

there is no single, simple

issues related to science in society in Europe (Siune et al.

the “Monitoring Policies and Research Activities on Sci-

2009). The report identified a number of common features

ence in Society in Europe (MASIS)” project, which aimed

characterizing the evolving discussion about the role and

at providing a more detailed picture of differences and

responsibilities of science across European countries. It

similarities across European member states and coun-

trend or model of it across
European countries and
institutions.”

context of research and innovation. The report pointed to

pointed out, among several other trends, that science in-

tries associated with the European research framework

creasingly reflects on its own role and impact, on greater

programmes (Mejlgaard et al. 2012).

communication efforts and the inclusion of citizens in
science, and on efforts to contest the appropriate place of

When the Res-AGorA project was designed, it was decided

science in society. Compared to other parts of the world,

to extend and refine these earlier monitoring activities as

the report argued, a combined commitment to strategic

part of the vast empirical programme within the project.

research and broad involvement of societal actors, to in- The “RRI-Trends” component of Res-AGorA was developed
novation and democratization, tended to characterize the

to explore issues related to RRI across organisations and

European model for science in society (see also Horst and

countries based on a uniform approach, thus allowing for

Irwin 2010).

comparative analyses. RRI-Trends feed into the overall
empirical research programme of Res-AGorA by examin-

The concurring embrace of the innovation agenda and

ing de facto governance arrangements around research

commitment to interactive governance of science has also

and innovation across a variety of different organisations

become an important element of the emerging discussion

and situations.

about responsible research and innovation (RRI). The expert group report can be considered one of many forerun-

RRI-Trends has three main objectives. First, it intends to

ners of the current academic and policy discussion aimed

provide comprehensive information about the “state of

Monitoring RRI in Europe: Approach and key observations
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RRI” in each of the respective countries covered by the

in Society schemes. The scanning exercise also collected

each document, the correspondents provided an abstract

Finally, the third wave explored the civil society organisa-

study. It explores the overall policy developments relating

data related to innovation capacity, R&D intensity, and

in English. Based on this collection, a brief analysis was

tions’ uptake of the RRI concept and addressed issues

to RRI as well as RRI governance arrangements across sev-

the interaction of public and private research, as well as

developed and presented as the first component of the

similar to the second wave but within the context of ac-

national reports.

eral organisational sites in each of the countries included

data on gender equality in science. While these existing

and thus provides a fairly robust national profile for each

indicators had not been tailor-made to the notion of RRI,

tors who are distinctly independent from the state and

country. Second, it wishes to enable comparative analyses

they were, however, conceptually related and were con-

While the first wave established a broad panorama of the

Correspondents selected one such 3rd sector organisation

across countries and organisations. In order to achieve

sidered adequate as “proxies” for the RRI indicators to

national RRI landscape, the consecutive waves zoomed in

(e.g. advocacy groups, foundations, NGOs, not-for-profit

also distinctly not traditional profit-driven market actors.

this aim, it uses a uniform protocol for research and com-

be developed by RRI-Trends and therefore adequate for

on particularly important and interesting “spots on the

think tanks, patient organisations, learned societies etc.)

mon design to present results across countries. Third, it

the country selection procedure. Using cluster analyses,

map” in terms of specific organisations. The second wave

and performed interviews to address RRI aspects relat-

aims at presenting the collected data and evidence in a

European countries were divided into six clusters with

focused on two themes, namely “responsibility in funding

ing to the organisation. The table below summarizes the

user-friendly and flexible format. A special RRI-Trends plat-

limited intra-cluster variation. Interestingly, the eight pre-

research and innovation” and “responsibility in performing

contents of the three waves of RRI-Trends.

form has been developed for the Res-AGorA website, from

selected countries were all contained within the same

research and innovation” across both the public and the

which users can access the country reports or self-selected

cluster, indicating that these countries were in fact fairly

private sector. Correspondents researched four differ-

In total, RRI-Trends has identified and examined several

parts of these depending on interests and purposes.

similar in terms of how science is placed in society. This

ent types of actors in their respective countries: the most

hundred documents relating, directly or indirectly, to the

provided a strong argument for selecting the remaining

prominent national public research funding agency (e.g.

issue of responsibility in research and innovation at the

1

8.2 The monitoring approach and key
questions

eight countries from across the remaining five clusters,

the national research council), an important private re-

national level and at the level of specific organisations

in order to ensure sensitivity to diversity across Europe.

search foundation, a selection of ten universities, and two

across 16 countries. More than 200 individual organisa-

Based on this reasoning, the Czech Republic, Greece, Hun-

selected research-intensive private companies. Based on

tions have been covered by the collective research effort.

gary, Iceland, Ireland, Lithuania, Poland, and Spain were

desk research and qualitative methods, correspondents

An important ambition has been to make the vast empiri-

RRI-Trends covers a total of 16 European countries. These

selected as the eight complementary countries for further

explored the saliency of the RRI notion and the extent of

cal information, which was gathered, accessible to inter-

include the seven countries (Austria, Denmark, France,

exploration in RRI-Trends.

international learning in relation to RRI, the implicit under-

ested users. In order to ensure open access and transpar-

standings of responsibility in the practices and strategies

ency, the material has been uploaded to a tailor-made

The backbone of RRI-Trends is a group of national corre-

of these actors, the actual mechanisms for obtaining re-

platform on the Res-AGorA website. The background

Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, and United Kingdom)
represented by the partner organisations in the Res-AGorA project and one country (Finland) selected due to its

spondents, one from each of the 16 countries, who have

sponsibility in research and innovation, the organisational

documents as well as the national reports provided by

collaboration with the sister RRI project GREAT.2 In addi-

considerable knowledge of the current RRI discussions

opportunities and incentive structures for achieving RRI,

correspondents can be selectively accessed by visitors.

and the barriers or obstacles for its implementation.

tion to these eight pre-selected countries, another eight

combined with expert knowledge about policies and actor

countries were selected with the intention of capturing

landscapes in their respective countries. The correspon-

European heterogeneity. The MASIS monitoring work had

dents performed research in their own country using a

already pointed to significant variations across Europe,

common approach and addressing shared research ques-

and the selection of countries for RRI-Trends was designed

tions. The empirical research included document analyses

to ensure that cross-country diversity with regard to RRI

and a series of qualitative interviews, and was implement-

would not be neglected.

ed in three consecutive waves.

Hence, an initial scanning exercise collected existing in-

The first wave of research in RRI-Trends aimed at pro-

dicators and metrics on issues pertaining to the organ-

viding an initial understanding of the dimensions of RRI

isation of science in society, as a background for mak-

that materialize in national policies, the actors who are

ing an informed choice about which countries should

involved in the governance of RRI, the techno-scientific

be included in RRI-Trends. These indicators tapped into

domains that RRI governance addresses, and the vari-

models and degrees of citizen involvement in science

ety in policy mechanisms that are applied at the national

and technology, patterns of science communication and

level. Correspondents selected ten important, recent

public debate related to science and technology, and the

documents exemplifying national policies on RRI in their

use of science in policy-making, which have been influ-

respective countries. Documents included, e.g., national

ential dimensions in the European Commission’s Science

research or innovation strategies, laws and their supporting documentation, communications / declarations / reso-

1
2

See https://rritrends.res-agora.eu.
For information about GREAT: http://www.great-project.eu/.
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lutions and other means for soft regulation, contracts

Table 8–1: Three waves of RRI-Trends
Wave

Focus

Main questions

Methods

Wave 1

The broad national policy- and
actor-landscape for RRI

 Which RRI dimensions are
manifest?
 Who are the main actors?
 In which techno-scientific areas are RRI issues pertinent?

Analysis of ten selected core
policy papers

November 2015–
February 2015

Research and innovation funding and performing organisations in both the public and
private sector

 How is RRI, explicitly and implicitly, being addressed?
 Which mechanisms are applied to enhance responsibility?
 Which are the perceived barriers to RRI?

Document analyses in combination with interviews covering
one public funding agency, one
private research foundation,
ten universities, and two companies in each country

Wave 3

Civil society organisations

 How is RRI, explicitly and implicitly, being addressed?
 Which mechanisms are applied to enhance responsibility?
 Which are the perceived barriers to RRI?

Document analyses in combination with interviews covering
one CSO in each country

January 2014–
April 2014

Wave 2

July 2015 –
October 2015

between state and universities, and white papers. For
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8.3 Key observations across countries

organisations can be actively practicing responsibility in
research and innovation without applying the specific

In the two succeeding chapters of this book, the “hori-

terminology.3

zontal” and the “vertical” potential of the database will
be exemplified. In Chapter 9, Velsing Nielsen et al. pro-

A second main observation of RRI-Trends is the hetero-

vide an analysis of RRI at European universities, based on

geneity of governance arrangements for responsible

cross-reading of the university case studies across the 16

research and innovation across countries and types of

countries. In Chapter 10, Daimer et al. offer a rich intro-

actors. Inclusive governance, e.g., features prominently

duction to one specific country, Germany, and discuss

in some countries, while citizen and Civil Society Organ-

the specific national policy context for RRI. The analytical

isations (CSO) engagement plays less of a role in other

work in RRI-Trends is intended to continue along paths

countries. Likewise, open access and open data are core

similar to those presented in the succeeding chapters,

responsibility concerns within some organisations but not

also beyond the life-span of the Res-AGorA project, and

noticeably important within other settings. There are, in

hopefully the collected data will also be used by academ-

other words, a diversity of bottom-up responses to what it

ics, policy makers, and representatives from civil society

means to be responsible in different research and innova-

outside of the Res-AGorA consortium. As a conclusion to

tion situations, organisation types, and national political,

this chapter, however, a few general observations emerg-

economic, social, and cultural contexts. In France, e.g.,

ing from RRI-Trends can be noted.

concerns around ethics in research and development of
codes of ethics can be traced across different institutions,

One main result of the RRI-Trends is that while the no-

whereas this dimension of RRI features less intensively

tion of “RRI” is emerging in some countries and across

in other countries.

several organisational sites, it is not a mainstreamed concept across the European research and innovation actor

The diversity of understanding and practices of respon-

landscape. In many research funding and performing or-

sibility in research and innovation is highlighted by

ganisations, public and private, as well as in civil society

RRI-Trends as well as the rest of the empirical research

organisations, the RRI terminology is simply not used.

programme of Res-AGorA. This observation has been acknowledged in the development of the governance frame-

This does not imply, however, that concerns, practices

work for RRI, specifically reflected and translated into a

and governance arrangements relating to responsibility in

principle of subsidiarity as a component of the framework.

research and innovation are not salient. On the contrary,

An RRI agenda is clearly developing in Europe, but there

we find widespread examples of thorough organisation-

is no single, simple trend or model of it across European

al commitment to responsible research and innovation.

countries and institutions.

Even if these are established under different headings,
they are clearly apparent in, for example, Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR), sustainability schemes or diversity
management in private companies, or in codes of conduct, research integrity training or gender equality plans
at universities. A useful example is the organisational
landscape for competitive research funding in the United
Kingdom. Here, neither the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council nor the Welcome Trust, which
are two major funding institutions examined by the UK
correspondent, have explicitly adopted the RRI terminology. However, both of these have prominently engaged
with issues of responsibility in research and innovation
in multiple ways. The UK case studies thus underline that
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The UK report is available at https://rritrends.res-agora.eu/
reports/custom/ (accessed 23 November 2015).
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RRI at European universities
Morten Velsing Nielsen, Loreta Tauginienė, Adolf Filacek,
Saulė Mačiukaitė-Žvinienė, Gema Revuelta

“[…U]niversity strategies
often refer to the
importance of tackling
societal challenges,
and also refer to the
dimensions of RRI. A few
even emphasise different
concepts of responsibility,
some very close to RRI.”

9.1 Introduction

The study of the universities was carried out using a common input structure, which was decided in consultation

Universities are a central actor in the research and innova-

with the correspondents representing each country. The

tion system in all European countries, and therefore also

aim of this preparatory work was to create a common

important for the uptake of RRI. In the following, we anal-

understanding of the questions of analysis, and to make

yse the extent to which RRI is integrated at universities for

sure that the common structure was still able to integrate

the 16 European countries represented in the “RRI-Trends”

the specifics of the respective national research system.

study. After a short introduction, we give an overview of

Strategic documents were analysed to gauge the general

how RRI is applied across European universities. This is

spread of RRI and importance attached to the dimen-

followed by an explanation of the key mechanisms uni-

sions. The more detailed analysis of the dimensions and

versities apply to enhance specific dimensions of RRI. The

mechanisms to implement them drew on a broad variety

chapter finishes by discussing the key incentives for and

of publicly available data, primarily obtained through

barriers to the uptake of mechanisms promoting RRI.

the websites of universities and national research authorities.

9.2 Methodology

The analysis is limited to publicly available documents,
which emphasise what universities communicate about

The RRI-Trends study covers ten universities in each coun-

their activities, and is an important measure of how RRI

try under review, although some smaller countries have

is slowly being taken up by European universities. How-

fewer than ten. The ten universities chosen aimed to cover

ever, these documents do not cover every single activity

all the varieties in each country, including variations in size,

at universities, nor do they always give details on how the

geography and scientific specialisation. This chapter sums

activities mentioned are being implemented. For some

up the study for the 16 European countries in RRI-Trends.1

universities, the strategic documents are not updated
regularly, making it difficult to obtain an up-to-date as-

1

For the full reports for each country see https://rritrends.resagora.eu/reports/custom/.

sessment of their inclusion of RRI dimensions. In addition,
primarily short-term strategic documents were analysed.
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• Engagement and public dialogue: A number of mecha- • Sustainability: The final mechanisms concern the uni-

According to Abrahamson (1983), it is generally recom-

these examples are widespread, their narrow scope also

mended that comparative analysis uses data covering

confirms that RRI has yet to become part of more strategic

nisms are used to enhance how researchers and univer-

versities’ responsibility to the surrounding society in

several points in time.

discussions in the governance of research and innovation.

sities develop partnerships and engage with society in

terms of its social and environmental impacts. Again,

Three country examples describe how the concept of RRI

general. Some of these mechanisms are solely based on

different phrasing is applied by universities ranging from

is currently applied at European universities. Greece is an

communicating the work of the university, with the aim

sustainability to responsible conduct, social responsibil-

example of the countries where RRI has so far received

to increase the uptake of students and external fund-

ity and corporate social responsibility. Examples include

very limited attention. The only visible signs of the concept

ing. Others promote actual engagement between the

making a greener campus, integrating sustainability and

To understand how RRI is integrated at European univer-

being used are in projects funded by the European Com-

university and its surroundings. One example of this is

broad responsibility into education across disciplines,

sities, we examined university strategies to determine

mission. Denmark is an example of RRI receiving slightly

how Science Shops in, e.g. the Netherlands and Ireland,

and developing social responsibility towards the local

the extent to which RRI, and the dimensions considered

more attention. Here, aside from EU projects, RRI has

are used in a number of universities to get input from

community in which the university is located.

part of it, are included. Not a single university explicitly

also been discussed at two conferences and in relation

external actors onto research agendas, while also intro-

mentions the concept of RRI in their strategy. A few men-

to a public debate on funding decisions. However, there

ducing collaboration to the research process.

tion responsibility as a core value, while others use terms

are no significant university-led initiatives to enhance the

9.3 RRI across European universities

9.5 Incentives and barriers

such as ethical responsibility, social responsibility, global

knowledge and debate about RRI. The UK is one of the

• Equality and diversity: Equality is another dimension

responsibility, corporate social responsibility and the civil

countries where RRI is being actively discussed at univer-

where mechanisms are common. These range from le-

The very sporadic implementation of RRI dimensions

responsibility of science. Discussions of responsibility are

sity level. While RRI is still not part of strategic documents,

gal requirements, over special committees and rewards,

shows that general incentives are often lacking, although

therefore part of university strategy, but there is no com-

universities in the UK are playing an active role in creating

to more informal targets and guidelines. It also varies

general barriers were not found either. This section looks

mon definition or understanding of this concept. While

research communities focused around the concept of RRI.

whether these targets relate only to gender equality or

at some of the incentives used to enhance RRI practices,

the language of RRI may not yet be an integrated part of

Table 9–1 summarises the attention paid to the concept

to diversity in a broader sense. Austria and Finland are

and some of the potential barriers to RRI. While the types

strategic discussions in management at any European

of RRI at universities in European countries.

examples of countries where equality is regulated by law,

of mechanism described above are often mentioned, the

stipulating that all universities must have plans as well

incentives and barriers related to enhancing RRI are often

as set targets for the promotion of equality.

limited to only a few countries or universities.

universities, RRI dimensions do feature in strategic documents.
At an overarching level, RRI is most visible in values’ and

9.4 Mechanisms that aim at
enhancing RRI

• Research ethics: Mechanisms for research ethics,

Some countries have laws, common standards or joint tar-

sometimes referred to as research integrity or code of

gets across all universities promoting mechanisms within

mission statements through a focus on tackling societal
challenges, common to the strategies at many universities.

While the previous section looked at how widespread

conduct, are also common. These mechanisms relate

specific RRI dimensions. In particular, those concerning

Universities emphasise their responsibility to contribute

RRI is across Europe, this section addresses some of the

to the responsibility of individual researchers and re-

gender equality, research integrity and open access tend

to society, locally, nationally and globally. Related to this

key mechanisms aimed at enhancing RRI at universities.

search groups and consist of either rules or guidelines,

to be part of such overarching national frameworks. This

point, most of them mentioned the need to incorporate

We identified five mechanisms across countries that are

sometimes supplemented by committees that oversee

encourages stronger and more widespread implemen-

public participation and / or communication activities in

commonly used to implement specific dimensions of RRI.

their application. It is noticeable that these guidelines

tation of RRI dimensions. As the implementation of RRI

order to get feedback from different publics and also

While these are present in almost all European countries,

are either quite generic, or tend to be focused on natural

dimensions is limited so far, this seems to be the most

share with them any new knowledge derived from re-

the extent to which they are implemented at each univer-

and biomedical science research, often with a special

efficient strategy to spread RRI across universities. Still,

search. Sustainability is often mentioned in this regard

sity varies greatly. The few universities who are pioneering

emphasis on human and animal experimentation.

challenges persist when it comes to agreeing on appro-

as an important measure of universities’ contribution, and

the work with RRI are characterised by strong implementa-

some strategies also mention more practically applicable

tion of all five types of mechanism.

priate standards and ways to encourage universities to
• Open access: Open access is also a topic increasingly tak-

implement common frameworks. Grant requirements are

en up by universities. While many universities emphasise

another external mechanism that can provide incentives

how important open access is, as demonstrated by the

for enhancing RRI at universities. Research councils, both

dimensions of RRI in their strategic focus. However, with
no common structure for university strategies, the details
and dimensions included vary from university to university,
and some remain very abstract and intangible.

Table 9–1: RRI at European universities
RRI is fairly unknown
Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Poland

increasing number of signatures to the Berlin Declaration

public and private, are increasingly including RRI dimen-

on Open Access2 and data of the Registry of Open Access

sions as part of the proposal requirements. This encour-

Repository Mandates and Policies3, only a few have actual

ages universities to acquire and develop the knowledge

When examining university documents, beyond the over-

RRI is getting limited attention

mechanisms in place to promote it. As a consequence,

and practices needed to be able to meet the requirements

all strategies, it is evident that the concept of RRI is slowly

Austria, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, Germany,
Lithuania, Ireland, Italy, Spain

at many universities, only a very small amount of the

related to RRI. In stark contrast to the promotion of these

beginning to be applied at universities across Europe, es-

research is publicly available without charge.

incentives are countries where the research and develop-

pecially related to EU projects. The country reports show

RRI is actively discussed

that the concept is used in research groups, individual
projects, and at conferences and smaller events. While
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ment sector as a whole is weak, and where such strategic
2
3

http://openaccess.mpg.de/319790/Signatories (accessed 12 November 2015).
http://roarmap.eprints.org/ (accessed 12 November 2015).

decisions and collaboration are limited. Examples include
Greece, Hungary and Lithuania. In these countries, a lack
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of resources and experience represent a barrier for uni-

ing to universities, and mechanisms related to RRI have

versities to developing a more active approach to RRI.

therefore been cut at universities. However, because of
the need to bring in external funding, several Greek uni-

Other incentives are focused on motivating individual re-

versities are part of EU projects integrating RRI. While

searchers to pursue RRI. A few countries and individual

economics is seldom mentioned directly as a barrier to

universities have awards relating to specific dimensions

enhancing RRI, there are a few cases where economic

of RRI. In Finland, two universities award work done to

effects are obvious. One example is the issue of open ac-

promote equality, while Manchester University in the UK

cess. In Hungary, the lack of funding for open access is a

has awards for Social Responsibility, and the University

clear barrier to advancing this dimension of RRI, while in

of Delft in the Netherlands awards the Mekel Prize for

other countries, e.g. Germany, steps have been taken to

responsible innovation. The possibility of future job op-

provide special funding to ensure that research is increas-

portunities is another incentive highlighted in the country

ingly published as open access.

reports. At some universities, positions connected to RRI
have been created, for example at Aberystwyth University in the UK, where the position as Director of Ethics

9.6 Conclusion

has been created. In the Czech Republic, some universities have career requirements that value work carried

RRI is still a new concept for European universities and

out in connection to RRI dimensions, and, in addition to

therefore has yet to be adopted as a strategic concept at

this, some Lithuanian universities have requirements that

university level. Nevertheless, university strategies often

are related to responsible research as an integral part of

refer to the importance of tackling societal challenges,

the annual assessment of researchers. Furthermore, the

and also refer to the dimensions of RRI. A few even em-

establishment of academic communities can create net-

phasise different concepts of responsibility, some very

works for people working on RRI issues. At University Col-

close to RRI. Mechanisms aiming to enhance specific di-

lege London, an RRI Hub has been established to create a

mensions of RRI are widespread, but the extent to which

space for researchers, policy-makers and representatives

these are implemented vary greatly from country to coun-

from civil society and industry to debate RRI.

try, and from university to university. We highlighted five
dimensions that are applied at universities: engagement

At a very general level, the lack of awareness of RRI is a

and public dialogue, equality and diversity, research eth-

barrier to its implementation. RRI is a concept simply not

ics, open access and sustainability. Finally, we drew at-

known to university management at the current time. This

tention to the key incentives used to promote further

means that no university implements RRI dimensions as

integration of the five dimensions and the barriers to

part of a larger framework of responsibility. The commit-

their implementation.

ment of politicians and university management is important for the implementation of RRI. While RRI dimensions
are not officially assigned low priority by any university,
there is a tendency for them to focus on areas regulated
by law or that impact their economic interests. Universities therefore seem to need some kind of external impetus
if they are to integrate RRI dimensions. However, even
when national frameworks are in place, including specific
dimensions of RRI, the extent to which the frameworks are
implemented vary at individual universities. It is therefore
essential that frameworks are followed by commitment to
implementing RRI at all levels at universities. An example
of the importance of economic incentives is a country
like Greece, where RRI is not prioritised in the tight fund-
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RRI in European member states:
the case of Germany
Stephanie Daimer, Cheng Fan, Sarah Seus

“[…A]lthough recent
contributions to the debate

The term “Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI)”

systems. While there is some agreement that collabora-

as such is not widespread in Germany. Three years of

tion between research and innovation actors requires a

monitoring “RRI-Trends”1 show that only very few actors

basic consensus about normative directions, in principle,

in Germany have taken ownership of this term, originally

the RRI concept is pluralistic and not meant to exclude

coined by the European Commission (see Chapter 4), and

innovation paths from the outset. The argument in favour

explicitly used it as is the case in the UK and the Neth-

of multiple-solution pathways to a societal problem is

erlands. However, many aspects of the RRI discussion

based upon the uncertainty associated with the chances,

do exist in Germany. Some are reflected in established

risks and impacts of emerging technologies – and it is this

building initiatives, there are

values, norms and activities or procedures whose origins

uncertainty which constitutes the collective responsibility

date back to 30 years ago, while others are emerging

of all stakeholders in research and innovation according

issues triggered by similar considerations and problem

to the RRI proponents’ point of view.

still fundamental differences

at European level.

Although the European-level academic and political de-

In essence, RRI means to strive for research and innova-

jority of actors in Germany, it has served to define our

tion activities and impacts being aligned with societal

research strategy. The research on RRI-Trends is aimed at

values and demands (cf. von Schomberg 2011, Stilgoe et

understanding how the institutions and actors perceive

can be regarded as bridge-

concerning beliefs about
the compatibility between
excellence-driven research
and societal relevance.”

perceptions that have already triggered the RRI debate
bate about RRI is not a reference point for the large ma-

al. 2013: 1570, Walhout et al. 2013). Thus, RRI is an ex-

their roles in the national R&I systems, how they derive

plicitly normative concept. Some proponents specify

and define their responsibilities, and how they translate

normative directions such as sustainability and ethical

this responsibility into action. The potential fields of ac-

acceptability quasi exogenously, while others explicitly or

tion considered in this study include the dimensions spec-

implicitly assume that normative directions of research

ified in the European Commission’s RRI agenda: public

and innovation (R&I) are a result of the dialogues and

engagement (PE), gender equality (GE), science education

negotiations taking place within research and innovation

(SE), ethics, open access (OA), as well as governance as
a meta-category. RRI governance models at national or

1

http://www.rritrends.res-agora.eu/.

organisational level are yet to be defined. As a practical
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approach to our empirical work, we searched for system-

new impetus from two contributions from the German

have been some changes in its funding strategies over the

atic routines in organisations or R&I processes designed

Research Foundation (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft

years in response to social and political circumstances,

to serve responsibility and normative goals.

[DFG], Strohschneider 2015) and the German Council of Sci-

the research governance mode applied by the DFG has re-

ence and Humanities (Wissenschaftsrat [WR] 2015), which

mained competition-based, and observers now describe a

This chapter aims to give an overview of the state of af-

signal the intention to overcome the perceived antagonism

strongly “orchestrated competition” (Zürn and Schreiterer

fairs regarding RRI in Germany. We summarise the results

between excellence and societal relevance.

2011). However, there are some recent indications that this

of our study in the light of substantial aspects (Section

1. which social implications could induce relevant research topics,

8

2. which mutual influences evolve between society and
the sciences and
3. the responsibility science has towards society.

kind of governance mode is being re-examined. In his 2015

In practice, the Foundation has been consistently applying

10.1: understanding of RRI) and procedural aspects (Sec-

Looking at the national R&I policy, there have been re-

New Year’s Address, the President of the DFG explicitly

a forward-looking approach to support future-oriented,

tion 10.2: RRI activities), for selected key actors in Ger-

cent signs of a shift towards addressing the Grand Societal

mentioned the tension and balance between research

challenge-oriented and path-breaking research projects.

many’s R&I landscape in the following sectors: research

Challenges (GSC). The German government’s High-Tech

autonomy and research utility for society. The DFG views

councils, private funding agencies, research performing

Strategy (HTS) (BMBF 2014), the latest version of which was

the link between science and society as: “Freedom for the

There is a broad spectrum of interpretations concerning

organisations (RPO) including higher education institu-

launched in 2014, is the most important strategic process

intrinsic dynamics of scientific knowledge processes is es- “social responsibility” among different research perform-

tions (HEI), the business sector and Civil Society Organisa-

in this field. It aims at innovative solutions to “find creative

sential to the ability of research to provide new answers

ing organisations. Among the four major public research

tions (CSO). We used document analysis and interviews

answers to the urgent challenges of our time […]” (BMBF

to social questions” (Strohschneider 2015). DFG believes

organisations and several hundreds of higher education

to address these actors and complemented this by sys-

2014: 3). This kind of challenge-oriented R&I policy began

that its “Excellence Initiative” will continue the transfor-

institutions, it seems that public assertions about con-

tematic reviews of relevant policy documents.

in 2010 and can be viewed as a reaction to the Lund dec-

mational dynamics that have shaped and enhanced the

ducting research oriented towards societal challenges are

laration in 2009 (Daimer et al. 2012). It is worth noting that

research system and that a balance between these two

more frequently made by applied research-oriented RPOs

the concept of innovation has been expanded in the latest

poles can be achieved.

5

(e.g. the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft, the Universities for Ap-

10.1 Understanding of RRI in Germany

HTS to include not only technological innovation, but also
social innovation. On top of that, public participation pro-

The Council of Science and Humanities, one of the lead-

ties which have their main focus on basic research. Some

We only find rare examples of the explicit use of the

cesses have become more important (BMBF 2014: 4, 6–7).

ing science policy advisory bodies, published its position

RPOs embed their claim to conduct research directed to-

term RRI in the R&I policy discourse in Germany as well

plied Sciences and technical universities) than in universi-

paper “Grand Societal Challenges as a Topic for Science

wards societal needs in the broader concept of sustainable

The major stakeholders, i.e. the German Research Founda-

Policy” in early 2015. From the viewpoint of WR, the GSC

development.9 In fact, there have been essential changes

civil platform “Forschungswende”2 that advocate RRI

tion, the German Council of Science and Humanities, the

are compatible with other objectives of science policy

made to the framework conditions of German universi-

thinking in R&I policy, or the “Wissenschaftsladen Bonn

German Rectors’ Conference, and the German Academies

such as basic research and innovation funding. “The im-

ties since the end of the 1990s which have assigned more

(WILA Bonn)” (Bonn Science Shop), which has more than

of Science had not made major contributions to this stra-

portance of other objectives […] will not be reduced by

weight to societal aspects in their strategic actions. The

30 years practical experience of public engagement in

tegic orientation for a long time,6 but this changed in 2015.

adding the tackling of Grand Societal Challenges as a new

Framework Act for Higher Education defined “knowledge

goal” (WR 2015: 30).

and technology transfer” as a third task for universities

as in the R&I landscape here. CSOs such as the German

3

research, refer explicitly to RRI on their websites and in
documents, and engage in RRI projects at European level.

The DFG, which is the most important German research

in 1999. In addition, national policies aiming to trigger ei-

And the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft, one of the four major

funding organisation, believes its essential task is to fund

In comparison, private funding organisations such as the

ther scientific excellence or technology transfer, coopera-

public research organisations in Germany,4 has recently

and support excellent (basic) research. The DFG reinforces

Volkswagen Foundation, the Robert Bosch Foundation,

tion with business, and integration into local innovation

established a small “RRI” unit to perform participatory

this commitment to basic and quality research by “re-

or the Stifterverband have always been close to the basic

environments together with an increasing autonomy of

R&D processes (Goos and Lindner 2015).

jecting other possible criteria such as funding quotas for

ideas of RRI because their self-conceptualisation builds

universities have influenced their targets and behaviour.

specific regions or fields, societal relevance or economic

on strong links between science and society (e.g. Stifter-

Today, there is a growing focus on the economic, regional

However, the discourse about “responsibility to society” ex-

expediency”.7 The criterion of “scientific merit” is assigned

verband 2010). For example, the Volkswagen Foundation

and societal contributions of HEIs (Schubert and Kroll 2014,

ists in Germany without explicit references to RRI, and has

the highest priority in its funding practice. Although there

not only supports research for its own sake, even though

Kroll et al. 2015).

a long tradition. Different actors have their own interpretations and have already made a commitment to it. Some

5

actors are not only reluctant to use the term RRI, but also
to share the conceptual ideas behind it. They regard the

6

primacy of normative directions as a critical restriction on
the freedom of research. This debate has recently received
2
3
4

http://www.forschungswende.de/.
http://www.wilabonn.de/en/.
Max Planck Society, Helmholtz Association of German Research
Centres, Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft, Leibniz Association.
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7

Examples mentioned in the document are “sustainable urban
development, environmentally-friendly energy, individualised
medicine and the digital society”.
The German Rectors’ Conference has contributed to the role of
HEIs (higher education institutions) in sustainable development
with a focus on education (HRK-DUK 2009). Several academies of
science have published position papers in the context of technology acceptance and science communication and highlighted the
role of dialogue with society (Acatech 2011 and 2013, Leopoldina
et al. 2014).
The DFG’s Funding Strategy. From DFG website: http://www.dfg.de/
en/dfg_profile/history/funding_past_and_present/actually_strategy/index.html (accessed 02 March 2015).
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funding focuses very much on basic research and natural
sciences, but also considers:

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is a mainstream trend,
and sustainability reporting, which has its roots in the
environmental reporting made since the 1980s, is stan-

8

DFG has modified its funding strategies from the “response mode”,
i.e. reacting to research proposals on any topic, to actively promoting national and international research infrastructure (e.g.
networking), as well as discipline-specific funding initiatives under
the principle of “competition”. With the adoption of the “Excellence
Initiative” in 2005, the DFG has become a system-defining institution and has a growing influence on developments at German
universities.

dard for German DAX companies (Blanke et al. 2007). In
parallel, an increasing number of SMEs publishes annual
sustainability reports and engages in CSR as well. CSR can
9

For example, the University of Luneburg and the FraunhoferGesellschaft publish an annual sustainability report which features many elements related to RRI.
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encompass RRI, and sustainability reports document the

address the GSC like specific funding or collaboration

commitment of firms to applying the highest ethical stan-

programmes.

dards when developing new products which shall serve

triggered by the need to perform their “third role”, or by
the excellence initiative, are important preconditions to
raising awareness for RRI within the organisations. The

the “current and future needs of society” e.g. “resources,

In RRI-Trends, we looked at the activities of a few key ac-

Fraunhofer RRI unit or CSR instruments in companies are

environment and climate, food and nutrition, and quality

tors in Germany in order to give an illustrative account of

examples of starting points for RRI governance within

of life” (BASF 2015: 22), or “digital transformation, global-

the current situation.10 If the RRI activity fields proposed

organisations.

ization, urbanization, demographic change and climate

by the European Commission are used as a structuring

change” (Siemens 2015: 215). Companies are positive about

device, we find a well developed set of activities in Ger-

societal challenges, because they view them as chances

many with the exception of public engagement (PE). GE

10.3 Conclusion

that can provide future business opportunities. However,

and ethical standards are firmly established in standards,

at the same time, environmental product regulations and

codes of conduct and procedures (e.g. ethics commissions’

Although the term RRI is rarely used in current R&I policy

sustainability documentation obligations represent limita-

reviews). However, in GE the focus is on promoting female

debates and activities in Germany, we find that many as-

tions to entrepreneurial freedom, which increases the risk

participation and female leadership in R&I organisations.

pects of the RRI concept are indeed present. Most of them

of “greenwashing”, as the recent scandals in the automo-

The issue of “gendered innovation”, i.e. integrating gender

have not been triggered by RRI as such, but rather by the

tive industry have reminded us.

sensitivity in the content of R&I, is rarely emphasised in

(long-standing) discourse on the quality of research, the

the strategic documents of organisations. Open Access as

30-year old environmental and social movements in Ger-

Science shops are highly relevant CSOs supporting RRI.

a relatively new topic is supported by many actors who

many, or the debate about Grand Societal Challenges. The

Like many other science shops, WILA Bonn was founded

signed the “Berlin declaration”, as well as some concrete

national innovation strategy is mission-oriented, and ma-

long before the emergence of today’s RRI discussion back

programmes. Science education, in particular, the aspect

jor stakeholders have started to contribute to discourses

in the 1980s, a period characterised by social movements.

of the transfer of knowledge to non-academics is being

about the responsibility and societal relevance of research.

WILA Bonn defines its “social responsibility” as contribut-

followed up by various activities of a broad set of actors.

Moreover, there are grassroots initiatives, for example by

ing to social benefits by means of mediation, commu-

It is remarkable that PE is still a relatively “new” issue

CSOs. At the level of activities, we find many that account

nication and networking between research, society and

for most of the investigated actors. And most of the cur-

for individual aspects of RRI like gender equality, ethics

policy. Above all, WILA believes that basic research top-

rent activities do not make use of the full potential of

and science education. Beyond that, there are other types

ics can also be derived from societal needs. The Science

PE. When applied in a systematic manner, PE can help to

of activities, e.g. strategy-building and organisational rou-

Shop is concerned with examining where the two systems

increase mutual understanding between academics and

tines that seem to be highly relevant for realising RRI. As

complement each other, i.e. freedom of research on the

non-academics and integrate non-academic knowledge

they are structured and systematic approaches, they ap-

one hand, and research with citizen participation on the

into research and development processes. The Science

pear to be forerunners of a future RRI governance.

other. According to WILA, the element of “public engage-

Shop’s activities stand out in this regard among the activi-

ment” should be further advanced as an important instru-

ties investigated in Germany.

ment to realise RRI.

10.2 RRI activities in Germany

Given that all the German stakeholders investigated in
the RRI-Trends have RRI-related discourses and activi-

At the same time this approach clearly demonstrates that

ties, there is good reason to believe that the essential

many activities identified in the course of the RRI monitor-

ideas of RRI will become more important and there will be

ing cannot be captured by the five dimensions specified

growth in the relevant activities in the future. At the same

by the European Commission. Instead, they fit into the

time, we find that the majority of these discourses and

As the term RRI has not (yet) been enforced in Germany,

meta-category of governance, introduced in this chapter

activities are uncoordinated. Up to now, R&I stakehold-

explicit RRI activities are scarce as well. However, there

as “systematic routines in organisations or R&I processes

ers have not launched any major initiatives to coordinate

are many activities which are de facto RRI activities in the

designed to serve responsibility and normative goals”. We

their understanding of responsibility in R&I, or their activi-

sense of the above discussed understanding of RRI. Many

found the national innovation strategy and its implemen-

ties. And although recent contributions to the debate can

have a long tradition in Germany and serve to secure the

tation projects, or the challenge-oriented funding pro-

be regarded as bridge-building initiatives, there are still

quality of research such as (institutionalised) technology

grammes of the Volkswagen Foundation reflect important

fundamental differences concerning beliefs about the

assessment, ethics commissions, codes of conduct and

elements of what could develop into RRI governance in the

compatibility between excellence-driven research and

(legal) measures to support gender equality (GE). Others

future. Likewise, many strategic processes in universities

societal relevance. This heterogeneity and the large size

such as foresight processes or advisory boards serve to
improve the capacities to anticipate social and political
change. Many recent activities have been introduced to
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of the German R&I system indicate that developments
10 The reports including the range of activities can be found on the
RRI-Trends website at http://www.rritrends.res-agora.eu/reports/.
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in RRI will continue to take place in a decentralised way.
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Responsibility Navigator
Stefan Kuhlmann, Jakob Edler, Gonzalo Ordóñez-Matamoros, Sally Randles,
Bart Walhout, Clair Gough, Ralf Lindner

“The nature and direction of RRI is

11.1 Responsibility Navigator1 – Why, what, how?

shaped by varieties of governance

Research and innovation activities need to become more responsive to soci-

instruments and arrangements,

Res-AGorA project, supports decision-makers to govern such activities towards

and the design and operation of

be defined differently by different actor groups in research, innovation, and

all instruments […] are in fact not
a given, but actively constructed

etal challenges and concerns. The Responsibility Navigator, developed in the
more conscious responsibility. What is considered “responsible” will always
society – the Responsibility Navigator is designed to facilitate related debate,
negotiation and learning in a constructive and productive way. The Responsibility Navigator supports the identification, development and implementation of measures and procedures that can transform research and innovation
in such a way that responsibility becomes an institutionalised ambition.

through processes of problem
framing […], coordination and
negotiation.”

1

The Responsibility Navigator is also available as a stand-alone document at http://responsibility-navigator.eu/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/
Res-AGorA _Responsibility_Navigator.pdf
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Preamble
Research and innovation (R&I) activities and outputs are
subject to increasing public and political scrutiny. In response, R&I organisations and actors are making efforts,
or are being asked to make efforts to shape their activi-

A those who lead R&I organisations and procedures towards more responsiveness and accountability,

whether and how to tailor the Res-AGorA Responsibility

tively constructed through processes of problem framing

Navigator to specific contexts.

(appraisal), coordination and negotiation. In this context,

B those setting priorities, defining policies, and developing evaluation and assessment tools, and
C those who mediate between different levels of the in-

what is judged responsible is part of these interactions,
The Responsibility Navigator is a result of the collective work

where the responsibility-related governance takes place in

of the Res-AGorA project team (2013–2016). The project

sense- and decision-making processes in a collective way.

ties and performance in ways that are socially desirable

novation system by bringing together different actors

built on existing ideas and models associated with R&I

and ethically acceptable. Major actors such as the Euro-

and different interests as well as defining the practical

governance in different contexts. It analysed existing de

pean Commission have characterised this ambition as

implementation of governance instruments.

“Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI)”. The demand

However, it is important to keep in mind that, if the pro-

facto responsibility-related governance arrangements, in-

posed framework is to make a difference, the resulting

cluding activities such as Corporate Social Responsibility

actor strategies must aim for effectively transforming

for responsible action in R&I has evolved since the 19th

These “change agents” are motivated and able to work as

(CSR) schemes, societal mission-oriented research fund-

present day practices of R&I towards “responsibilisation”,

century. Originally, the main aim was to prevent fault and

“institutional entrepreneurs”, seeking to lead the R&I per-

ing practices, citizen science initiatives, ethical reviews

i.e. a process by which the involved actors internalise the

to minimize risk. More recently, requests for responsibility

formed in Europe in the direction of more responsiveness.

and safety regulations, technology assessments, etc., and

issues of concern, enabled by appropriate organisational

have also included precaution and responsive attitudes of

They typically work at research funding organisations, are

conducted a range of structured conversations and work-

conditions and governance mechanisms. Given that there

researchers and innovators. In 2015, the European Com-

on the boards of universities or companies, or in profes-

shops with relevant stakeholders.

mission stated that:

sional organisations.

will always be multiple responsibility-related goals (from
safety and sustainability to inclusiveness and responsive-

The Responsibility Navigator is conceived as a “thinking

ness), as well as different instruments to promote them

The Responsibility Navigator offers all of those actors sup-

tool”, not only intended to make individuals, organisations

(from professional training and education, design prin-

anticipates and assesses potential implications and soci-

port and guidance for reflecting on and intervening in

and institutional systems more responsive towards soci-

ciples, stakeholder and public dialogue to regulation by

etal expectations with regard to research and innovation,

decision making and negotiation processes to fund and

etal needs and preferences, but also to make existing and

voluntary codes as well as hard law), the Responsibility Nav-

“Responsible research and innovation is an approach that

with the aim to foster the design of inclusive and sustain-

orientate R&I activities, whereby these processes can be

new governance instruments and arrangements robust,

igator aims to facilitate strategic reflection and continuous

able research and innovation.”

located within or between organisations. The Navigator

and to allow, encourage and process contestation, learn-

formative evaluations, to understand how instruments

supports all those actors in organisations who seek to take

ing, and experimentation. Ultimately, this will facilitate

interact and play out at different levels and contexts, and

Negotiations and re-definitions of responsibility in R&I will

and influence those decisions in a broadly informed and

institutional transformation at a systemic level, allowing

to what extent goals are ultimately achieved.

continue in the future and further evolve. The Responsibil-

reflexive manner, taking into account the views and pref-

RRI to emerge in a constructive, bottom-up process. The

ity Navigator is designed to facilitate the related debate,

erences of actors affected by their decision and with a view

key to the Responsibility Navigator lies in the reflexive, self-

We claim that these processes involve effective transfor-

negotiation and learning in a constructive and productive

towards the societal desirability and acceptability. Thus, it

organised and collective nature of responsible research

mation towards a set of articulated normative goals em-

way.

shall facilitate exchange about the nature of responsibil-

and innovation, where governance dynamics are shaped

bedding values into practices and processes, and orienting

ity in any given situation, and for the implementation of

by specific instruments and arrangements, and where the

action towards those goals. We call this the “deep insti-

What is desirable and acceptable is in fact highly subjec-

appropriate instruments and governance arrangements.

design and operation of all instruments (even the formula-

tutionalisation” of responsible research and innovation,

tion and operation of hard law) are not a given, but are ac-

which, in practice, represents a process of cultural change.

tive. At the same time, stakeholders expect researchers
and innovators to perform in ways (and / or obtain results)

Moreover, building on the collective nature of responsi-

that are based on commonly agreed definitions and cri-

bility-oriented governance and the challenges therein, the

teria of what responsible research and innovation is, and

Responsibility Navigator will also inspire institutional actors

11.2 Ten governance principles and requirements for responsibilisation

what it is not. We propose to achieve this by following a

such as intergovernmental organisations, research per-

set of principles and requirements, in other words, by

formers, expert bodies and advocacy groups, particularly

applying an orientating framework to enable “navigation”

those operating at the analytical, strategic or procedural

The following is a brief description of the Res-AGorA principles and re-

towards learning and institutional transformation. We

levels, and responsible for guidance, programming or per-

call this the Res-AGorA Responsibility Navigator, and ex-

formance of activities related to R&I.

quirements for responsibility-related governance. It includes a set of ques-

pect that, by adopting and adapting it, R&I performed in
Europe will become more effectively aligned with societal

The framework can be used by actors facing dilemmas

needs and concerns.

and complex situations impeding the governance of re-

tions which those interested in “navigating” towards responsibilisation
in Europe and beyond would have to ask themselves in order to arrive

sponsible research and innovation, and by actors wanting

at practices and directions that are widely accepted. The ten principles

The Res-AGorA Responsibility Navigator is directed at sev-

to reflect strategically on their own position as well as

eral target groups who may play one or several of the

that of others in navigating R&I towards higher levels of

are organised into the three dimensions of (1) Ensuring Quality of Inter-

following roles:

responsible action. Since these actors have different roles
and different needs, they will have to make choices about
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action, (2) Positioning and Orchestration, and (3) Developing Supportive Environments. Principles 1 – 9 are illustrated by short fictive cases.
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Ten governance
principles and
requirements for
responsibilisation

Ensuring quality
of interaction

1

Examples in this publication
Inclusion

Example 1, p. 140

Research council
European country, synthetic biology

2

Moderation

Example 2, p. 142

Government
European country, research funding

3

Deliberation

Example 3, p. 144
Research consortium
Co-construction method

Positioning and
orchestration

§

4

Modularity
and ﬂexibility

Example 4, p. 146

Semi-public lab, nano-toxicology
Professional code-of-conduct

5

Subsidiarity

Example 5, p. 148

Supra-national European organisation
Standardising and up-scaling responsibility

6

Adaptability

Example 6, p. 150

Medium-sized ﬁrm, personalised health
Institutionalising ethical business practice

Developing
supportive
environments

7

Capabilities

Example 7, p. 152

Research funding organisation
RRI-conscious researchers

8

Capacities

Example 8, p. 154

Civic society organisation
Institutional change and capacity-building

9

Institutional
entrepreneurship

Example 9, p. 156

Large US-American university
Organisational transformation

Responsibility Navigator
Overview

10

Culture of transparency,
tolerance and rule of law

Ensuring quality of interaction

Principle 1: Inclusion
Navigation towards responsibilisation is more likely to be
transformative if it takes into account the diversity of actors
relevant to the problem or project. It should do so in a way

Developing a roadmap for an
emerging technology based on a
broadly accepted process
Example 1

that engages these actors directly and effectively in debate
or joint activities, and considers both their material interests
and core values. The actors should perceive the processes of
sense- and decision-making as legitimate, transparent and
trustworthy.

The guiding questions to follow this principle are:
Are all the relevant actors included / considered in the debates?

The research councils of a medium-sized European coun-

the physical meetings is coordinated with the ministry of

try are exploring the future potential of an emerging tech-

science and education, the ministry for economics and the

nology, synthetic biology (synbio). The pressure from a

research council responsible for social sciences to include

number of government departments (a coalition of eco-

a broad variety of stakeholders (principle 1: heterogeneity

nomics, business and technology / innovation) is to focus

of actors to be included, broad ownership of debate). Invitees

funding on advancing technological development as an

include firms and research organisations seeking early

expected route to accelerating economic and technologi-

commercialisation, actors and organisations that have

cal growth, but their proposed process is a hurried one

been openly sceptical about an accelerated development

and does not allow time to organise a dialogue involving

of applied synbio research, as well as observers from so-

Are all the included actors relevant and able to make effective

broader participation of societal actors and stakeholders.

cial science (including philosophy and ethics). Care is taken

contributions to the debates?

However, the research councils responsible for biology

to ensure that diversity of opinion is represented from

and chemistry, supported by funding available from the

the outset, including how the topic is framed (principle 1:

supra-national governmental body, organise a national

initial openness of the framing of an issue). The roadmap

discourse on the future of synthetic biology and its contri-

is drafted in an iterative and dynamic process by a group

bution to a range of societal objectives across health, well-

of authors reflecting diverse perspectives. Minority views

being, environment, sustainability, and economic growth.

are clearly expressed in the final roadmap and its opera-

Inclusion is managed by a combination of online consul-

tionalisation provides for resources to enable on-going

tations (principle 1: broad openness, bottom-up) and physi-

adaptive and inclusive dialogue and action including the

cal meetings (principle 1: targeted inclusion, sufficient level

full range of stakeholders (principle 1: demonstrating inclu-

of representation). They ensure that the invitation list for

sion, accepting dissent).
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Ensuring quality of interaction

Principle 2: Moderation

Moderated discourse to rebalance
national research funding profiles

Organisational modes appropriate to build trust, collect
data and organise dialogue are needed in the form of “fora”.
These are institutionalised places or procedures for inter-

Example 2

action, and for “bridging” different perspectives between
contesting actors, after which some alignment of goals and
procedures is expected.

Guiding questions include:

As a matter of high political priority, the government of

to draft a report which outlines different models of, and

a small European country is reconsidering the balance

the pros and cons for, thematic prioritising in research

of research funding between calls for research activities

funding based on evidence from a number of comparable

directed through thematic programmes / grand challenges,

innovation systems. The process separates the decision

and those without thematic prioritisation. The Science and

about the share of thematic prioritising in research fund-

Are moderation mechanisms being put in place that allow the

Technology Advisory Council (STAC) is tasked with imple-

ing from the choice of themes (principle 2: building trust

build-up of trust, and a broad exchange of arguments and evi-

menting a forward-looking process to realise this. STAC

in the process as the basic decision is taken without focusing

is composed of representatives of all major political par-

on specific areas, providing robust data). In response to the

ties, employers’ and employees’ organisations, civil society

report, STAC asks for Parliament (through two committee

dence?
Do all the actors involved and affected accept these mecha-

organisations and consumer groups, and scientists rep-

meetings with open inclusive hearings) for an online con-

nisms; are they perceived as legitimate?

resenting different disciplines (including social scientists),

sultation, the results of which are detailed in an Annex to

aiming for a balanced representation of organisation type,

the TF report (principle 2: moderation iterates between advi-

level of seniority, and gender (principle 2: initial moderation

sory context and political context, combining different sources

through neutral actors without operational budgets and a

of legitimacy). On STAC’s recommendation, core funding

representation of major vested interest). A Task Force (TF)

is reduced and funding in competitive and thematically-

is established, representing a wide diversity of societal

defined areas is increased, followed up by a well-received,

groups and perspectives, giving each member time to

challenge-oriented foresight process to support a further

design and implement a systematic and open process of

transparent dialogue to frame, define, and prioritise the

evidence gathering (background reports, international

definition of “challenge” areas, based on a similar model

hearings etc.). The TF appoints an independent figure

of neutral moderation.
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Ensuring quality of interaction

Principle 3: Deliberation
Sense-making and decision-making among actors with different knowledge claims and positions, not only between organisational actors but also individuals, require confronting,

Organising a co-constructive
deliberation process on respon
sible innovation
Example 3

synthesising and eventually compromising across different
perspectives which might arise from various “knowledges”.
A team from nine universities and research institutes

gic actors. The workshops use techniques to maximise

wins a competitive European research grant to develop a

opportunities for participants to actively engage in the

Guiding questions include:

framework for fostering RRI. A co-construction delibera-

process (principle 3: opening up for mutual understanding);

tive methodology is adopted, involving representatives

although team members are present at the workshops,

Are key substantive and procedural issues being discussed?

of relevant organisations (academics, research funding

they influence the deliberation as little as possible, with

Is the evidence base underpinning the discourse broad and
robust?

councils, research performing organisations, small busi-

the primary aim of listening in order to understand the

nesses and multi-national corporations, utilities, local and

real-life working contexts of participants and their per-

national governments, Civil Society Organisations (CSO),

ceptions of the prototype framework. The deliberation

and known individuals with a commitment to and exper-

process is supported by a fully transparent empirical

Are the discussions leading to better mutual understanding of

tise in Science and Society dialogues) (principle 2: sense-

knowledge base, generated by the research team over

diverging viewpoints and their origins as well as better overall

making and decision-making among actors with different

two years. The process of co-constructive deliberation is

awareness and appreciation of available evidence?

knowledge claims and positions). Five two-day stakeholder

realised through a comprehensive multi-disciplinary and

workshops are held in different European cities with ap-

multiple-stakeholder process of critical reflection. The

proximately 80 participants in total. The workshops are

result is a stabilised framework of ten key governance

themed to test the prototype framework in different con-

principles, communicated in a style sensitised to practi-

texts. The first two focus on technology controversies –

tioner audiences (principle 3: discussions lead to some level

energy, climate change and shale gas fracking; and the

of consensus). The principles are supported by fictive case

genetic modification of food. The third and fourth look

vignettes based on the team’s empirical research. The final

at problems of responsibility in R&I from the perspec-

framework becomes a tool to support self-reflection and

tive of research-funding and -providing organisations,

the strategic action of practitioners – user-friendly and

respectively; the final workshop of participants with a

integrating participants’ recommendations.

spread of backgrounds and functions focuses on strate-
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Positioning and orchestration

Principle 4: Modularity and
flexibility
Legitimate and effective governance is founded on a careful

A flexible code of conduct for
responsibility across institutions
and research practices
Example 4

combination of “hard” and “soft” regulatory mechanisms. It
allows for self-regulation and organisation, as well as external control and accountability structures (e.g. supervision),
where the flexibility of governance arrangements should not

A large semi-public lab in the field of nano-toxicology is

meetings to deliberate and anticipate the ethical, health,

lead to arbitrariness.

committed to the highest ethical standards and the ac-

natural environment, regulatory and socio-economic im-

commodation of societal concerns and needs, with re-

plications of the laboratory’s research lines and how their

Guiding questions include:

cruitment procedures and training aimed at establishing

research relates to societal challenges. In addition to these

and promoting a diverse workforce. The institute has es-

soft instruments, there is a formal sign-off process for all

tablished a number of internal principles and processes

research activities (including, but not limited to, external

to achieve this mission, which are reviewed periodically

research proposals), which again links to the code and the

What is the existing mix of governance tools that influences the

(principle 4: modularity). One core instrument is a profes-

internal guidelines (principle 4: combining “hard” and “soft”

debate and decisions concerning the issue at stake?

sional code of conduct for engineers and scientists in the

regulatory mechanisms). Working with the code gives staff

field of nanosciences and technologies, which takes ac-

a “responsibility literacy” and creates awareness internally

count of national differences in professional traditions

(see also principle 7: capabilities); it also positions the in-

Do affected stakeholders regard this mix as appropriate?

(principle 4: flexibility). Its contents are integrated into the

stitute as a credible actor within the broader professional

How difficult are they to implement and what could be done to

institute’s internal guidelines and employment contracts,

and societal discourse on responsibility, able to influence

support implementation?

and promoted throughout the organisation from recruit-

debates both specifically and generally towards a more

ment up to all major activities (principle 4: communication,

systemic adoption of and commitment to responsibility by

Are there enough financial resources, managerial capacity and

mechanisms to be easy to understand). Further, the insti-

organisations (see also principle 5: subsidiarity, influencing

appropriate organisational conditions in place to support their

tute conducts periodic internal and external seminars and

and taking advantage of higher levels of governance).

implementation jointly or independently?
Are they easily understood by the stakeholders involved?
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Positioning and orchestration

Principle 5: Subsidiarity
Complementary to the self-governance and self-control
expected to result from aligning a mutual understanding of
responsibility-related values and commitment, some level

A dialogue between European
supra-national and global governance organisations on RRI
Example 5

of hierarchical command-and-control may be necessary in
certain circumstances. This should be performed mainly by
independent actors. These must be capable of overseeing and
enforcing, perhaps via a mix of soft and hard pressures such

A supra-national European organisation has spent years

experience of implementing RRI. These other countries

as requiring transparency about R&I governance practices,

developing an understanding of RRI and mainstreaming

vary considerably in economic, political, social and cultural

naming and shaming, sanctions, and accountability, where

it within its own science and innovation programmes. It

terms, putting them at a disadvantage should the supra-

bottom-up and top-down RRI governance approaches should

approaches a global governance body, initiating a conver-

national body seek to impose a common understanding

be balanced with and attuned to the specific situation. In this

sation on how to standardise and up-scale this concept

of RRI. Multi-nationals and global CSOs give a mixed re-

context, the “external” authority should have a subsidiary

to the global level, upholding three core tenets of RRI:

sponse. The standardisation of concepts is welcomed by

(that is, a supporting, rather than a subordinate) function,

participative governance, orientation to societal chal-

some, but is resisted by others as a new form of imposi-

performing only those tasks which cannot be performed ef-

lenges, and futures-oriented anticipation of technologi-

tion by strong nations. Rather than simply up-scaling a

fectively at a more immediate level.

cal development and the global political economy. This

particular interpretation of RRI, the global organisation

Guiding questions involve:
Are mechanisms of enforcement needed to support decision-
making and compliance? If so, are they in place?

is welcomed, but in order to canvass a wider range of

proposes a 3-year initiative in which countries and regions

perspectives, the global organisation initiates a consul-

from across the globe (supra- and sub-national) exchange

tation, seeking evidence from other countries around

perspectives and knowledge of what it means to under-

the world, supra-national regional governance bodies,

take research and innovation in a responsible way (prin-

multi-national companies, and Civil Society Organisa

ciple 3: balancing bottom-up and top-down RRI governance

tions (CSO) with cross-border and North-South remits.

approaches). This knowledge will be shared through the

Evidence shows that RRI, as interpreted by the European

intermediation of the global body, enabling nations and

supra-national body, has in fact originated from quite a

CSOs and business fora to learn from, adapt and translate

Are there the immediate capabilities and technical know-how to

concentrated cluster of nations and from its own “science

the concept within their own contexts (principle 3: self-

implement them?

in society” legacy programmes. The leadership of these

governance and self-control overseen by independent actors),

nations is acknowledged but, beyond this limited cluster,

whilst still acknowledging the three core tenets of RRI.

Are there the appropriate internal or external capacities to

other countries have a much lower awareness and still less

support or enforce agreements either ex-ante, during, or ex-post
the decision-making, performance and outcomes resulting
from R&I?
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Positioning and orchestration

Principle 6: Adaptability
Governance towards responsibilisation should be able to
reflect different historical developments of R&I systems and
changing conditions. Therefore, such calibration requires

Institutionalising ethical
business practice in a highly contested technological area
Example 6

an assessment of whether governance arrangements still
effectively and legitimately serve responsibility goals. This
must consider that the goals, costs and consequences of
governance instruments and arrangements may also change

A medium-sized firm leads research on the digital ge-

over time.

nome and its application to medical innovation. With

protocols. This approach supports the development and

the advent of rapid sequencing and digital synthesis of

adaptive translation of RRI principles into practice across

Guiding questions include:

facilitating bottom-up participation, guided by top-down

DNA / genomes, it capitalises on the many commercial op-

the business. In addition, an external advisory board rep-

portunities in the fast growing area of personalised health.

resenting divergent views meets every two years to reflect

Fully aware of the threats posed by the “transparent indi-

on the field’s development, its application context and the

vidual”, including pressure from employers and insurers

broader societal and political trends as novel business

Is the current understanding of the governance challenges still

to disclose personal health information, the firm uses vari-

models associated with the digital genome emerge (prin-

valid despite changes in the context and conditions?

ous responsible governance mechanisms. Its own ethics

ciple 6: adaptability, in-built mechanisms to reflect on the

committee meets quarterly to advise researchers, prod-

appropriateness of the existing internal governance mecha-

uct and marketing managers on the ethical and societal

nism). The board reviews the work of the ethics committee,

If the supporting assumptions and mechanisms fail, can we
replace them without major problems and how?

implications of new products and processes. The ethics

its guiding mission, principles, operationalisation, and

committee comprises different research and business

proposes new or revised working practices, and how the

What (positive and negative) non-intended effects may result

representatives within the organisation (senior / junior in-

organisation can institutionalise responsibility to increase

from their implementation?

dividuals), external stakeholders, and experts, including

employees’ awareness of societal concerns (principle 7:

social scientists (principle 1: targeted inclusion, sufficient

capability building; principle 8: capacity). The firm’s CEO

level of representation). Recommendations by the commit-

participates, and encourages employees to shape the

How could they affect the current distribution of burdens and
benefits among the stakeholders involved?

tee require a formal response by the responsible research-

broader societal multi-actor discourse on genomics and

er, product manager and the firm’s leadership before

personalised health. The firm receives an award for its

implementation. A “roving” social scientist is embedded

effective implementation and leadership in RRI; its share

in the company to advise on socio-technical integration,

price, turnover and profits continue to grow.

building reflexive capabilities to question the status quo,
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Developing supportive environments

Principle 7: Capabilities
Fostering responsibilisation crucially depends on reflexive
individuals capable of recognising, anticipating, deliberating,
communicating, and collectively pursuing societally desired

Conditions and processes to create
a new generation of RRI-conscious
researchers
Example 7

processes and outcomes of R&I activities, and evaluating
them. This process requires a certain level of “governance
literacy”, which is particularly important for the next generation of public and private researchers, programme and

A research funding organisation seeks to enable greater

and principle 5: modularity, soft and hard instruments).

research managers, policy-makers and members of civil

reflexivity and anticipatory awareness of issues of societal

Importantly, the funding organisation also conducts a

society organisations, where learning and “un-learning” new

concern in the community it funds. It has long adopted a

series of three-day workshops for the young leaders of

concepts via formal training, or practices for assessing “ex-

formal framework that guides its programme design as

funded projects across the country. Principal Investiga-

cellence” involving responsibility-related values are determi-

well as its funding application and approval processes.

tors (PI), responsible for line managing the early career

nant.

The guiding questions are:

Relying on formal principles in project proposals has re-

researcher, are expected to participate in such a workshop

sulted in RRI becoming yet another tick box exercise. The

early in the project. This not only involves teaching gen-

organisation thus starts to focus on building the capa-

eral principles and guidelines, but also a collective critical

bilities and awareness of its researchers, starting with

reflection of responsibility challenges and ways to deal

the young generation of researchers and their employing

with them. Each PI is required to draft a responsibility

organisations. Now, all funding applications have to show

report two months after the workshop, signed off by their

Are there the necessary individual capabilities to achieve the

how they propose to accommodate specific challenges

own line manager, committing the host organisation to

intended goals related to responsibility-oriented processes and

such as risks, ethical concerns, and further societal chal-

supporting the early career researchers, recognising the

outcomes?
If not, how can they be developed?

lenges (by incorporating participation / engagement, for

additional work and resources necessary to implement

example). All proposals are required to allocate part of

personalised RRI plans. The early career researchers re-

the budget and research time to issues of interaction and

ceive progressive certificates of competency in RRI, and

awareness-building beyond traditional “impact” consid-

build credits towards a new vocational qualification in

erations. In addition, to be eligible, proposals must dem-

Responsible Innovation, which is becoming increasingly

onstrate how the supporting organisation will enable

recognised by employers. As a result, the system builds a

researchers to identify, plan and implement an action

more reflexively aware, questioning, and therefore bench-

plan to deliver an RRI portfolio (see principle 8: capacity

effective, RRI-literate workforce.
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Developing supportive environments

Principle 8: Capacities
For individual capabilities to unfold and express themselves,
they need a supportive organisational and network infrastructure, such as access to information and resources for

A Civic Society Organisation
lobbies for instit utional change
and system capacity-building
Example 8

participation. This requires spaces for reflection, interaction
and negotiation, appropriate incentive structures, and an
open knowledge base.
A large Civic Society Organisation (CSO) is aware of efforts

dialogues, and involving values-centred small and medium

to improve the capabilities and sensitisation of research-

and social enterprises. The CSO leads the creation of a

ers towards responsible innovation criteria via training

network of CSOs covering a range of interests and remits

Similar to individual capabilities, systems’ capacities involve

for individuals, especially early career researchers (in

from health and well-being to the natural environment

answering guiding questions such as:

participative and co-construction methods, the develop-

and human rights (principle 8: a supportive organisational

ment of researchers’ own reflexivity and sensitisation to

and network infrastructure). The network seeks to develop

Are there the necessary systems’ capacities to achieve the

societal problems, risks and impacts, inter-disciplinary

capacity internally and beyond with external funds from

intended goals related to responsibility-oriented processes and

working and futures-oriented methods). Research coun-

government and other sources (principle 8: available spaces

outcomes?

cils have begun to include these training requirements and

for reflection, interaction and negotiation and an open knowl-

institutional responses in new research calls (Principle 7:

edge base). It lobbies for deeper institutional change within

If not, how can they be developed in a viable way?

Capabilities). However, the CSO believes there is a need

the dominant institutions of research and innovation to

to go further to achieve systemic institutional change in

achieve greater diversity in the workforce, an early and

order to redress the current dominance of scientific, busi-

transparent dissemination of results, and the engage-

ness and government elites. It acknowledges that current

ment of wider constituencies of users and stakeholders of

institutional disincentives such as long lead times to pub-

research and innovation. However, in order to effectively

lication and publication league tables together with com-

engage and influence systemic change, the network needs

petitive pressures within the new product development

to build the capacity of its network members as well, in

pipeline of large businesses run counter to the aspirations

order to be able to provide a voice that can balance that

of responsible innovation. The CSO argues for a more

of other stakeholders within the emerging dialogue on

fundamental role of civil society in constructing R&I path-

what constitutes responsibility in research and innovation.

ways, with earlier participation in technology assessment
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Developing supportive environments

Principle 9: Institutional
entrepreneurship
Both capability and capacity-building are usually not self-

Organisational transformation
within a large US-American university
Example 9

organised activities. They require leadership, top-level
and continuous support, vision and strategy, lobbying and
rewarding institutional improvement in order to facilitate
change towards responsibilisation.

A key guiding question is:

A decade ago, a new President was appointed at the Aber-

home”, e.g. sustainability. Networking across these identi-

nath University, USA, a very large public university. Presi-

ties was facilitated through meetings and events, and new

dent Stark had a strong vision of a “Good University”, and

inter-disciplinary centres were established (with five-year

was critical of the institutionalised model of top-league

reviews) (principle 9: capability and capacity-building are

American universities, which he believed to be exclusive

not one-off activities). Middle tiers of Principal Investiga-

and narrow in their faculty and student base, working in

tors and faculty members were recruited who shared the

Are there credible leadership capabilities and institutional

discipline silos, and unconcerned about social problems

broad vision, translated to their field, and who were en-

conditions in place for change agents to help transform the

in regional environments. His vision of “responsibility”

trepreneurial, forming inter-disciplinary teams to bring in

status quo?

was to demonstrate how a public university could per-

new grants. There were turbulent years of disruption and

form successfully in financial terms, yet be founded on

change and some left who were not comfortable with the

the inverse normative criteria, i.e. an inclusive student

new model. Ultimately, the grant income of the university

base, excellent science, and inter-disciplinary approaches

has increased four-fold and the student body has grown

addressing social problems (principle 9: leadership, vision

dramatically, and now reflects the ethnic demographic of

and strategy). Many senior faculty members embraced

the State with a focus on students whose parents did not

this vision and joined the management team, whilst oth-

attend university. The model has been communicated

ers who shared it were recruited. A new organisational

through books co-authored by Stark, many You-Tube

structure was developed along inter-disciplinary lines of

videos and Stark’s talks around the world. He entreats

problem-oriented centres and institutes. Faculty staff took

others not to simply replicate the model, but to adapt

on multiple identities according to their problem-focused

it to prevailing local social contexts and changing global

centre, their teaching host school, and their “normative

problems.

Responsibility Navigator
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Developing supportive environments

Principle 10: Culture of
transparency, tolerance and
rule of law
Only basic democratic principles such as the rule of law and
freedom of speech will make responsibility-related governance effective and sustained over time. For this reason, the
ability to make claims and to invoke legal or political means
is a necessary condition for fostering responsibilisation in
different organisational settings and arrangements. Enacting
the aforementioned governance principles implies supporting individuals’ ability to think and act in a proactive way
and under the rule of law. Actors should feel empowered by
the appropriate organisational culture.
A basic guiding question in this respect is:
To what extent do the governance mechanisms reflect a commitment to democratic principles and allow actions under the
rule of law?

Randles et al.
2015b
Page 7
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Conclusion: making responsibility
an institutionalised ambition
Stefan Kuhlmann, Ralf Lindner, Sally Randles

“[…T]o fix the normative
content of RRI risks it
becoming a bureaucratic tickbox exercise, an example of
responsibility-wash where
the ambition of RRI remains
on the organisational surface

This concluding chapter reflects on the experiences made

The Res-AGorA project and this resulting book can be

with the specific Res-AGorA approach and, based on the

viewed as one of the manifestations of RRI and its as-

project’s analyses, offers policy-oriented recommenda-

tonishing career as a boundary object. But the ambition

tions for the future of responsibility in research and in-

and approach of the Res-AGorA project went beyond the

novation.

current RRI discourse. Starting from our interest in:

Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) is part of the

A “RRI in the making” and

broader, long-term evolution of research and innovation

B the guiding assumption that responsibility claims are

as organised professional activities in modern societies.

inherently normative and will always be contested in

For at least a decade, certainly in Europe, the acronym

our pluralistic societies (Chapter 1),

RRI has become a “boundary object” (Star and Griesemer
1989) for organisations, policy-makers, funders, industries,

we studied the evolving patchwork of practices aiming

and civil society organisations performing research and

to make responsibility an institutionalised ambition in

innovation; an object which has been “catapulted from an

research and innovation, in other words an ongoing “so-

obscure phrase to the topic of conferences and attempts

cial innovation which creates opening in existing (and

to specify and realize it” (Rip 2014: 1). The 2014 “Rome Dec-

evolving) divisions of moral labour” (Rip 2014: 1). Learning

laration” demanded:

from these dynamics in different settings and situations
enabled us to design, with the co-constructive assistance

“to make Responsible Research and Innovation a central

of a broad spectrum of stakeholders, a governance frame-

objective across all relevant policies and activities, includ-

work for responsible research and innovation capable of

ing in shaping the European Research Area and the In-

modulating these dynamics and their inherent tensions

and does not become deeply

novation Union”.1

institutionalized.”

1

in a transformative way. We call this a “constructive and
socio-normative” approach.

Rome Declaration on Responsible Research and Innovation in Europe, available at http://ec.europa.eu/research/swafs/pdf/rome_
declaration_RRI_final_21_November.pdf (accessed 15 January 2016).
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12.1 Lessons from studying the
patchwork of “RRI in the making“

not emerged from them, and is not yet creating bridges

How does RRI differ across Europe?

to them, but exists so far as a separate branch.

workshops with an emphasis on learning. This process

We created RRI-Trends, a research method and on-line

supported the development of a stable and robust Res-

resource for monitoring the awareness, similarities and

AGorA Responsibility Navigator and a systematic collab-

5

Extensive empirical research informed the Res-AGorA

How is responsibility de facto understood, contested,

differences in the understanding and practice of RRI in

orative Co-construction Method (Chapter 6). The empiri-

team’s understanding of “RRI in the making”. The notion

and practised?

16 European countries, giving external practitioners full

cal research conducted up to this point (lessons from

of responsibility in research and innovation is a contest-

As outlined in Chapter 7 and the five ensuing case study

access to the data collected in a web-based open-access

the scientometric literature analysis, case studies, and

ed phenomenon that is historically and geographically

examples, we conducted and analysed an extensive pro-

form. A main result of RRI-Trends is that, while the notion

country monitoring) informed the construction of a pro-

situated and continually evolving. Developing a profound

gramme of in-depth case studies across a range of re-

of “RRI” is emerging in several organisational sites, it is

totype framework for the governance of responsibility

understanding of how the concept of RRI has emerged

search and innovation situations and contexts in order

not yet a mainstream concept throughout the European

in research and innovation. However, this was only the

was critical in enabling the co-construction of a gover-

to learn about the institutionalisation and governance

research and innovation actor landscape. The RRI termi-

start. The prototype was then taken into five participative

nance framework to assist strategic decision-makers and

challenges of responsible research and innovation. Over

nology is simply not used in many of the organisations

co-construction multi-stakeholder workshops held across

practitioners. Our study of “RRI in the making” included a

two dozen in-depth case studies were undertaken in three

performing and funding research, both public and private.

Europe. All the workshops focused on open dialogue be-

number of elements:2

phases over two years.4 The cases were selected to reflect

This does not imply, however, that concerns, practices and

tween the participants in plenary and break-out formats. A

the full variety of research and innovation situations, en-

governance arrangements relating to responsibility in re-

number of changes were made to the governance frame-

Where did RRI come from?

compassing different entry points and foci, from the role

search and innovation are not salient. On the contrary, we

work as a result of recommendations from the workshops

As shown in more detail in Chapter 4, we used sciento-

and impact of specific governance instruments and pro-

find widespread examples of organisational commitment

and in response to the research team’s reflections on how

metric analysis to construct a genealogy of responsibil-

cesses, cases of organisational and institutional change, to

to responsible research and innovation, even if these are

the prototype framework was being understood (or not)

ity discourses in research and innovation, analysing the

whole multi-actor innovation systems’ responses. These

established under different headings, such as Corporate

by practitioner audiences. As a result, the team was able

emergence and characterisation of RRI. We employed the

case studies were iteratively and increasingly guided by

Social Responsibility (CSR), sustainability schemes or di-

to develop an orientating ‘thinking tool’, the Res-AGorA

CorText3 tool for content analysis of a corpus of more

the Res-AGorA Research Model (Chapter 5).

versity management in private companies, or in codes of

Responsibility Navigator (Chapter 11).

than 200 documents, selected for their use of the phrases

conduct, research integrity training or gender equality

”Responsible Research and Innovation”, “RRI” and other

In understanding the de facto governance of responsible

related terms. RRI has a very recent history. It originated in

research and innovation, we developed the twinned con-

plans at universities.

12.2 Navigating towards responsible
research and innovation

the European Commission’s “Science with and for Society”

cepts of Responsibilisation (Dorbeck-Jung and Shelley Egan

Another key observation is the heterogeneity of governance

programme within the DG Research and Innovation, and

2013), a process by which the involved actors internalise

arrangements for responsible research and innovation

experienced a sudden surge in the academic and policy

issues of concern, enabled by appropriate organisational

across countries and types of actors. Inclusive governance

Research and innovation activities need to become more

literature as recently as 2011 when emphasizing the inclu-

conditions and governance mechanisms, and Deep Insti-

mechanisms such as citizen and Civic Society Organisation

responsive to societal challenges and concerns. This re-

sion of societal concerns and actors and advocating a shift

tutionalisation (Randles et al. 2014), embedding the un-

engagement feature prominently in some countries while

quires the identification, development and implementa-

from retrospective accounts (accountability, liability) to

derstanding of responsibility into practices, governance

they are less marked in others. Likewise, open access and

tion of measures and procedures to transform research

prospective (anticipative) future-oriented accounts. Of

processes, organisational structures and incentives. In

open data are core responsibility concerns within some

and innovation in such a way that responsibility becomes

course, the discussion of responsibility in science has

a number of instances we found examples of converse

organisations, but are not noticeably important in other

an institutionalised ambition.6

a much longer history. It was already a topic of interest

effects and coined the terms responsibility-wash, respon-

settings. This diversity of bottom-up responses to what it

during the period of enlightenment in the 18th century.

sibility-overload, and responsibility-relabelling (Randles et

means to be responsible in different research and innova-

The quest for responsible research and innovation has

Not only is the RRI literature dwarfed by, but it remains

al. 2015a) for the tactical responses evident in some cases.

tion situations, organisation types, and national political,

in fact become an increasingly important concern in re-

institutionally separated from, the larger / classical litera-

The cases were compared and contrasted to identify simi-

economic, social, and cultural contexts is highlighted by

search and innovation policy and political debates, not

ture on responsibility in science. RRI authors are almost

larities and differences and common themes. Through this

the empirical work in RRI-Trends. In Res-AGorA, this result

only at EU level, but also within Member States’ research

exclusively from the Social Sciences and Humanities (SSH),

process we generated 13 transversal lessons on the gover-

is reflected and translated into the principle of subsidiarity

systems. Arguably, this is the result of two older claims

whilst the earlier / larger corpus is authored by natural

nance and institutionalisation of responsibility in research

in the Responsibility Navigator (Chapter 11).

that developed separately and that are now being brought

and physical scientists. The larger corpus witnesses the

and innovation (Chapter 7).

together.

dominance and institutionalisation of earlier themes

How can a co-construction methodology support

such as ethics, impact assessment, and Corporate Social

the development of an RRI governance instrument?

First, there are long-standing concerns around the ethical,

Responsibility. The new literature on RRI does not (yet)

We put inclusive and deliberative methodologies into

legal, environmental and social implications of research

show connections to these earlier literatures, i.e. it has

practice by conducting five co-construction stakeholder

and innovation which are based on issues related to scientific practice and developments as well as technological

2
3

The following text draws on Randles et al. (2015a).
Developed by the Institute for Research and Innovation (IFRIS),
Paris: http://ifris.org/en/presentation/.
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4

Edler et al. (2014): http://res-agora.eu/assets/ResAGOR A-caselessons-report-D-3_5-final.pdf (accessed 15 November 2015).
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5

See Chapter 8 and http://www.rritrends.Res-AGorA.eu/reports/
custom/.

6

The following text draws on Kuhlmann et al. (2015).
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innovations fuelled by claims of reacting to direct or indi-

The prime target users of the proposed governance guide-

and illustrates them with fictive cases depicting possible

While we are convinced that applying the Responsibility

rect unintended negative effects. Examples include con-

line are representatives of key organisations in research

situations and governance challenges and dilemmas, and

Navigator can support organisations in making respon-

cerns regarding large investments and experiments in

and innovation systems, i.e. stakeholders who aim :

complemented by the guiding questions which those

sibility an institutionalised ambition, this transformation

brain sciences, space, biotech and many more domains,
which all have the potential for good, but eventually also
for harm in the short term or in the foreseeable future.

A to lead organisations and procedures towards more
responsiveness and accountability;

actors interested in “navigating” towards the intended

of research and innovation practices needs to be encour-

cultural change will have to ask themselves in order to

aged and facilitated by the general framework conditions

arrive at practices and directions that are widely accepted.

and by a conducive research and innovation policy envi-

B to set and define policies, design programmes and deSecond, there is an increasing desire among the research
and innovation community and policy-makers to improve
“responsiveness” to what societies regard as desirable re-

velop evaluation and assessment tools;
C to mediate between levels of the innovation system by
bringing together different actors and interests; and

ronment. During the course of the project, we identified a
The framework is meant to be used by actors facing the

number of important lessons and implications for policy

complex situations characterising the governance towards

and programme development. Governments and public

responsible research and innovation, actors wanting to

and private funding agencies aiming to foster institutional

search directions / outcomes. Examples include the efforts

D to shape the practical implementation of governance

reflect strategically on their own position as well as those

change within research and innovation towards increased

to evaluate the societal relevance of research, corporate

instruments at the analytical, strategic or procedural

of others when navigating research and innovation to-

responsiveness to societal challenges are invited to take

responsibility, open access instruments, gender policies,

level.

wards higher levels of responsible action. Since these

the following into consideration:7

innovation for cohesion, etc.

actors have different roles and different needs, they will
Such decision-makers typically work as “change agents”

have to make choices as to whether and how to tailor the

• Responsibility in research and innovation is shown to

Against this background, the main purpose of the Res-

at ministries and funding organisations, in universities,

Res-AGorA Responsibility Navigator according to specific

be a historically unfolding, context-specific, emergent

AGorA project was to assist Europe in simultaneously

research institutes, companies, professional associations,

contexts.

process. From this observation, now validated by empiri-

embracing excellent science, competitive industry and

or civil society organisations and deal with governance

cal research, we offer the concept of “RRI in the making”.

responsibility-related goals by developing a governance

processes towards responsible research and innovation

It is important that policy-makers at the European and

framework specifically aimed at supporting stakeholders

within or between organisations.

12.3 What next?

Member State levels and within individual organisations

in navigating towards such goals.
The Res-AGorA governance approach

work with this reality, and that they adjust and adapt the
If these ambitions are taken seriously, change agents will

If the Responsibility Navigator is to make a difference, the

spirit of responsible research and innovation to their

have to facilitate a transformation of the research and

resulting actor strategies have to aim for effectively trans-

own circumstances, mobilizing bottom-up inclusive processes in the spirit of RRI in the making.

Our case study findings (Chapter 7) and stakeholder work-

innovation system towards a set of articulated normative

forming present day practices of research and innovation

shops showed that it is in fact far from clear and contested

goals, embed values into practices and processes, and

towards “responsibilisation”, i.e. a process by which the

how research and innovation activities can be made more

orient action towards those goals.

actors involved internalise issues of concern, supported

• The interpretation of what it means to be responsible

by appropriate organisational conditions and governance

in research and innovation differs from context to con-

responsive to the above mentioned divergent expectations and concerns. Negotiations and re-definitions of

This change can be facilitated using a set of guiding gov-

mechanisms. Given that there will always be multiple re-

text, resulting in a landscape of variety from the bot-

what responsible action is are expected to continue and

ernance principles and requirements, in other words by

sponsibility-related goals (from safety and sustainability

tom up. Furthermore, the actors themselves are best

further evolve.

applying an orientating framework to better “navigate”

to inclusiveness and responsiveness) as well as different

placed to determine this content through intra- and

towards institutional transformation. This is done with the

instruments to promote them (from professional training

inter-organisational collective negotiations and action.

For this reason, the Res-AGorA team approached the

help of a “thinking tool” designed to enable related debate,

and education, design principles, stakeholder and public

We caution against top-down prescription of what the

aforementioned challenge by following an understand-

negotiation, experimentation, and learning in a construc-

dialogue to regulation by voluntary codes as well as hard

focal elements of responsibility should be. Gender equal-

ing of responsible research and innovation as reflexive,

tive and productive way. We call this the Responsibility

law), the Responsibility Navigator aims to facilitate strategic

ity, science education and open access may be important

self-organised and collective. The nature and direction of

Navigator. It aims at making existing and new governance

reflection and continuous formative evaluation in order to

considerations for some actors but not for others who

responsible research and innovation is shaped by variet-

instruments and arrangements effective, from bottom-

understand how instruments interact and play out at dif-

may have other pressing societal and justice concerns

ies of governance instruments and arrangements, and

up processes to transformation at a systemic level. It is

ferent levels and in different contexts, and to what extent

they wish to improve and transform. Genuine bottom-

the design and operation of all these instruments (even

therefore expected that by adopting and adapting the

goals are ultimately achieved.

up inclusive processes will help actors to uncover and

the formulation and operation of hard law) are not given,

Responsibility Navigator, the research and innovation per-

formalise what these priorities are. On the contrary, pre-

but actively constructed through processes of problem

formed in Europe will become more aligned with societal

The change agents using the Responsibility Navigator will

scribing the normative content of RRI risks it becoming

framing (appraisal), coordination and negotiation. In

needs and concerns.

be supported in working as “institutional entrepreneurs”

another bureaucratic tick-box exercise, an example of

seeking to lead the research and innovation performed

responsibility-wash where the RRI ambition remains on

in Europe to be more responsive. As stated above, this

the organisational surface and does not become deeply
institutionalised.

this context, what is judged to be “responsible” and the
ways to assess it are part of these interactions, where

Ten Res-AGorA principles and requirements have

responsibility-related co-ordination and decision-making,

been identified that enable responsibility-related

will require tailoring the Navigator to specific contexts;

i.e. governance, is a collective process of sense-making.

governance (Chapter 11). The Responsibility Navigator

in our stakeholder workshops we already witnessed the

(www.responsibility-navigator.eu) defines each principle

first efforts of participating organisations in this direction.
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To a large extent, the following text draws on Randles et al. (2015a).
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• The previous point is closely related to the issue of to

and generic RRI heartland. They are: 1) a new form of

what extent the “six key dimensions of RRI” (public en-

(participatory / inclusive) governance in the relationship

gagement, open access, gender equality, science edu-

between science and society; 2) an objective focus on

cation, ethics and governance) that are currently being

pressing societal problems (grand challenges); and 3) an

promoted by the European Commission (2012) should

anticipative futures-oriented perspective. These three

remain the conceptual core of RRI. While these key di-

themes provide a common generic core, from which

mensions represent important nuclei of RRI, the ongo-

adapted normative content can emerge, case by case

ing debate shows (cf. Randles et al. 2014; de Saille 2015;

and context by context.

Block and Lemmens 2015) that limiting RRI to these six
key dimensions would unduly constrain the integrative

• The empirical research confirmed again and again that

potential of the RRI concept, and create the risk of a con-

actors operate within the structural and incentive con-

ceptual “lock-in” as other, currently unforeseen building

straints of the political economy or wider organisational

blocks, elements or requirements of making research

culture which condition their scope for realising trans-

and innovation more responsible might be overseen. In

formative change, both emphasizing speed and quantity

particular, this would constrain the potential of RRI to

over careful and inclusive deliberation. European and

contribute to re-opening fundamental questions about

national policy-makers have a significant role to play in

the purpose, direction and future societal benefits of

influencing these conditions if the ambition of RRI is to

research and innovation.

become a practical reality.

• The awareness and relevance of making research and

Given the impressive conceptual and empirical knowl-

innovation more responsible is unevenly distributed

edge in the field of responsible research and innovation

across Europe and different actor groups. In terms of

which has been generated by the growing community of

realising this ambition, the most developed countries

academics, strategic decision-makers and research and

are in North and West Europe (UK, the Netherlands and

innovation practitioners, it is now time for governments

Scandinavia), where national policies are already well

and funding institutions to vigorously encourage, enable

advanced in research councils, for example. A blanket

and fund experimentation with different approaches and

top-down policy would not sit well with this reality. How-

instruments in a diversity of settings.

ever, a useful policy at the European level to address the
uneven distribution would be to support networking

Beyond Europe, amazingly, there are encouraging signals

activities to spread and exchange experiences on the

from stakeholders in research and innovation systems

design and implementation of RRI according to different

in developing countries, who are seeking to make their

actor groups and research and innovation situations.

research and innovation activities and outcomes more

East and South European countries would need support

responsible in general, and more specifically, who want

in terms of additional resources to make decisions and

to work with the Responsibility Navigator, even though – or

capacity-build their own approaches relevant to their

rather because! – up until now the 10th requirement of

current and anticipated societal, technological, and eco-

the Navigator (Culture of transparency, tolerance and rule

nomic context-dependent needs.

of law) cannot be taken for granted in their respective
contexts (Macnaghten et al. 2014). Even within Europe,

• The small but emerging corpus of social-science authored RRI literature shows remarkable convergence

this requirement needs to be protected and, on occasion,
reinforced.

towards three core themes which provide a common
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The Res-AGorA project
Res-AGorA was a three-year, EU FP7 project (2013–2016) which has co-constructed
a good-practice framework, the “Responsibility Navigator”, with practitioners and
strategic decision makers. This framework facilitates reflective processes involving
multiple stakeholders and policy-makers with the generic aim of making European
research and innovation more responsible, responsive, and sustainable.
This framework was developed based on three years of intensive empirical research
comprising an extensive programme of in-depth case-studies, systematic “scientometric” literature analysis, country-level monitoring (RRI-Trends) and five broadbased co-construction stakeholder workshops.
The resulting Res-AGorA Responsibility Navigator was conceived as a means to provide orientation without normatively steering research and innovation in a specific
direction. Furthermore, Res-AGorA’s “Co-construction Method” is a collaborative
methodology designed to systematically support and facilitate the practical use of
the Responsibility Navigator with stakeholders.
The Responsibility Navigator, the Co-construction Method and accompanying materials are ready to be used by actors who wish to navigate Research and Innovation
towards higher levels of responsibility.
This book provides an overview of the project’s journey, its conceptual underpinnings and main results.
For more information please visit www.responsibility-navigator.eu or
www.res-agora.eu.
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